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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation investigates how credit institutions’ market power limits the effects of 

creditor protection rules on the interest rate and the spread of bank loans. We use the Brazilian 

Bankruptcy Reform of June/2005 (BBR) as a legal event affecting the institutional 

environment of the Brazilian credit market. The law augments creditor protection and aims to 

improve the access of firms to the credit market and to reduce the cost of borrowing. Either 

access to credit or the credit cost are also determined by bank industry competition and the 

market power of suppliers of credit. We derive a simple economic model to study the effect of 

market power interacting with cost of lending. Using an accounting and operations dataset 

from July/2004 to December/2007 provided by the Brazilian Central Bank, we estimate that 

the lack of competition in the bank lending industry hinders the potential reducing effect of 

the BBR on the interest rate of corporate loans by approximately 30% and on the spread by 

approximately 23%. We also find no statistical evidence that the BBR affected the 

concentration level of the Brazilian credit market. 

We present a brief report on bankruptcy reforms around the world, the changes in the 

Brazilian legislation and on some recent related articles in our introductory chapter. The 

second chapter presents the economic model and the testable hypothesis on how the lack of 

competition in the lending market limits the effects of improved creditor protection. In this 

chapter, we introduce our empirical strategy using a differences-in-differences model and we 

estimate the limiting effect of market power on the BBR’s potential to reduce interest rates 

and on the spread of bank loans. We use the BBR as an exogenous event that affects 

collateralized corporate loans (treatment group) but that does not affect clean consumer loans 

(control group) to identify these effects, using different concentration measures.  

 In Chapter 3, we propose a two-stage empirical strategy to handle the H–Statistics 

proposed by Panzar and Rosse as a measure of market competition. We estimate the limiting 

effects of the lack of competition in replacing the concentration statistics by the H–Statistics. 

Chapter 4 presents a structural break test of the concentration index and checks if the BBR 

affects the dynamic evolution of the concentration index. 

 

Keywords: bankruptcy reform, bank competition, credit, market power. 

JEL Classification: D43, L22, G21, G33  



RESUMO 

 

Esta dissertação investiga como o poder de mercado de instituições de crédito limita os 

efeitos de medidas de proteção ao credor sobre os juros de operações de crédito. Fazemos uso 

da Reforma na Lei de Falência Brasileira de Junho/2005 (RLF) como evento que afetou o 

ambiente institucional no mercado de crédito. A Lei elevou a proteção ao credor objetivando 

melhorar o acesso das empresas ao mercado de crédito e reduzir custos de financiamento. 

Tanto acesso ao crédito, quanto custos dos empréstimos são, também, determinados pela 

competição na indústria e pelo poder de mercado dos ofertantes. Derivamos um modelo 

econômico simplificado, a fim de estudarmos os efeitos da interação do poder de mercado 

com os custos dos empréstimos. Usando uma base de dados contábeis e de operações de 

crédito de Julho/2004 a Dezembro/2007, fornecida pelo Banco Central do Brasil, estimamos 

que a falta de competição na indústria de crédito limita em aproximadamente 30% o efeito 

redutor potencial da RLF sobre juros e em 23% sobre spreads. Não encontramos evidências 

estatísticas que a RLF afetou o nível de concentração no mercado de crédito no Brasil. 

Apresentamos um breve relato sobre as reformas na legislação falimentar em alguns 

países, as mudanças na legislação brasileira e alguns artigos recentes relacionados no capitulo 

introdutório. O segundo capítulo apresenta o modelo econômico e as hipóteses testáveis sobre 

como a falta de competição no mercado de crédito limita os efeitos da elevação da proteção 

ao credor. Neste capítulo, introduzimos nossa estratégia empírica usando o modelo de 

diferenças-em-diferenças e estimamos o efeito limitador do poder de mercado sobre o 

potencial da RLF em reduzir juros e spreads. Usamos a RLF como um evento exógeno que 

afeta empréstimos corporativos colateralizados (grupo de tratamento), mas não afeta 

empréstimos a consumidores (grupo de controle) com diferentes medidas de concentração. 

No Capítulo 3, propomos uma estratégia empírica em dois estágios, a fim de usarmos a 

Estatística-H proposta por Panzar e Rosse como medida de poder de mercado. Estimamos o 

efeito limitador da ausência de competição sobre a taxa de juros e sobre o spread, 

substituindo os índices de concentração pela Estatística-H. O Capítulo 4 apresenta uma 

análise de séries temporais do índice de concentração e testa se a RFB afetou a concentração. 

 

Palavras-chaves: lei de falências, competição bancária, crédito, poder de mercado. 

JEL Classification: D43, L22, G21, G33 
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Chapter 1 - INTRODUCTION   

In recent decades, the financial and capital markets have experienced significant changes 

in the regulatory environment (Basel and IOSCO statements, Dodd Frank Act, European 

Union competitions law, etc.). Governments and regulators have created rules with different 

objectives, but a particular group of these rules have been reformed to improve investor and 

creditor protection, expecting the banking industry change its equilibrium condition as 

consequence of these new regulations (Qian and Strahan, P. E. (2007)). Recent studies have 

demonstrated that increasing creditor’s legal protection can have a positive impact on the price 

and volume of credit. 

Increased creditor protection and its consequences on the credit market, debt market and 

the real economy has long been the focus of academic research, governments and multilateral 

organization studies. Economic studies show that better conditions under which to recover 

debt or force repayment of loans leads to a larger credit supply and better price conditions 

(Aghion and Bolton (1992), Hart and Moore (1994, 1998)). Therefore, increasing credit 

volume and decreasing the cost of credit are key expected outcomes when creditor protection 

is bolstered (La Porta et al. (1998)). This perspective is leading institutional reforms in 

emerging economies around the world.  

The level of creditor and investor protection matters for market development, firm 

access to the debt market, the market for bank loans and might improve economic growth. 

Some World Bank indicators relate investor protection with economic development in 

different countries. Figure 1 shows some indicators of creditor and debtor protection from a 

significant number of countries and correlates them to two important economic indicators: 

domestic credit provided by the financial sector and the spread over the deposit rate. 1  

The first two graphics indicate that the financial sector in countries with a higher 

investor protection index seem to provide a higher volume of credit. The recovery rate is the 

amount of US$ cents recovered after a firm defaults per 1 US$ lent. This indicator seems to 

have a positive correlation with the volume of credit in the countries. The graphics also 

                                                 
1 The interest rate charged by banks on loans to private sector customers minus the interest rate paid by 
commercial or similar banks for demand, time, or savings deposits. 
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indicate that countries with higher rates of credit recovery in the financial sector operate with a 

lower banking spread in the bank lending market.2 

The relevant effects of creditor protection reforms motivate some countries, particularly 

emerging countries, to implement local reforms in the legal environment to ensure higher 

levels of creditor and investor protection.  

Figure 1: World Bank Indicator of Creditor Protection and Recovery Rate/Spread 

  

  

In 2007, the Chinese government implemented the Enterprise Bankruptcy Law, the 

Chinese system to address the firm insolvency problem that assumed a market orientation (Ho 

and Lee (2010)). 

Reforms of the bankruptcy system were also implemented in Russia (1997), with a 

significant step toward “pro-creditor” rules (Vitryansky (1999)); however, not only did the ex-

socialist economies change their legal systems in the direction of protecting creditors and 

investors, but also Italy (2005), Brazil (2005) and South Korea (1997) took the same path. 

Recent studies have found evidence that the reforms in South Korea contributed to 

                                                 
2 We report the indicator for the 2006 period because the period of our research is from Jul/2004 to Dez/2007 and 
2006 is a central year. 
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productivity growth following the 1997 economic crisis by allowing inefficient firms to exit, 

by encouraging new entries (Cirmizi et al. (2010)), and by incentivizing surviving firms to 

become more efficient (Lim and Hahn, 2003). 

However, a collection of academic research is fundamentally concerned with bank 

concentration and credit market competition. Saunders and Schumacher (2000) found 

evidence that margins (or pure spreads) were affected by the market structure in OECD 

countries. Non-competitive market structures appear to explain the high margins charged by 

credit institutions in some countries (Bikker and Haaf (2002)). 

One may wonder how effective a legal reform that improves creditor protection can be 

in a monopolistic-competitive credit market. The effects of increased creditor protections 

under monopolistic competition are unclear. The expected interest rate reductions for bank 

loans can also be limited by the lack of competition. Credit institutions with some market 

power can inefficiently price credit operations and thus fail to adequately transfer the benefits 

of higher creditor protection to borrowers. In a monopolistic-competitive credit market, a 

reduction in the cost of loans does not necessarily indicate a reduction in the cost of loans to 

borrowers. Financial institutions, as regular firms operating under a monopolistic market, can 

choose to use their market power and not transmit cost reductions to the interest rate or spread 

of the loans.  

The intuition behind the effects of an institutional reform that improves creditor 

protection conditions, like bankruptcy reforms, do not depart from the maximization 

conditions of firms. We expect that this type of reform reduces the cost of lending to credit 

institutions by improving the recovery rate when firms default or by preventing strategic 

defaults (Hart and Moore (1994), Anderson and Sundaresan (1996)). However, the effect in 

the market price of credit depends on the maximization process of the firms (banks and credit 

institutions) and the elasticity of the demand for credit. If credit demand is inelastic and the 

bank lending industry is a monopoly market – or suffers from a considerable lack of 

competition – we expect that new legislation that improves creditor protection is highly 

ineffective in reducing the interest rate that banks charge to borrowers.  

The enforcement mechanism of the creditor protection regulations is another source of 

ineffectiveness. The judicial court’s efficiency in applying legal procedures guarantees the 

strength of the enforcement mechanism and the effectiveness of new legislation (Alencar and 

Ponticelli (2013)).  
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Murillo et al. (2015) produces evidence regarding the collateral regulation effects on 

firms’ access to credit, on firms’ leverage, and on real economic activity. Murillo et al. (2015) 

studied the collateral reform in Romania and in other Eastern European Countries. The 

Romanian Law 99 of May/1999 improved creditor protection with regard to debts with 

movable assets (e.g., machinery and equipment) as collateral. Similarly, the Brazilian 

Bankruptcy Reform also drastically improved the legal treatment of collateral recovery. The 

owners of debt attached to real collateral (placed as mortgages or pledges) now have priority 

over some labor debts and taxes. We detail this reform below. 

1.1 The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform 

Federal Law 11.101 issued on February 9 of 2005 by the National Congress 

implemented the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform (BBR). The law became public in February, 

but did not become legally effective until 6 June of the same year. These two time marks are 

relevant for our research. The credit institutions had time to decide about their market 

strategies before the new law became effective. We consider the effects of the law from 6 June 

for our analysis.  

The law nullified previous Brazilian bankruptcy legislation and the dated legal 

statements that required firms to have access to a judicial reorganization process. The BBR 

implements new judicial and extra-judicial reorganization – and liquidation – procedures. 

Transparency and creditor protection were directly addressed into the bankruptcy reform. 3 

In the next few paragraphs, we compare the main changes of the new legislation with the 

former legislation. The Brazilian legislation regulates both the reorganization and the 

liquidation processes. The new bankruptcy law maintains reorganization and liquidation as a 

continuous legal process, such that a firm that invokes the right to the legal reorganization 

process can be judicially conducted to the liquidation process. Considering both processes, we 

highlight relevant legal changes that potentially improve the recovery rate of secured credit 

and reduce the probability of default. We do not exhaustively describe all dimensions of the 

new bankruptcy law, but we seek to highlight the relevant changes that improve creditor 

protection and potentially reduce the cost of credit operations. 

                                                 
3 The sixth objective of the congressional bill project reported by The Commission of Economic Issue of the 
Senate is to reduce the cost of credit in Brazil by preserving the guarantees of secured credits and by precisely 
defining the priority rules of debts in the liquidation procedure. 
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Recent studies report that the new bankruptcy law yields a more protective legal 

environment for lenders. Despite aiming to prevent the exit of firms’ from the market by their 

final liquidation, in practice, the Brazilian legislation was ineffective at maximizing asset 

value, at conducting viable enterprises back into the market and at protecting creditors; in 

addition, the Brazilian liquidation process was also the slowest in the world, taking more than 

ten years to go through (Araújo and Funchal (2005)). The old legislation placed secured 

creditors at a disadvantage. The liquidation process was like piecemeal selling. The legislation 

was ineffective at both preserving the firm and facilitating a recovery by means of an asset or 

going-concern sale was unlikely Ponticelli (2013). 

The new Brazilian law is based on Chapter 11 of the United State Code and does not 

have innovatory concepts; however, some relevant aspects of the law have the potential to 

reduce the cost of credit.4  

The Brazilian legal system does not allow for personal bankruptcy. Federal Law 11.101 

exclusively addresses debtor firms’ and corporate creditors’ rights. The Brazilian Civil Code 

legislates on personal debts and claims against Brazilian citizens. Federal Law 11.101 does not 

affect creditors or debtors when the debtor is a natural Brazilian citizen.  

The core of the former legislation was enacted in 1945 and altered in 1966 and again in 

1984. The set of laws and court decisions were known as the Concordat and Bankruptcy Code. 

This code treated the reorganization process as the legal right of every firm owner. Brazilian 

firms had the legal right to “enter into concordat”. If the firm and its owners complied with 

legal requirements, the court of justice must accept the concordat petition. The legal right of 

concordat was prevalent on the bankruptcy statute. Even after the judicial declaration of 

bankruptcy, the firm could still request the right to concordat and its suspensive effects. The 

Brazilian legal system termed this judicial procedural the suspensive concordat. Firm owners 

had the right to take back control of the firm’s assets even after the liquidation process had 

already started. In this legal scenario, shareholders request concordat not as a reorganization 

process, but as a strategy to default and maintain control of the firm’s assets. The new 

legislation ended the concordat procedures and established the Recuperation Process. The new 

judicial procedure is more of a reorganization process led by negotiations and renegotiations 

between private agents than it is a citizen’s legal right that judicial institutions must preserve. 

                                                 
4 We use the concept “cost of credit” in terms of the bank’s cost. Of course, firms also face a “cost of credit” 
when they borrow from banks or credit institution. For firms’ cost, we use the expression “contracted interest 
rate” or “spread over the Interest Rate Term Structure – IRTS”. 
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Another shareholder’s legal right is the preventive concordat. A firm’s administrators 

might request the right to concordat preventively. Before any creditor or debtor could access 

the judicial system and demand a firm’s bankruptcy, a shareholder could request a preventive 

concordat. The shareholders had the right to declare the debt values, to suspend any 

bankruptcy declaration, to freeze debts, interest rates, fees and/or new fines. The creditors 

must prove business insolvency and asset devaluation to end the concordat or else a firm might 

indeterminately stay in concordat. The system incentivized solvent firms to default 

strategically and to maximize the minimum 2-year term through postponements and legal 

tactics. 

Strategic default is the shareholders’ decision to default or to ask for legal protection 

under bankruptcy even when the firm is solvent. Such a strategy aims at debt reduction by 

forcing a renegotiation, Hart and More (1994). Moreover, the possibility of strategic default 

increases the corporate credit spread on corporate debt, François and Morellec (2004).5   

The system was perverse with regard to solvent firms because the law allows any 

creditor to send the firm into bankruptcy and begin the liquidation process based on small debt 

values. To protect the assets, viable firms could also strategically default. The Brazilian 

Bankruptcy Reform ended the concordat rights and created the recuperation period in which 

firms receive extraordinary rights for reorganizing finances, assets and process. The principal 

difference comes from the recuperation plan established under the law. The shareholders are 

supposed to submit to creditors, to workers and to a judge a viable business plan. The 

recuperation plan can be freely negotiated and presented to a court and is called the extra-

judicial recuperation period. The court guarantees that the proposed installment plan is 

judicially claimable. If a free negotiation with enough creditors, suppliers and workers is not 

likely, a firm can present the recuperation plan to the judge and ask for a judicial recuperation 

period.  

In comparing the new reorganization period with the concordat, some points we take for 

salient changes to reduce the cost of credit by hampering the ability of insolvent firms to 

strategically default and by encouraging the efficient reorganization of viable business. 

                                                 
5 Farava et al (2012) find evidence that the equity volatility of listed companies is somewhat lower in 

countries with a bankruptcy regulation that favors renegotiation over liquidation. The authors argue that the tactic 

of a strategic default can explain this lower volatility, but these relations weaken as the country’s insolvency 

procedures favor liquidations. 
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Federal Law 11.101 substitutes the recuperation period for the concordat period, which might 

be implemented under two different legal terms, the extra-judicial recuperation process or the 

judicial recuperation process. In the first, the decisions are privately negotiated and the 

judicial system only provides the enforcement mechanisms to guarantee that the agents will 

accomplish the deal. The alternative from a private negotiation between all creditors is the 

judicial process of recuperation, by which a state court conducts the reorganization process 

under legal rules. Both processes require that shareholders prove the firm’s viability.  

In the tables below, we note some relevant changes on the reorganization period 

addressed by the new legislation. Table 1 compares salient point of the former concordat with 

the new recuperation period and Table 2 compares the former bankruptcy code with the new 

liquidation process. 

Table 1: Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform legal changes – Reorganization Period 

Before the BBR – The Concordat Right After the BBR – The Recuperation Period 

Creditors must prove business unviability and require 
the liquidation of the firm. 

Shareholders must prove business viability. 

None of creditors’ debts can be treated under 
different conditions or over different periods of time. 

Some creditors can be treated out of recuperation 
plan, if others creditors accept.  

The business control of shareholders in the concordat 
period was a legal right. Creditors must prove fraud 
or reckless administration to take over business 
control or to require a new administrator. 

Shareholders can keep business control – if creditors 
and workers support it – but can lose such control if 
there is non-compliance with the business plan or by 
court decision in the judicial recuperation period. 

The old legislation does not address the automatic 
stay.  

Automatic Stay: firm has the right to suspend for 180 
days any issue of a secured creditor to recover an 
asset of production after declaration of the judicial 

recuperation period. Leased assets can be included in 
the automatic stay period. 

The revoked legislation does not address the priority 
of creditors or suppliers that support the firm 
operation in the concordat period. Court decisions.  

Absolute priority to supplier and lenders that traded 
with the firm in the judicial recuperation period. 
 

 

The same Federal Law addresses the liquidation process. The Law altered two important 

issues: the absolute priority rule and the values of employees’ claims. The new priority rule 

defines the following priority: labor benefits are limited to 150 minimum wages, secured loans 

with real collateral are limited to the market value of the collateral, taxes, other credit with 

specific legal privileges and unsecured claims (the value exceeding the labor benefit 

limitations and secured loan limitations are in this last group). The secured credits were at a 

huge disadvantage before June/2005, when collateral was simply liquidated to pay employees’ 

claims and taxes.  
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 Table 2: Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform legal changes – Liquidation 

Before the BBR After the BBR 

Employee’s benefits and salaries were unlimited. The employees’ salaries, labor rights and work 
accident compensations are absolute priorities over 
all liabilities, but limited to 150 minimum wages.  

Employee’s benefits and salaries were the absolute 
priority in the liquidation process followed by debts 
owed the government: taxes, fines and fees. The 
legislation allowed liquidation of secured assets to 
pay government debts and employees. 

The secured loans are now second in the legal 
priority list, as that priority is limited by the collateral 
market value. However, if the asset placed as 
collateral is sold, the owner of the respective debt has 
absolute priority, limited to the sale value, which 
prioritizes collateralized loans over employee claims.  

Creditor’s claims, debts or obligations with suppliers 
generated in the recuperation period do not have any 
priority in the liquidation. 

Creditor’s and Investor’s claims – along with debts to 
the government and suppliers generated in the 
recuperation period – have priority in the liquidation 
process. 

 

Loans, claims and taxes generated after the court has agreed upon the recuperation 

period have priority over others under the new legal rules. These obligations follow the same 

order of priority we described above, but they have absolute priority over obligations that 

arose before the court decision. 

1.2 The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform and Recent Studies  

The different impacts of the BBR on the credit markets, on the capital structure of firms, 

supply and credit conditions are the objects of several empirical studies. Araújo et al (2012) 

report positive effects on the total amount of debt and long-term debt using the accounting 

information of publicly traded firms. They also pointed to reductions in the cost of debt 

financing of Brazilian firms between 7.8% and 16.8%.6 

Using data from the Brazilian credit market and the Brazilian courts, Alencar and 

Ponticelli (2013) found evidence that the effectiveness of the enforcement system has 

impacted credit volume and the cost of borrowing. After BBR the loan conditions to firms 

improved in terms of interest, maturity and collateral exigencies depends on jurisdiction of the 

firm. The reported results show statistically significant differences for firms located in 

jurisdictions with specialized and more efficient civil courts of law. That work suggests not 

only that the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform affected the credit conditions of the local market 

but also that the institutional environment and the enforcement conditions are relevant to loan 

conditions. Ponticelli (2013) improve the results evidencing the enforcement needs to efficient 

credit market (Bae and Goyal (2009)). 

                                                 
6 This work uses a difference-in-difference methodology and firm information from Argentina, Mexico and Chile 
as a control group observation.  
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Changes in Brazilian legislation related to collateral is the focus of Assunção et al (2013) 

that exploit the Brazilian federal law 10.931 enacted in August/2004. This law reformed the 

pledge legislation and improved creditor’s rights over repossessed assets. The new law 

established a more efficient extra-judicial procedure for credit institutions that sells 

repossessed assets and terminates debt defaults. The borrower level sample comes from a large 

private bank7 and covers auto loans during the August/2003–July/2005 period, ending one 

month after the BBR became legally effective (June/2005). With respect to auto loans, the 

authors find that the law reduces the credit spread by 9.4%, increases credit maturity by 6% 

and increases leverage on consumer income by 7.5%. Some hazards also result. Following 

August/2004, borrowers are 18.8% more likely to be 90 days late on at least one installment.  

These studies focus on the effects of the Brazilian legal reforms on credit conditions 

(volume, cost, and risk). We contribute to the literature studying the limiting effects of the lack 

of lender competition on potential reductions in the cost of borrowing. We also have evidences 

the Brazilian banking industry do not operates under perfect competition conditions (Nakane, 

and Rocha (2010)). 

This work uses a monthly-based dataset determining the mean interest rate of the 

contracted credit operations of Brazilian banks. We observe the mean of operations contracted 

once each month.  

Our hypothesis is that the competition condition of the market can be a barrier to the 

final effect of institutional reforms on loan conditions. Our estimations corroborated our 

hypothesis. The results indicate that bank market power limits the effect of the Bankruptcy 

Reform on interest rates and on the spread of bank loans.  

                                                 
7 The authors do not inform each one. 
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Chapter 2 – MARKET POWER AND THE LIMITS OF CREDITOR’S 

PROTECTION REFORMS 

Institutional changes, that increase creditor protection, might have limited effects on bank 

interest rates when those banks act in a monopolistic environment. In this chapter we 

empirically investigate how banks’ market power limits the impact of the Brazilian Bankruptcy 

Law (BBR) on bank interest rates for corporate loans using concentration measures as a 

proxy for market power. We analyzed monthly data provided by the Central Bank of Brazil. 

Those data cover credit lines affected by the Bankruptcy Law (corporate credit) and those not 

affected by the law (consumer credit). We observe this lines from July/2004 to 

December/2007. We have information on interest rate, volume of credit and measures of 

market power. We identify how the market power limits the bankruptcy law impact on bank 

interest rates and spread, using the differences-in-differences method. We use the BBR as an 

exogenous event that affects collateralized corporate loans (treatment group) but that does not 

affect clean consumer loans (control group) to identify these effects, using different 

concentration measures as a proxy for market power.  We estimate the market power hampers 

27.5% of the potential good effect of the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform on the interest rate of 

corporate loans and 23.6% on spread. 

 

1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we empirically investigate how the bank’s market power limits the 

impact of the Brazilian Bankruptcy Law on the bank interest rates for corporate loans. In this 

order, we first derive a simple economic model to obtain our economic testable hypothesis; 

second, we propose an econometric strategy to verify if our collected data corroborates the 

economic predictions of our model predictions. 

Our theoretical model is based on two import assumptions. First we assume the Brazilian 

Bankruptcy Reform contributes to reduce the cost of lending to credit institutions. Second, we 

assume that the credit institutions and banks have some market power. The BBR has the 

potential to reduce lending costs. The new legal procedures governing liquidation and 

reorganization potentially improve the recovery rate of secured credit and could reduce the 

probability of default by a more efficient reorganization process and/or by providing less 

incentive for firms to strategically default. We synthetize testable hypotheses from this model. 

Using a difference-in-differences econometric methodology, we construct an empirical 

model to identify the effects predicted by our economic model. We use the Brazilian 

Bankruptcy Reform as an exogenous event affecting the dynamic trend of the interest rate 

charged by credit institutions on collateralized corporate loans (our treatment group). 

However, as the BBR does not change any legal statement regarding consumer credit 
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operations, we assume that the BBR does not affect the uncollateralized credit operations with 

consumers (our control group). From these empirical assumptions, we statistically identify 

some coefficient of interest that allows us to verify our model prediction.  

This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we present a simple economic 

model to support our testable hypothesis. In Section 0, we propose an econometric strategy to 

identify the effects of the BBR on interest rates and on the interest rate spread, in addition to 

the limiting effects of the lack of competition in Brazilian credit market. That section also 

reports the descriptive statistics for the variables. Section 0 presents our main results, and 

Section 0 reports a set of robustness tests. 

2 Economic Model and Comparative Static  

In this section, we derive a simple economic model to guide our testable hypothesis 

regarding market power limiting the effects on bank loan interest rates given lenders’ reduced 

cost of credit. We propose a model with two economic agents, Firms and Banks.  

Firms’ total demand for credit depends on the contracted interest rate factor charged by 

the bank, . The function ( ) represents the total demand for credit such that I′( ) > 0, 

and for simplicity we assume ( ) = 0. This function has an inverse function	 ( ), such 

that	 ′ ( ) < 0, and	 ′′ ( ) = 0.  

All borrowed resources are invested in the firm’s project. The firm’s project has a 

probability of success of	 ∈ (0,1). The bank has unlimited funding, and a cost of funding of 

	 > 1. 

Our simple market has only two periods. In the first period, the firms contract with the 

credit operations to invest. In the second period, the firms pay back the bank. The credit risk is 

the probability of the failure of the project.8 

In the second period, firms pay ( ) if the project succeeds. Conversely, the banks 

recover only a fraction 	 ∈ (0,1) of the investment. For our analyses, the probability of 

default is = (1 − ) and the recovery rate is .9 

The bank lending market does not operates under perfect competition condition. Each 

bank has a market power  and has a funding cost  . We consider   exogenous. The bank 

expected profit Π is considered as: 

                                                 
8 We do not consider side effects from moral hazard or specific firm behavior. 
9 , , 	 	 ∈ (0,1) 
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= ( ) − − (1 − )	  (1) 

The perceived marginal revenue by a bank with market power  is given as: 

= ( ) + ( ) where ∈ (0,1)  (2) 

Note that, if the market power is absent, = 0, and then perceived marginal revenue is 

equal to price; therefore, this condition corresponds to a perfect competitive equilibrium. 

However, in the monopoly market, market power	  is equal to one and the perceived marginal 

revenue thus coincides with the monopolist marginal revenue. 10 So, the degree of competition 

in this industry can be measured by . 

The static equilibrium conditions are derived from the optimal condition: ∗ =
	 ( , , 	) and	 ∗ = ( , , ). From the profit maximization problem, with respect to I, 

given by equation (1), we derive the first order condition, equation (3), and the second order 

condition, equation (4): 

( ) + ′ ( ) = − (1 − )  (3) 
 ( ) + ( ) ≤ 0 (4) 

From these conditions, we established our testable hypothesis: 

First Hypothesis: Direct Effect 

< 0 and  < 0 (5) 

Second Hypothesis: Cross Partial Effect 

= ( ) > 0	 and  = 	− ( ) ( ) > 0 (6) 

This theoretical result predicts some estimations once we can test the empirical analyses. 

Remembering that  represents the price of credit or the interest rate. The Direct Effect 

indicates that variations on the probability of firm succeeding, , and variations on the 

recovery rate of loans,	 , in the event the firm’s project fails, are negatively correlated with the 

price of loans or interest rate . If the bank expects an increase in the recovery rate or in the 

probability that firms will not default, the profit maximization problem of banks indicates that, 

in equilibrium, the banks tend to reduce the interest rate charged on firm’s loans.  

                                                 
10 This equilibrium result is similar to that of Bresnahan and Lau (1992).

 
Marginal Revenue: MR∗ , Perfect 

competition: MR = R (I)p, Monopoly: MR = R (I)p + pIR (I), Some market power λ	: MR = R (I) +
λpIR (I) 
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However, a secondary effect comes from the cross-partial derivative. Considering the 

market power λ, the cross effect with respect to the probability of success on the interest rate 

 is positive, we derive similar predictions with respect to the recovery rate, δ. Even a bank 

tending to reduce the interest rate exhibits only a limited effect from the direct effect of 

reducing the cost of lending, when the bank has some market power. 

If we consider the institutional chances promoted by Brazilian bankruptcy law, we 

intuitively conclude that some of them might affect the recovery rate, , and others might have 

a potential impact on the probability of default, = (1 − ). The cross-partial derivatives 

have a positive sign either for the market power interaction with respect to the recovery rate or 

with respect to the probability of success.  

Nevertheless, since the BBR simultaneously affects the probability of default =
(1 − )	and the recovery rate, represented by , our econometric model is not able to 

disentangle the effects. Meanwhile, the theoretical model predicts a positive crossed effect if 

the Brazilian credit market operates in a noncompetitive banking environment, 

notwithstanding that the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform promoted a cost reduction by 

increasing creditors’ recovery rates in bankruptcy or by reducing the probability of default.  

3  Empirical Strategy  

The contribution of our empirical model is to identify how the lack of competition on the 

Brazilian corporate credit market can limit the expected impact of the bankruptcy law on the 

interest rate charged by credit institutions. Federal Law 11.101 gave us an exogenous 

experiment that we use to identify the effects of the possible protection changes in favor of 

creditors that are perceived by banks, and the existing market power of credit institutions. The 

interaction between the law’s effects and the existing market power permits us to identify how 

the lack of competition limits the possible reducing effect of the BBR on the interest rate. Our 

work aims to estimate the different impacts of the law on the interest rate in credit lines with 

different levels of competition. 

We propose an estimation methodology based on a modification of the differences-in-

differences method. The traditional differences-in-differences method uses an interaction 

variable between two constructed dummies: I) the dummy of treated observations, which 

assumes the value of one when the observation is in the treatment group and II) the time 

dummy of the exogenous event, which assumes the value of one when the data are observed in 

the period after the event. We introduce a second interaction variable in addition to the 
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tradition interaction term. This new term is the interaction of our empirically measured market 

power with the interaction variable of the differences-in-differences standard model. This term 

intends to capture how the effect of competition given the new bankruptcy law affects our 

treatment group of observations, as we describe in this section.  

Our treatment group presents only operations between credit institutions and firms. All 

operations are collateralized with real assets. Our collateralization concept does not consider 

fiduciary guarantees; we only classify an operation as collateralized if the collateral is real 

estate, automobiles, deliverable commodities, receivables or assets that can be recovered in a 

bankruptcy context. 

Our control group consists of all credit operations for consumers not related to payroll-

attached repayments. The database includes only directly contracted loans between credit 

institutions and a natural person without collateral. We exclude the payroll-attached loans. 

These operations may be a source of endogeneity in the sample.11 

Our time dummy to the exogenous event considers the month that Federal Law 11.101 

became legally effective, June/2005. 

Equation (7) is the estimated model.  

	= + + + + +	 
+ Λ + φ

+ +	 ℎ + , , , + , , , , 	
(7) 

The dependent variable is not observed at the operation level. We constructed the 

dependent variable as a weighted mean of the interest rate of the contracted credit operations 

or as the spread over the interest rate term structure. We describe our dependent variables in 

detail in the following paragraphs. 

We are able to observe the mean of the interest rate contracted by credit institutions or 

banks , by credit lines , by credit risk class , and whether the operations are collateralized, 

                                                 
11 Payroll dependent loans are common in the Brazilian market. First, a bank signs a contract with the 

employers. The firms intermediate the collection service of the credit installments on their own employees by 

directly discounting off the payroll. The firm is responsible to charge the borrowers and pay the credit 

institutions. Now, the bank is able to offer a loan to each employee. We exclude these operations because they 

might have a strong influence on the BBR. 
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= 1, or not, = 0. Credit line markets, credit risk class and collateralized operations are 

specific concepts we describe below. Below are the indexes of the variables: 

: bank or credit institution, 
: credit line or credit market, 
: credit risk class of the operation, 
: collateralized operation, and 
: month when the operation is contracted (our time variable of the panel data). 

The first term  is the empirical measure of market power. We differentiate this 

variable by credit line, credit risk class and collateralized or uncollateralized loans. This 

variable captures market power variations. 

The variable  is a dummy variable for the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform. The 

variable assumes the value of 0 before June/2005 and 1 after. The dummy variable for the 

treatment group of observations is  this variable assumes the value of 1 if the observation 

refers to collateralized loans to firms (our treatment group) and 0 if the observation refers to 

uncollateralized consumer credit. The interaction variable  is the term that 

identifies the treatment effect 	in the standard differences-in-differences method. This term 

captures the direct effect of the new law on the treated group of observations. If the Brazilian 

Bankruptcy Reform increases the probability of firms succeeding (or it reduces the probability 

of firms defaulting) and/or the BBR increases the recovery rate perceived by credit 

institutions, we expect a negative value for the estimated coefficient	 . This coefficient aims 

to capture the direct effect of our theoretical model. At this juncture, we do not have any 

considerations beyond traditional differences-in-differences formulations.  

The next three terms’ objective is to estimate the Cross Partial Effect. Our formulation 

considers interactions with the empirical measure of market power,	 . The simple 

economic model from the previous section shows us a testable hypothesis related to the market 

power effect , given the changing probability of default or recovery rates. We attempt to 

capture theses effects by introducing the interaction variables with the empirical measure of 

market power. Specifically, to capture crossed effects we introduced a set of interactions. The 

terms  and  are necessary specific controls to enable us to estimate our 

coefficient of interest,	 .  

This coefficient aims to capture the interactions of market power with the recovery rate 

and the probability of default. We try to capture this effect with the interactive 

term	Λ . From our economic model, > 0 and > 0 are both positive 

and we expect a total interaction coefficient to be positive also. This formulation is not able to 
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distinguish between the effects, but if the signs of both partial derivatives are positive, we 

expect a positive sign for the estimated coefficient , also. 

 We also consider controls for credit institutions	 ,  and macroeconomic 

control variables	 . The dummies  and ℎ  control for year 

fixed effects and monthly fixed effect. 

We assume a latent variable with a time-invariant effect, , and a unique constant 

intercept for all samples,	 , which we can estimate by simple fixed effects methodology. 

3.1 The Data and Descriptive Statistics 

Our main dataset to investigate the testable hypothesis is derived from the accounting 

information provided by Brazilian banks and the average interest rate per bank loan contracted 

as calculated by the Brazilian Central Bank using data from the Credit Information System, 

SCR. 12 Both datasets are available on a monthly basis from July 2004 to December 2007. The 

accounting data are public information.  

The Brazilian banking regulation has specific rules for certain deposit lines. These rules 

regulate the resource destination. For example, savings deposits have a mandatory percentage 

that the financial institutions must lend to real estate and housing lines of credit. Another part 

of some deposits must finance the agriculture sector. The part of the deposits and saving 

deposits that do not have a mandatory destination is labeled “free resources”. Our dataset 

considers only credit operations with free resources. The banks are able to decide the volume 

and price of every credit operation considered on our dataset. 

We do not consider every type of credit operation as a specific market, but we group 

similar credit lines together, and then we consider aggregated credit lines as a specific market. 

For instance, Credit Line 5 joins hot money, overdrafts and other credit lines with working 

capital characteristics of firms. The credit institutions classify their loans by regulatory unified 

rules. The Brazilian Central Bank receives the classification by individual operations. Table 3 

shows our 10 credit line categories.  

The next table reports the 10 credit lines. We also use these definition in chapter 3 and 4 

of this dissertation. 

                                                 
12 The Credit Information System is a database maintained by the Brazilian Central Bank. The bank receives 
monthly information about loans contracted and portfolio credit information from every credit institution. Access 
is not public and is protected by law. During the sample period, the information is available for debtors with 
obligation greater than BRL 5,000.00 at the same credit institution. 
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Table 3: Markets or Credit Lines 

Description Number 

Overdraft – Consumers 1 

Leasing and Goods Financing – Consumers 2 

Vehicle Financing – Consumers 3 

Loans and Other Credit Lines – Consumers 4 

Working Capital; Overdraft and Supplier Financing - Firms 5 

Commercial Papers Discount – Firms 6 

Leasing and Goods Financing – Firms 7 

Vehicle Financing – Firms 8 

Loans and Other Credit Lines – Firms 9 

Trade Finance: Import and Export – Firms 10 

Credit lines from 1 to 4 are loans to consumers. Credit line 1 joins every automatic 

overdraft credit line to consumers. Credit line 2 joins goods financing operations; it includes 

loans for domestic utilities acquisition and retail credit lines with leased assets. Credit line 3 

consists of vehicle financing to consumers, including leasing operations with vehicles. We 

aggregate other credit lines to consumers in the credit market 4. 

Credit lines 5 to 10 are corporate loans. Credit line 6 aggregates commercial bills 

discount operations, which means corporate credit lines with receivables, such as duplicates, 

warranties, and credit card receivables. Following similar criteria to the consumer’s credit 

lines, we aggregate leasing operations and goods financing operations not related to vehicles 

in credit line 7. Every leasing operation or vehicle financing operation is found in credit line 8. 

Credit line 10 aggregates loans related with trade financing, export or imports. Finally, we 

aggregate other credit lines in credit line 9. 

We constructed a monthly-based panel dataset that assembles bank accounting 

information and credit operation information. We consider each aggregated credit line as a 

specific credit market. The market power measure of each credit line is our coarsest measure 

of the market, as we detail in the next section. 

3.1.1 Variables and Concepts 

We describe the variables, the constructed methodology and the concepts applied to our 

research. Table A2 brings some extra details and the complete descriptions of the variables we 

detail in this subsection. 

Dependent Variables 

We use as dependent  as our dependent variable, which represents the weighted 

average interest rate for contracted operations. However, in some models we replace the 
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dependent variable by the weighted average spread over the Interest Rate Term Structure. 

When we refer to the dependent variable as the spread, we use the notation	 .13   

The dependent variables consider only new credit operations, loans contracted in the 

month of observation. We observe the variables by financial institutions, credit line, risk class 

and collateralized operations for each month.  

We constructed the interest rate as a dependent variable, weighting the contracted 

interest rate of individual credit operations by the present value of the accounting value of the 

credit operations.14  Equation (8) shows this calculation. 

= ∑ ∗
∑   (8) 

where  is the accounting value and  is the informed contracted interest rate. 

We also calculate the spread over the IRTS on a weighted basis. First, we calculate the 

weighted maturity of the credit operations, and then we calculate the spread over the IRTS 

regarding the interest rate observed in the yield curve with the same maturity. Equations (9) 

shows this calculation. 

, , , , = ( )
	 − 1 where = ∑ ∗

∑  (9) 

where  is the weighted maturity with respect to the accounting value of the credit 

operations, and  is the observed interest rate in the yield curve with the same 

maturity as . 

The reference for our IRTS construction is the future contracts of the interbank interest 

rate negotiated in the BMFBovespa, São Paulo.15 

We are not able to access the individual characteristics of each operation, as the system 

aggregates the weighted variables. The information is available without individual 

identification. The data system of the Brazilian Central Bank processes all calculations.  

                                                 
13 We do not use individual operations. The Brazilian Central Bank receives approximately 1 million new credit 
operations each month; thus, even if we had access to individual operations, we would not be able to process the 
database because of the computational intensity. 
14 The Brazilian accounting standard require that credit institutions must recognize the credit operations on the 
balance sheet by their present value. The calculation considers the contracted interest rate. As we observe the 
credit operations at the last working day of the month, some operations contracted in the initial days of the month 
or credits with intra-month installments have small differences with respect to loans contracted in the last days of 
the month, even if the loans have the same volume. 
15 The interbank interest rate market in Brazil works with futures derivatives contracts. These contracts are 
similar to an interest rate swap contract that exchanges a fixed payment for a floating payment at a pre-
determined day of liquidation. We use flat forward criteria to interpolate the interest rate of the futures contracts 
to construct our yield curve based on the monthly mean of the market close price. 
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Credit Risk Rating 

We use the internal risk classification informed by each credit institution. The Brazilian 

banking regulation imposes a standard classification for credit risk. Resolution 2.682 of the 

National Monetary Council established the classification form, principals and necessary 

internal controls. Brazilian credit institutions must classify the credit risk of each borrower and 

specific credit risk of each operation using standardized rating categories. The best risk 

category is AA. The other categories follow a single letter classification from A to G. The 

regulation demands a double classification, and the credit institutions classify the borrowers 

and the operations. The operation rating incorporates a risk mitigations instrument, such as 

collateral, into the borrower’s risk class. We use the operational risk rating. 

The supervisory departments of the Brazilian Central Bank are the institutional 

structures responsible for regulatory enforcement. The departments timely verify whether 

credit institutions are complying with applicable regulations. 

Once the credit institutions operate under the same institutional environment and they 

receive the necessary regulation enforcement, we assume the comparability of the credit risk 

categories among banks. 

Competition Measure 

Our proxy for the measure of competition is the HHI, the Herfindahl–Hirschman Index. 

The index’s traditional formulation calculates the quadratic sum of the firms’ market 

shares:	∑ (Market	Share ) . The fundamental questions of the index are related to the 

market definition and market size to calculate the market share.  

We choose the finest criteria to define the market size in our dataset. To aggregate the 

credit operations into a market definition, we sum credit operations into the same credit line, 

with the same risk credit category, and we also differentiate if the operation is collateralized or 

not. 

The index considers market differentiation by credit lines, as shown in Table 3, but also 

it considers differentiation of credit risk and collateralization. For instance, we consider as a 

definition of a market size the sum of all overdraft operations with consumers (Credit Line 1) 

classified as risk rating AA without collateral. Similar, but collateralized, operations, we 

consider a different market. The following equation formalizes our market share definition. 

= 	
∑ 	 	 (10) 
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The HHI is calculated using its seminal formulation proposed by Orris C. Herfindahl and 

Albert O. Hirschman,HHI = ∑ MkS  where MkS is the market share of each competitor, and 

N is the number of participants. 16 

The HHI (Herfindahl–Hirschman Index) is our proxy for market power, but on section 0 

we introduce another two measures, the C4 index and market share for robustness verification.  

Descriptive Statistics 

We resume the description of the control variables, calculation procedures and 

assumptions we use to construct our variables in Table A2. Table A1 lists the number of credit 

institutions and observations by month. We noted that the available data present observations 

that indicate the presence of outliers, such as credit operations informed with unrealistic 

interest rate values. For this reason, we exclude outlier observations. We detail the outlier 

detection method in the following sections. Table A1 also shows the number of observations 

after we excluded outliers. 

Table A1 lists the number of credit institutions and observations by month; it also lists 

the sample after the outlier treatment and the fraction of excluded observations. The tables 

below present descriptive statistics of the dependent variables and the control variables. We 

divided the sample into two periods, before and after the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform – BBR 

has become effective. As presented in the introductory sections, the studied event occurred on 

6th June, 2005. The statistics in the first part of the table use the subsample from July/2004, the 

first monthly panel data, until May/2005. The statistics of the period after the BBR covers the 

monthly panel data from June/2005 until December/2007, our last observed month. We 

reported the variable after excluding the outliers. 

Table 4: Descriptive Statistics - Dependent Variables 

Variables 
Before Bankruptcy Reform After Bankruptcy Reform 

Obs Mean Sd.Dv. Min Max Obs Mean Sd.Dv. Min Max 

, , , ,  6655 0.3614 0.2602 0 1.8127 22590 0.3633 0.2837 0 1.8279 

, , , ,  6620 0.1529 0.2174 -0.1648 1.3905 22402 0.1933 0.2433 -0.1646 1.5238 

 The following tables show the dependent variables statistics by treated group and non-

treated group. 

                                                 
16 We do not use the normalized Herfindahl–Hirschman Index because we attempt to compare different credit line 
concentrations. The normalized index measures the same for markets with 2 or a hundred participants if they 
share the market equally. For our model, we wish to differentiate these markets. If we have only two competitors, 
we want our proxy measure for competition to reflect this market as less competitive than a market with a 
hundred participants. 
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Table 5: Descriptive Statistics  - Dependent Variables – Control Group 

Variables 
Before Bankruptcy Reform After Bankruptcy Reform 

Obs Mean Sd.Dv. Min Max Obs Mean Sd.Dv. Min Max 

, , , ,  1782 0.4395 0.3115 0 1.7724 7184 0.4711 0.3583 - 1.8261 

, , , ,  1781 0.2200 0.2637 -0.1647 1.3202 7142 0.2920 0.3101 -0.1644 1.5189 

The following tables show the dependent variables statistics by treated group and non-

treated group. 

Table 6: Descriptive Statistics  - Dependent Variables – Treated Group 

Variables 
Before Bankruptcy Reform After Bankruptcy Reform 

Obs Mean Sd.Dv. Min Max Obs Mean Sd.Dv. Min Max 

, , , ,  4873 0.3329 0.2323 0 1.8127 15406 0.3131 0.2241 0 1.8279 

, , , ,  4839 0.1281 0.1919 -0.1648 1.3905 15260 0.1470 0.1875 -0.1646 1.5238 

We reported the mean and the standard deviation of the control variable in Table 7. We 

also reported the interactions between our main proxy for the market power, HHI, and the 

dummy of the treated observation and the dummy of the event. 

Table 7: Descriptive Statistics - Control Variables and Dummies 

 Before BBR After BBR 

Control Variables Obs. Mean Sd. Dv.  Obs. Mean Sd. Dv. 

Market Share - Credit Portfolio 6620 0.0215 0.0337 22402 0.0258 0.0398 

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral 6620 0.2524 0.1433 22402 0.2753 0.1605 

C4Credit Line, Risk, Collateral 6620 0.6683 0.2046 22402 0.6899 0.2036 

MkSCredit Line, Risk, Collateral 6620 0.0841 0.1473 22402 0.0776 0.1448 

Interest Rate Term Structure 6620 0.1787 0.0112 22402 0.1407 0.0266 

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate 6620 0.1749 0.0138 22402 0.1457 0.0289 

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate 6620 0.0018 0.0009 22402 0.0013 0.0012 

Gross Domestic Product 6620 169.6801 5.8324 22402 206.1822 18.0957 

Industrial Production Index 6620 110.6983 6.4425 22402 118.5726 7.9421 

Inflation Index 6620 2,399 47.8 898 22402 2,605 69.8346 

Basel Capital Index 6614 0.2376 0.2300 22400 0.2028 0.1835 

Liquidity Index 6108 0.2791 0.1485 20815 0.2772 0.1458 

Total Monthly Revenue over Net Capital 6620 0.0575 0.1573 22402 0.0585 0.0734 

Total Defaulted Credit Operation 6200 0.0186 0.0561 21696 0.0303 0.1605 

Mean Maturity 6620 346.0570 368.5779 22402 414.3750 430.8747 

Net Capital 6620 2.7821 3.9043 22402 4.3234 6.5374 

Dummies       

Dummy of BBR 6620 0 0 22402 1.0000 0 

Dummy of Treated Group 6620 0.7310 0.4435 22402 0.6812 0.4660 

Dummy of Public Bank 6620 0.1718 0.3772 22402 0.2006 0.4005 

Dummy for Collateralized Operations 6620 0.7310 0.4435 22402 0.6812 0.4660 

Interactions       

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group 6620 0 0 22402 0.6812 0.4660 

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of Treated Group 6620 0.1790 0.1557 22402 0.1856 0.1834 

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of BBR 6620 0 0 22402 0.2753 0.1605 

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group 6620 0 0 22402 0.1856 0.1834 
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3.1.2 Outliers Treatment 

We choose to treat the outliers with a well-known algorithm proposed by Hadi (1994). 

Since we did aim to discuss the literature related to the outlier issues, our option was a well-

consolidated procedure. Hadi’s algorithm considered a centrality measure on a 

multidimensional perspective and proposed a dispersion measure based on the correlation 

matrix of the variables. In a comparison to four other algorithms, the Hadi’s algorithm has 

performed better on complex databases (Baxter et al (2002)).  

The procedure is not as flexible as non-parametric algorithms, but the consulted 

specialized works corroborated its efficiency and the algorithm is frequently used. We also 

considered the computational intensity of non-parametric algorithms applied to our database 

with more than 20,000 observations. 

We treated for outliers only in the dependent variable with a univariate distribution 

treatment. The level of treatment is 1% using Hadi’s algorithm. The following tables show 

some statistics of the excluded outliers. 

Table 8: Descriptive Statistics  - Detected outliers on the sample 

Variables 
Before Bankruptcy Reform After Bankruptcy Reform 

Obs Mean Sd.Dv. Min Max Obs Mean Sd.Dv. Min Max 

, , , ,  58 2.1549 0.3496 1.8367 3.2441 464 2.6882 0.9501 1.8421 7.9072 

, , , ,  35 1.8047 0.3271 1.3810 2.6625 308 2.1301 0.6095 1.4214 6.0057 

The outliers represent credit operations with interest rate over a 1.836% year yield. We 

believe in mistyping causes or operational errors. The mean of the dependent variables without 

the outliers are 36.14% y.y.  

4 Main Results 

We estimate the differences-in-differences model proposed in equation (7) to investigate 

the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform effects on interest rates and the spreads charged on loans to 

firms. Table 9 and Table 10 report our main results. The estimated models use different sets of 

observations or control variables. Model (1) uses only dummies of year fixed-effect and month 

fixed-effect control variables. We excluded the outlier observations from the set of 

observations to estimate Model (1). In Model (2), we introduced all the control variables, but 

we estimate the model without excluding the outliers. Model (3) comprises our main results. 

To estimate this model, we consider all control variables and we exclude the outlier 

observations. We estimate the last model using a subset of observations. We truncated the 
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period of estimation from July/2004 to April/2006 by keeping eleven months before the BBR 

(before June/2005) and after the BBR (after June/2005, inclusive). 

We analyze two coefficients. The estimation of the coefficient of the 

regressor	 	 	 ∗ 	 	 	 , we notate as	  in equation (7), 

the Direct Effect of the BBR, and the coefficient of the regressor	 	 , 	 ∗
	 	 ∗ 	 	 	 , we notate as	  in equation (7).  

If we observe the Direct Effect of the BBR, the bankruptcy reform pushes down the 

interest rate charged to new contracted loans to firms. We consider model (3) reported in 

Table 9 without outlier observations. The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform could knock down the 

interest rate 736 basis points17 relative to our control group of operations. However, this 

potential reduction had not been reached because of the lack of competition of the Brazilian 

market. We also estimated a friction caused by the competition condition of the market as the 

coefficient	  of the interaction variable	Λ , , , , , , , . The calculated value is 

	 = 0.1083. We find the effect of this coefficient on the dependent variable by multiplying 

the value of  by the average of the HHI index of the treatment group in the period after the 

BBR in Table 6.  We find the value of 202 basis points. If we compare with the potential effect 

of the law, it represents 27.5% of this potential effect. We can address that the lack of 

competition hampers 27.5% of the potential reducing effect of the law in the interest rate of 

new corporate credit operations. If we consider the average market power over all credit lines 

(treated and control group), the liming effect represents 295 basis points, or 40.1%. 

Until we consider model (3), where we now also calculate the model by replacing the 

interest rate of the new contracted credit operations by the spread charged over the interest rate 

term structure of the interbank money market, as shown in Table 10. The BBR has a direct 

effect of 638 basis points on the spread, but the market power measured by the HHI hinders 

150 basis points or 23.6% of this potential reduction on the spread. 

The mean of the annual interest rate of all contracted operations after the bankruptcy law 

is 38.34%, as shown in Table 4. The estimated potential reduction impact of the BBR 

represents 736 basis points down or 19.2% of the average interest rate. This is a considerable 

effect. Araujo et al. (2012) suggest a reduction of approximately 16% in the cost of debt 

                                                 
17 We estimate this effect by coefficient 	. The coefficient of the interaction variable, , , , , , captures 
the treatment effect on the treated observations (ATET). 
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financing. The authors used accounting data of 698 publicly traded firm from 1999 to 2009 

and calculated the cost of debt financing based on the accounting information. 

We also estimated the effects with the outlier observations into the sample,  as shown in 

model (2). The outliers considerably affected the coefficient	 . The point estimation jump 

from 0.1083 to 0.2020 and the values are not statistically equal, as shown in and 0.0812 to 

0.1815, as We calculate model (4) of the tables with a symmetric subsample of panel-data, 

which is the manner in which we take the same number of months before and after the BBR. 

Our sample starts on July/2004 and June/2005 is the month of the studied event in the 

differences-in-differences model. The point estimation is = 0.1307, and the standard 

deviation [0.032] with respect to the interest rate as the dependent variable. The result is 

statically similar to the results of model (3). Considering the spread as a dependent variable, 

we also estimate statistically comparable results. However, the expanded sample allows us to 

increase our degree of freedom, whether we consider the closest view around the BBR event, 

or we consider all available data, the 	  estimated value corroborates our second testable 

hypothesis. 

The direct effect of the law estimated as coefficient	 	of the interaction variables holds 

statistically similar results for the symmetric subsample, Model (4). The point estimation 

distances are even closer than the results for	 . 

We can see that the results predicted by the theory are present in our estimations and 

corroborate the testable hypothesis of the economic model. The practical perspective is a 

relevant estimated effect. The banking market must be looked at through the competition and 

industrial organization perspective. An institutional reform for creditors’ protection has a 

positive effect on credit condition for firms, but the competition structure of the market 

matters. The potential of the reform may be limited by the conditions of industry competition. 

5 Robustness 

We made a set of tests to evaluate our results. Each test aims to call into question the 

main results by facing different problems when we apply the differences-in-differences 

methodology (Bertrand et al. (2004)).  

We aim to verify the consistency of coefficients  and , our principal interaction 

variables. We also aim to verify if the results are robust to changes in the definition of some 

variable. For instance, we expect that theses coefficients keep the same mathematical sign 
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when we change empirical proxy for the market power or we do not find any effects when we 

apply the placebo time events instead of the real BBR event.  

In the first test, we change the definition of market size to calculate the market share and 

eventually the calculation of HHI. In the second test, we replace the HHI as market power 

proxy by C4 and market share. In section 0, we simulate an absolute exogeneity of the market 

power measure with respect to the BBR. We also implement two falsification tests and 

estimate equation (7) a with placebo exogenous event in the first falsification test, and we 

randomize the market power measure in our second falsification test. 

The next subtitles will briefly report the tests and resume our methodology to construct 

them.  

5.1 Coarse Definitions of Market Power and HHI 

In this test, we consider a different aggregated level for our competition measures. Here 

we use coarser measures of market definition, which consider each credit line as a singular 

credit market. We describe the credit lines in Table 3. 

Our main results use the definition of the market size to calculate the HHI considering 

that credit operations are in the same credit market when they have the same categorized credit 

line, according to Table 3, with the same risk class and if the credit operation are collateralized 

or not. In this test, we use a higher aggregation level. We consider only differentiation by 

credit lines according to Table 3. We consider all operations in the same credit line to 

construct the size of the market for each period. We end with ten credit markets. The size of 

each market is the sum of the new credit operations in the same credit line, according to Table 

3.  

We recalculated the HHI considering the credit line as the market definition. We sum all 

operations informed only by credit line categories related in Table 3, the participation of the 

credit institution is the total of the contracted credit operations by each credit line in a given 

period. The HHI calculated in this test is now: 

= 	
∑ 	 	 (11) 

This concept of market size results in less variability once we have only ten markets by 

each set of panel data. The results are shown in Table 11 and Table 12 and are statistically 

significant, presenting the same mathematical signs we estimated in our main results. 
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Naturally, the amplitude is not similar. As we take a different market concept, the 

market share and the index number of the HHI have another magnitude, but the coefficients	β  

and β  are strongly significant, and they have the mathematical signs we expect. If we 

compare the new β  value, 0.2032 from model (3), Table 11, it is higher than the β  value 

with the HHI differentiating markets by credit line, risk class and collateral. Nonetheless, the 

results of the numbers being divergent, we demonstrated that the limiting effect of market 

power remains statistically close. 

The mean of the variable Λ  also takes a different value compared with 

the Λ  variable, as reported in Table 6. The variable Λ  has a 

mean of 0.1437 and standard deviation of [0.055] for the treated group of credit operations in 

the period following June/2005. Multiplying this mean by the estimated coefficient results in 

291 basis points. The coefficient = −0.0786 indicates the potential effect of the law. The 

limiting effect is 37.0%. Compared with the 201 basis point estimated on Table 9 and 

considering the standard deviation, the final effect of market power on the collateralized loans 

to firms’ after the BBR are statistically similar, whether we aggregate the market definition by 

credit line or if we disaggregate by credit risk class and by collateralized and non-

collateralized loans. 

5.2 Others Concentration Measures  

Our main results use the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index - HHI as proxy for a measure of 

market power. We use other common measures, including market share and C4. We calculated 

the variables taking the finer bank participation in the same manner as we calculated the HHI. 

The calculation considers different levels of market power for variation of the type of credit 

line, of the risk class rating, and of the collateral category for each panel data. The 

construction of Market Share and C4 are the same as for the HHI.  

ℎ = 	
∑ 	  

4 = ℎ ⊥ ℎ > ℎ ( ) 	 (12) 

 We report the results with C4 and Market Share as proxy for market power in Table 15 

to Table 20. 

We investigate the coefficient of the interaction variable, , and the 

coefficient of the interaction variable, Λ . C4 and Market Share are proxies 
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for Λ . For C4 and Market Share, the test corroborates our first testable hypothesis involving 

the direct effect of the BBR reducing the interest rate and the spread. The coefficient of the 

variable  is negative and has a p-value less than 5%.  

When we investigate the coefficient of the variable	Λ , , , , , , , , the first set 

of tests do not necessarily corroborate our previous results. Using C4, the model (2) is the only 

configuration that shows statically a significant coefficient with the expected mathematical 

sign. Models (3) and (4) do not present statically significant values. Even though model (2) 

corroborates our Second Hypothesis, we do not treat the outlier to calculate this model. Using 

Market Share, the results are inconclusive. We report these results in Table 17 and Table 18. 

Model (4) with a subsample and the interest rate as a dependent variable results in	 = 0.558, 

but the p-value is higher than 5%, and model (2), not treated for outliers, shows the opposite 

results, and both are statically inconclusive. If we examine the observation, the variable 

MkSCredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group has a mean of 0.0710 

and a standard deviation of [0.1365] for the treated group of observation. This high standard 

deviation makes the estimation difficult and can explain the inconclusive results of these part 

of the tests. 

To investigate these inconclusive results, we change the market definition following the 

same methodology reported in subsection 0. The aggregated definition of the credit market 

allows us to observe a different set of results. We report the estimated coefficients in Table 15 

and Table 16 for C4 as market power measure and Table 19 and Table 20 for Market Share.  

We compare the Model (3) results of this test with our main results. We mark the 

coefficient of interest in the tables. The interaction variables are now  

and	Λ . The first variable is the regressor of the direct effect of the law, and its 

estimated coefficient assumes the expected values. The estimated coefficients of the second 

variable now assume the expected values. With C4, we estimate	 = 0.1299, with Market 

Share, we estimate = 0.0558 using interest rate as the dependent variable. Both 

coefficients are statistically significant and corroborate our second testable hypothesis. The 

mathematical sign and the statistical significance are not sensible if we change the dependent 

variable for the spread.  

We cannot compare the results of the model with C4 or Market Share using the 

aggregated market definition with the models using HHI with the same market definition, but 

we can compare the hampering effect of market power on the interest rate charged on loans to 
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firms. Model (3), Table 15, presents a reducing effect of the BBR on the interest rate of 1371 

basis points, but the estimated hampering effect of C4 (market power) is 817 basis point18 or 

59,6% of the potential effect of law. These numbers are higher than we calculated using HHI 

as the proxy for market power. If we take one standard deviation in the confidence interval, we 

can consider the hampering effect of C4 as 584 basis points, which indicates that market power 

hinders 42.6% of the potential reducing effects of the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform. The 

results are close to the results we estimate using HHI with either aggregated or non-aggregated 

market definitions.  

We also process similar calculations using Market Share and computing results for 

different dependent variables. Despite the fact that the model estimated with C4 and Market 

Share with the largest disaggregation market definition is not conclusive, the models that 

consider the credit lines as the competitive market, present strong results that corroborate our 

main results. The estimated coefficients points to similar numeric effects. 

5.3 Constant Market Power Test 

One possible issue with our estimations is the fact that the new bankruptcy law might 

simultaneously affect the competitive conditions of the Brazilian bank lending market, beyond 

reducing bank costs, such as the recovery rate. If we face a simultaneous effect of the BBR, 

we have a serious endogeneity problem in our estimations, once we no longer use any 

econometric model that addresses an endogeneity regressor, such as instrumental variable (IV) 

estimations. To search for some evidence that we have endogeneity in our market power proxy 

(HHI), we construct a simple test that might indicate this problem. 

If the BBR affected the competition conditions in the Brazilian bank lending market, we 

expect that the HHI will be affected after June/2005. The BBR should alter the dynamics of 

the HHI.19  

This test simulates an absolute exogeneity condition of the market power with respect to 

the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform (BBR). We simulate this condition by freezing the HHI one 

month before the BBR became effective. As a practical matter, we replace all HHI observed 

from June/2005 to December/2007, our last observed month, by the HHI observed in 

                                                 
18 We consider the mean of the variable C4Credit Line of the treated group of observation after June/2005 and apply 
the same method of calculation we used earlier. 
19 In Chapter 4 we study the dynamics of the HHI in a finer manner. We use other econometrics tests to verify 
whether the BBR alters the dynamics of HHI. 
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May/2005, one month before the BBR became legally effective. We keep the same HHI for all 

observations over all panel data related to the months after June/2005. Formally:  

	 = 	 	∀	 < May/2005 and 	 = 	 / 	∀	 ≥ May/2005 

The new constructed variable 	 , , , 		substitutes the observed variable. The procedure 

eliminates all time variability of the market power measure after BBR. As consequence, the 

test no longer considers any possible endogenous variation of the market power measure, HHI, 

caused by the new legal environment. The subsample from June/2005 to December/2007 

keeps the variation of all other independent variables.   

We report the test in Table 21 and Table 22. The regressor with the simulated HHI 

shows the estimated coefficients we seek to test. The new value for the interactions of the HHI 

with the treated observation is statistically close to our results. Our main model attributes 

0.1083 to , and standard deviation [0.031], whereas this test shows 0.1381 [0.033] using the 

interest rate as the dependent variable. With the spread as the dependent variable, we also 

obtain statistical proximity between the results and the simulated sample; the main model 

result is = 0.0812 [0.027], and the estimation using the simulated sample is = 	0.1058 

[0.029]. 20 

If the law affected the HHI after June/2005, the estimations results Table 21 and Table 

22 should indicate estimated coefficient statistically divergent from our main results in Table 9 

and Table 10. If our main estimations suffer from endogeneity of HHI, not only was the HHI 

coefficient not consistent, but all of them were not consistent. The test does not show any 

evidence that the BBR affected the competition conditions of the local credit market.  

5.4 Falsification Test 

We use two tests to check our estimated effects. First, we introduce a placebo event by 

estimating the empirical model using a dummy variable that assumes the value of 1 in 

different months, simulating the BBR dummy in a false period. Second, we randomized the 

concentration index over the cross-section dimension. 

                                                 
20 An alternative testable result is the coefficient of the interaction variable	 , , , , . The simulation test 
cannot affect this coefficient. If we are facing an endogeneity problem and the BBR are simultaneously 
determining the spread or the interest rate and the competition level after the time event, our main results are 
inconsistent and we expected the test show us statistically divergent coefficients 
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5.4.1 Placebo Test 

In this test, we consider false months to the effectiveness of the BBR. We replace the 

real date of the exogenous event in the differences-in-differences empirical equation, 

June/2005, by other times. In this manner, we simulate the BBR effect from an imaginary 

period. We replace the real date by another date before and after the correct month. We expect 

that this test will not capture any effect of the BBR.  

The placebo test consists on substituting the dummy variable  of the month 

when the bankruptcy law effects became effective by a placebo dummy. This dummy variable 

simulate a placebo event on a different month. The dummy variable for the BBR event assume 

the value 1 from June/2005, the correct month the BBR became legal effective, until the last 

observed month, December/2007. The placebo dummy variables assign the value 1 from other 

months like September/2005. We simulated four dummies variables. Respectively, each of 

them turned into value 1 six and nine month before the correct date, and 6 and 9 months after. 

This test is also relevant to address the effect on the auto loans spread of Federal Law 

10.931 (Assunção et al. (2003)). We also consider auto loans on our database, between other 

operations. The reducing effect of the credit spread shown by Assunção et al. (2003) is a 

concerning point, however; thus, we study a new event 9 months after Federal Law 10.931 

was enacted, and we expect that this law affects all credit operations in our database 

(July/2004 to December/2007) and does not contribute to misidentification of the BBR effect. 

Nonetheless, we test September/2004 as a placebo event, and we find no evidence that the new 

collateral legislation affects our results 

This test is somewhat different from Rosenbaum (2002, p. 212). He examines the effect 

of the placebo variable on a post-treatment period excluding the month before the real event. 

We expect that the estimated effect of the interaction variable to have any statistical 

significance. To conduct a placebo test, we divide our sample into two different periods. The 

first subsample covered the period before the BBR became effective from July/2004 to 

May/2005. The second subsample covered the period from August/2005 to December/2007. 

We exclude the data panels for June/2005 and July/2005 from both subsamples. 

We included placebo dummy variables for the period before the BBR using the first 

subsample; for the period after the BBR, we used the second subsample. Table 23 shows the 

results of the placebo test using the mean of Contracted Interest Rate as the dependent 

variable. The reported models (1) and (2) regress dummies considering placebo events 6 and 9 
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months before the studied event, respectively. Models (3) and (4) considered placebo events 6 

and 9 months after. 21 

Table 23 and Table 24 show the results of the placebo test using the mean of Contracted 

Interest Rate and the mean of Spread over the IRTE as dependent variables. 

The variables of interest is the interaction between the Treated Group and the simulated 

time dummy variable representing the placebo event (Dummy Placebo of BBR * Dummy of 

Treated Group) and the additional interaction with the Market Power measure, HHI, (HHICredit 

Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy Placebo of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group). The results are not 

statistically significant for any placebo variable or its interactions. The coefficients do not 

have even a stable sign. 

Our main concern is statically significant coefficients estimated for the interactions with 

the placebo dummies. These results could put our main results into question. As any tested 

placebo event is able to reveal similar results, we can nonetheless support the hypothesis that 

the theoretically predicted effect occurred only in the months around the BBR. 

5.4.2 Randomized Procedure over Competition Measures 

The second falsification test is the randomizations of the market power measure. When 

we randomized our market power measure, we expect that the estimated coefficients, , , 

 and , of our main results remain statically significant in comparison with the new 

confidence interval. We obtain this new interval from 400 estimations each, using an HHI 

random value.  

Using a uniform distribution, we randomized the HHI within panels; in other words, for 

each cross section we randomly switch the HHI between our observations. This procedure 

does not randomize between the months. We replace the original value of HHI with a new 

value uniformly sorted from the original sample of HHI values for the same month. The 

randomization mixes treated and non-treated observations only for the market power measure. 

Practically, we implement an algorithm that uniformly sorts the HHI from the original dataset 

and replaces it in a new dataset, then we estimate equation (7). We repeat this procedure 400 

times to construct the histogram in Figure 2. Once the sample lost its original configuration, 

we expected to no longer capture the market power effects. We then build a distribution of the 

estimated coefficients. 

                                                 
21 Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller (2007) processed a similar placebo with two subsamples for the periods 
before and after the event of interest but with a synthetic control group. 
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The histograms in Figure 2 show the estimated coefficients of 400 regressions. We used 

model (3) of Table 9 and Table 10 with both dependent variables: the weighted mean of the 

contracted interest rate and spread over the IRTS. The first four graphics show the result using 

the weighted average of the interest rate as dependent variable, and the next four show those 

with the spread over the IRTS as dependent variables. We report the histogram of the 

estimated coefficients:	 	 	 , 	 	 ∗ 	 	 , 	 	 ∗
	 	  and 	 	 ∗ 	 	 ∗ 	 	 . The vertical 

line in each histogram represe nts our main results. The two dash-dot lines are the 5th and 95th 

percentiles.  

Comparing our main results in Table 9 and Table 10 with respect to the confidence 

interval of the randomization test we find that the two coefficients of interest , which 

indicates the market power effect, and , which is our estimation of the limiting effect on 

market power, both remain statistically significant. When we use the spread as the dependent 

variable, the significance of  is lower than 5%, as shown in Figure 2, but we calculate the p-

value at 7.5%.  

The randomization test indicates that our results are not falsified by random variation of 

the market power measure.  

6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we derive a simple economic model and the testable hypothesis on how 

the lack of competition in the lending market limits the effects of improved creditor protection. 

Using the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform of 2005 as an exogenous event, and assuming that the 

new bankruptcy law has improved the recovery rate of corporate credits or lower the 

probability of firms default, we use a differences-in-differences estimation method to test the 

economic hypothesis predicted by our economic model. 

We estimate the limiting effect of the market power on the effects of the Brazilian 

Bankruptcy (BBR) on the interest rate charged by credit institutions. Using, we find a potential 

reducing effect of 736 basis points of the bankruptcy law on the average of the interest rate 

charge of collateralized corporate loans compared with uncollateralized loans to consumers. 

Our main contribution in this Chapter is the estimations of the hampering effect of market 

power on that potential reduction on the interest rate. We find that the market power hinders 

27.5% the potential reducing effect of the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform on the interest rate of 
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corporate loans. We measure the market with the concentrations index proposed by Herfindahl 

and Hirschman, HHI. 

Similar results are estimated when we consider the spread over the Interest Rate Term 

Structure instead of the interest rate. The BBR has a Direct Effect of 638 basis-points on the 

spread, but the market power measured by the HHI hinders 23,6% of this potential knock 

down on the spread. 

Our results are robust to alternative definitions of the credit market size and other 

concentration measures, like C4 and Market Share. We also search for evidence of endogeneity 

of the market power, caused by a possible simultaneous effect of the BBR on the interest rate 

and on the competition conditions of the Brazilian credit market. We construct a simulated 

data set, where we maintain constant the HHI measure of market power. This generated data 

set simulates an artificial market condition of no influence of the BBR on the market power. 

We estimate our empirical model with this new data set and we find statically similar results to 

our coefficients of interest. These results suggest that the BBR has not affected the 

competition. 

We also processed two falsification tests. First we check whether our empirical model 

captures the correct period of the BBR’s effects by simulating unreal events. In a second 

falsification test, we check whether our empirical model is sensible to the randomizations of 

our proxy to the market power. For both test, we find the expected results. 

The results in this chapter are not robust to other market power measures than 

concentration measures. We also need a deeper study of the dynamics of the concentration 

index HHI to obtain stronger evidence the BBR has not affected the competition conditions of 

the Brazilian market. On the following chapters, we address these issues. 
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7 Tables and Additional Materials 

Table 9: Main Results - HHI and Bankruptcy Reform Effect on Mean Interest Rate 
The econometric models use differences-in-differences method with panel data. We estimate the Market Power and 
Bankruptcy Reform effects on the Mean Interest Rate of new contracted collateralized loans to firms. 
(1) The estimations include only fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(2) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
keep the outlier observations on the sample. 
(3) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from 
June/2005. We exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(4) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month..  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
exclude the outlier observations. We symmetrically trunked the monthly data to keep the same number of panels before and after BBR. 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4)
R-sq:  within 0.0311 0.0402 0.0465 0.0453

Test F F(20,26743) F(33,23859) F(33,23555) F(32,10522)

42.880          30.300          34.830          15.610          

Independent Variables
0.2052*** 0.7833 0.4531 0.3938

[0.009] [0.686] [0.477] [1.121]

4.0087*** 5.2588*** 2.0405*** 5.1715***
[0.245] [0.366] [0.265] [0.600]

0.0713*** 0.1536*** 0.0881*** 0.0826***
[0.023] [0.034] [0.024] [0.030]

0.0824*** 0.1060*** 0.0863*** 0.0678***
[0.008] [0.013] [0.009] [0.012]

-0.0707*** -0.0836*** -0.0736*** -0.0708***
[0.009] [0.013] [0.009] [0.010]

-0.0575** -0.0998** -0.0621** -0.0707**
[0.029] [0.044] [0.031] [0.036]

-0.0960*** -0.2204*** -0.1091*** -0.1328***
[0.023] [0.035] [0.024] [0.025]

0.0925*** 0.2020*** 0.1083*** 0.1307***
[0.029] [0.044] [0.031] [0.032]

-0.1267 -0.0990 -0.0941
[0.235] [0.163] [0.200]

1.1106*** 1.0320*** 0.7836**
[0.304] [0.211] [0.314]

8.6189*** 5.5937*** 4.2250
[1.558] [1.084] [3.292]

0.0045*** 0.0035*** 0.0021
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

-0.0024** -0.0014* 0.0019
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

-0.0005** -0.0003** -0.0003
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0326* 0.0275** 0.0293*
[0.018] [0.013] [0.016]

0.0034 -0.0120 -0.0594***
[0.020] [0.014] [0.022]

-0.0318** -0.0305*** 0.0037
[0.015] [0.010] [0.011]

0.0240 0.0234 0.0110
[0.010] [0.007] [0.007]

-0.0001*** -0.0001*** -0.0001***
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0121 0.0072 0.0110
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

0.0278 0.0225 -0.0121
[0.172] [0.119] [0.102]

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

β0

Market Share - Credit Portfolio

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral

Dummy of BBR

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of Treated Group

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of BBR

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

Interest Rate Term Strutucture

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

(b) Robust Standard Deviation in braquets, * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Gross Domestic Product

Industrial Production Index

Inflation Index

Basel Capital Index

Liquidity Index

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital

Total Defaulted Credit Operation

Mean Maturity

Net Capital

Dummy of Public Bank

(a) All est imatives considered a intercept term
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Table 10: Main Results - HHI and Bankruptcy Reform Effect on Mean Spread over IRTS 
The econometric models use differences-in-differences method with panel data. We estimate the Market Power and 
Bankruptcy Reform effects on the Mean Interest Rate of new contracted collateralized loans to firms.. 
(1) The estimations include only fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(2) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
keep the outlier observations on the sample. 
(3) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from 
June/2005. We exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(4) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month..  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
exclude the outlier observations. We symmetrically trunked the monthly data to keep the same number of panels before and after BBR. 

 
  

(1) (2) (3) (4)
N Obs 29,022 26,132 25,800 11,790

R-sq:  within 0.0371 0.047 0.0523 0.0581

Test F F(20,26550) F(33,23859) F(33,23555) F(32,10522)

51.110          35.680          39.390          20.270          

Independent Variables
0.0882*** 0.7508 0.4398 0.3763

[0.007] [0.599] [0.416] [0.952]

3.5017*** 4.6322*** 1.7590*** 4.4319***
[0.209] [0.320] [0.231] [0.509]

0.0524*** 0.1200*** 0.0655*** 0.0734***
[0.019] [0.030] [0.021] [0.025]

0.0705*** 0.0915*** 0.0744*** 0.0584***
[0.007] [0.011] [0.008] [0.010]

-0.0664*** -0.0722*** -0.0638*** -0.0610***
[0.008] [0.012] [0.008] [0.008]

-0.0402 -0.0675* -0.0376 -0.0626**
[0.025] [0.038] [0.027] [0.030]

-0.0853*** -0.1815*** -0.0868*** -0.1146***
[0.020] [0.030] [0.021] [0.022]

0.0758*** 0.1601*** 0.0812*** 0.1121***
[0.025] [0.038] [0.027] [0.027]

-1.1738*** -1.1413*** -1.0699***
[0.205] [0.142] [0.170]

0.9837*** 0.9081*** 0.6389**
[0.266] [0.184] [0.266]

7.6038*** 4.8968*** 3.4584
[1.362] [0.946] [2.795]

0.0040*** 0.0031*** 0.0017
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

-0.0022** -0.0013** 0.0016
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

-0.0005** -0.0003** -0.0003
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0220 0.0179 0.0243*
[0.016] [0.011] [0.014]

0.0082 -0.0061 -0.0503***
[0.018] [0.012] [0.019]

-0.0276** -0.0274*** 0.0040
[0.013] [0.009] [0.009]

0.0210 0.0203 0.0094
[0.008] [0.006] [0.006]

-0.0001*** -0.0001*** -0.0001***
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0111 0.0067 0.0094
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

0.0241 0.0197 -0.0151
[0.150] [0.104] [0.086]

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

β0

Market Share - Credit Portfolio

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral

Dummy of BBR

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of Treated Group

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of BBR

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

Interest Rate Term Strutucture

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

(b) Robust Standard Deviation in braquets, * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Gross Domestic Product

Industrial Production Index

Inflation Index

Basel Capital Index

Liquidity Index

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital

Total Defaulted Credit Operation

Mean Maturity

Net Capital

Dummy of Public Bank

(a) All estimatives considered a intercept term
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Table 11: Robustness – Coarse Definitions of Market Power - HHI - Interest Rate as Dependent Variable 
We calculated the HH Index on the Credit Line level. The market power measure does not differentiate competition by risk 
class or by collateralized operations. 
(1) The estimations include only fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We exclude 
the outlier observations from the sample. 
(2) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
keep the outlier observations on the sample. 
(3) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. 
We exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(4) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month..  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
exclude the outlier observations. We symmetrically trunked the monthly data to keep the same number of panels before and after BBR. 

 
  

(1) (2) (3) (4)
R-sq:  within 0.0263 0.0409 0.0472 0.0454

Test F F(20,25802) F(33,23859) F(33,23555) F(32,10522)

34.910          30.850          35.380          15.630          

Independent Variables
0.2550*** 0.9419 0.5215 0.3774

[0.009] [0.687] [0.477] [1.121]

2.2282*** 5.2614*** 2.0248*** 5.0927***
[0.256] [0.366] [0.265] [0.601]

0.0135 0.2557*** 0.0148 0.3656***
[0.045] [0.066] [0.047] [0.071]

0.0867*** 0.1282*** 0.0898*** 0.0125
[0.009] [0.014] [0.010] [0.019]

-0.0715*** -0.1064*** -0.0786*** -0.0219
[0.011] [0.016] [0.011] [0.018]

-0.0072 -0.2063** -0.0086 -0.4044***
[0.063] [0.098] [0.068] [0.094]

-0.2050*** -0.4957*** -0.1922*** 0.0747
[0.046] [0.069] [0.048] [0.085]

0.1987*** 0.4829*** 0.2032*** -0.0120
[0.066] [0.099] [0.069] [0.103]

-0.0582 -0.0722 -0.0586
[0.238] [0.165] [0.207]

1.0180*** 0.9863*** 0.8199***
[0.305] [0.212] [0.314]

7.8913*** 4.7306*** 4.5503
[1.574] [1.096] [3.290]

0.0040*** 0.0031*** 0.0020
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

-0.0019* -0.0010 0.0020
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

-0.0006** -0.0003 -0.0003
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0313* 0.0262** 0.0294*
[0.018] [0.013] [0.016]

0.0032 -0.0114 -0.0598***
[0.020] [0.014] [0.022]

-0.0308** -0.0296*** 0.0041
[0.015] [0.010] [0.011]

0.0249 0.0237 0.0093
[0.010] [0.007] [0.007]

-0.0001*** -0.0001*** -0.0001***
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0120 0.0071 0.0110
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

0.0264 0.0212 -0.0121
[0.172] [0.119] [0.102]

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

(b) Robust Standard Deviation in braquets, * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Gross Domestic Product

Industrial Production Index

Inflation Index

Basel Capital Index

Liquidity Index

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital

Total Defaulted Credit Operation

Mean Maturity

Net Capital

Dummy of Public Bank

(a) All est imatives considered a intercept term

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

β0

Market Share - Credit Portfolio

HHICredit Line

Dummy of BBR

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

HHICredit Line * Dummy of Treated Group

HHICredit Line * Dummy of BBR

HHICredit Line * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

Interest Rate Term Strutucture

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate
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Table 12: Robustness - Coarse Definitions of Market Power - HHI - Spread over IRTS as Dependent 

Variable 
We calculated the HH Index on the Credit Line level. The market power measure does not differentiate competition by risk 
class or by collateralized operations. 
(1) The estimations include only fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We exclude 
the outlier observations from the sample. 
(2) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
keep the outlier observations on the sample. 
(3) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. 
We exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(4) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month..  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
exclude the outlier observations. We symmetrically trunked the monthly data to keep the same number of panels before and after BBR. 

 
  

(1) (2) (3) (4)
N Obs 28,028 26,132 25,800 11,790

R-sq:  within 0.0287 0.0476 0.0529 0.0583

Test F F(20,25613) F(33,23859) F(33,23555) F(32,10522)

37.820          36.120          39.880          20.340          

Independent Variables
0.1373*** 0.8505 0.4670 0.3563

[0.008] [0.600] [0.417] [0.952]

1.9428*** 4.6255*** 1.7380*** 4.3610***
[0.219] [0.320] [0.231] [0.510]

0.0021 0.1962*** -0.0057 0.3270***
[0.038] [0.058] [0.041] [0.060]

0.0751*** 0.1086*** 0.0756*** 0.0086
[0.007] [0.013] [0.009] [0.016]

-0.0707*** -0.0860*** -0.0631*** -0.0165
[0.009] [0.014] [0.010] [0.015]

-0.0500 -0.1215 0.0389 -0.3562***
[0.054] [0.086] [0.059] [0.079]

-0.1864*** -0.4014*** -0.1431*** 0.0748
[0.040] [0.060] [0.042] [0.072]

0.1879*** 0.3490*** 0.1175* -0.0234
[0.056] [0.087] [0.061] [0.087]

-1.1280*** -1.1299*** -1.0421***
[0.208] [0.144] [0.175]

0.9039*** 0.8697*** 0.6721**
[0.267] [0.185] [0.267]

6.8729*** 4.0784*** 3.7522
[1.376] [0.956] [2.794]

0.0035*** 0.0027*** 0.0017
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

-0.0017* -0.0010 0.0017
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

-0.0005** -0.0003* -0.0003
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0209 0.0170 0.0244*
[0.016] [0.011] [0.014]

0.0079 -0.0056 -0.0507***
[0.018] [0.012] [0.019]

-0.0269** -0.0267*** 0.0043
[0.013] [0.009] [0.009]

0.0216 0.0206 0.0078
[0.008] [0.006] [0.006]

-0.0001*** -0.0001*** -0.0001***
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0110 0.0066 0.0094
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

0.0221 0.0181 -0.0147
[0.150] [0.104] [0.086]

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

(b) Robust Standard Deviation in braquets, * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Gross Domestic Product

Industrial Production Index

Inflation Index

Basel Capital Index

Liquidity Index

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital

Total Defaulted Credit Operation

Mean Maturity

Net Capital

Dummy of Public Bank

(a) All estimatives considered a intercept term

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

β0

Market Share - Credit Portfolio

HHICredit Line

Dummy of BBR

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

HHICredit Line * Dummy of Treated Group

HHICredit Line * Dummy of BBR

HHICredit Line * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

Interest Rate Term Strutucture

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate
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Table 13: Robustness - Other Concentration Measures - C4 and Bankruptcy Reform Effects on Mean 

Interest Rate 
The econometric models use differences-in-differences method with panel data. We estimate the Market Power and 
Bankruptcy Reform effects on the Mean Interest Rate of new contracted collateralized loans to firms. The C4 Index is the 
proxy measure for market power. 
(1) The estimations include only fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(2) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
keep the outlier observations on the sample. 
(3) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from 
June/2005. We exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(4) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month..  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
exclude the outlier observations. We symmetrically trunked the monthly data to keep the same number of panels before and after BBR. 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4)
N Obs 29,245 26,132 25,800 11,790

R-sq:  within 0.0322 0.04 0.0472 0.0452

Test F F(20,26743) F(33,23859) F(33,23555) F(32,10522)

44.460          30.110          35.350          15.580          

Independent Variables
0.2255*** 0.8584 0.4774 0.3164

[0.010] [0.685] [0.476] [1.121]

4.0390*** 5.1687*** 2.0197*** 5.1976***
[0.245] [0.368] [0.266] [0.612]

-0.0714*** -0.0063 -0.0457** -0.0612***
[0.018] [0.028] [0.020] [0.021]

0.0268** 0.0444** 0.0434*** -0.0008
[0.013] [0.021] [0.015] [0.018]

-0.0451*** -0.0969*** -0.0660*** -0.0316*
[0.015] [0.024] [0.017] [0.018]

0.0760*** -0.0249 0.0439* 0.0803***
[0.022] [0.034] [0.023] [0.025]

0.0459 0.0014 0.0206 0.0490
[0.019] [0.029] [0.020] [0.022]

-0.0039 0.1000*** 0.0299 -0.0100
[0.022] [0.034] [0.024] [0.026]

-0.2155 -0.1306 -0.1846
[0.235] [0.163] [0.200]

1.2668*** 1.0885*** 0.8635***
[0.304] [0.211] [0.313]

8.7643*** 5.5664*** 4.2012
[1.548] [1.076] [3.289]

0.0048*** 0.0036*** 0.0020
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

-0.0026** -0.0015** 0.0019
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

-0.0006** -0.0004** -0.0003
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0318* 0.0269** 0.0280*
[0.018] [0.013] [0.016]

0.0029 -0.0122 -0.0624***
[0.020] [0.014] [0.022]

-0.0340** -0.0313*** 0.0036
[0.015] [0.010] [0.011]

0.0237 0.0230 0.0101
[0.010] [0.007] [0.007]

-0.0001*** -0.0001*** -0.0001***
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0128 0.0075 0.0139
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

0.0235 0.0250 -0.0144
[0.172] [0.119] [0.102]

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

β0

Market Share - Credit Portfolio

C4Credit Line, Risk, Collateral

Dummy of BBR

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

C4Credit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of Treated Group

C4Credit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of BBR

C4Credit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

Interest Rate Term Strutucture

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

(b) Robust Standard Deviation in braquets, * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Gross Domestic Product

Industrial Production Index

Inflation Index

Basel Capital Index

Liquidity Index

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital

Total Defaulted Credit Operation

Mean Maturity

Net Capital

Dummy of Public Bank

(a) All estimatives considered a intercept term
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Table 14: Robustness - Other Concentration Measures - C4 and Bankruptcy Reform Effects on Mean 

Spread over IRTE 
The econometric models use differences-in-differences method with panel data. We estimate the Market Power and 
Bankruptcy Reform effects on the Mean Interest Rate of new contracted collateralized loans to firms. The C4 Index is the 
proxy measure for market power. 
(1) The estimations include only fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(2) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
keep the outlier observations on the sample. 
(3) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from 
June/2005. We exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(4) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month..  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
exclude the outlier observations. We symmetrically trunked the monthly data to keep the same number of panels before and after BBR. 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4)
N Obs 29,022 26,132 25,800 11,790

R-sq:  within 0.0377 0.0469 0.0531 0.0579

Test F F(20,26550) F(33,23859) F(33,23555) F(32,10522)

52.060          35.580          40.010          20.210          

Independent Variables
0.1058*** 0.8078 0.4530 0.3089

[0.008] [0.599] [0.416] [0.952]

3.5181*** 4.5535*** 1.7365*** 4.4588***
[0.209] [0.322] [0.232] [0.520]

-0.0608*** -0.0011 -0.0336 -0.0520***
[0.016] [0.025] [0.017] [0.018]

0.0261** 0.0439** 0.0440*** -0.0013
[0.011] [0.018] [0.013] [0.015]

-0.0450*** -0.0898*** -0.0641*** -0.0265*
[0.013] [0.021] [0.014] [0.015]

0.0632*** -0.0220 0.0354* 0.0681***
[0.019] [0.029] [0.020] [0.021]

0.0333 -0.0037*** 0.0107 0.0430
[0.016] [0.025] [0.017] [0.018]

-0.0037 0.0901*** 0.0315 -0.0098
[0.019] [0.030] [0.021] [0.022]

-1.2514*** -1.1688*** -1.1479***
[0.205] [0.142] [0.170]

1.1205*** 0.9580*** 0.7077***
[0.266] [0.184] [0.266]

7.7342*** 4.8737*** 3.4357
[1.353] [0.939] [2.793]

0.0042*** 0.0032*** 0.0017
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

-0.0023** -0.0014** 0.0016
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

-0.0005** -0.0003** -0.0003
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0212 0.0174 0.0232*
[0.016] [0.011] [0.014]

0.0078 -0.0062 -0.0529***
[0.018] [0.012] [0.019]

-0.0295** -0.0281*** 0.0040
[0.013] [0.009] [0.009]

0.0207 0.0201 0.0086
[0.008] [0.006] [0.006]

-0.0001*** -0.0001*** -0.0001***
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0117 0.0070 0.0119
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

0.0200 0.0216 -0.0171
[0.150] [0.104] [0.086]

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

β0

Market Share - Credit Portfolio

C4Credit Line, Risk, Collateral

Dummy of BBR

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

C4Credit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of Treated Group

C4Credit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of BBR

C4Credit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

Interest Rate Term Strutucture

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

(b) Robust Standard Deviation in braquets, * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Gross Domestic Product

Industrial Production Index

Inflation Index

Basel Capital Index

Liquidity Index

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital

Total Defaulted Credit Operation

Mean Maturity

Net Capital

Dummy of Public Bank

(a) All estimatives considered a intercept term
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Table 15: Robustness – Coarse Definitions of Market Power - C4 - Interest Rate as Dependent Variable 
We calculated the C4 Index on the Credit Line level. The market power measure does not differentiate competition by risk 
class or by collateralized operations. 
(1) The estimations include only fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We exclude 
the outlier observations from the sample. 
(2) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
keep the outlier observations on the sample. 
(3) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. 
We exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(4) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month..  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
exclude the outlier observations. We symmetrically trunked the monthly data to keep the same number of panels before and after BBR. 

 
 
 
 

(1) (2) (3) (4)
R-sq:  within 0.0263 0.0407 0.0469 0.045

Test F F(20,25802) F(33,23859) F(33,23555) F(32,10522)

34.850          30.680          35.100          15.480          

Independent Variables
0.2565*** 0.8956 0.4940 0.3168

[0.013] [0.687] [0.477] [1.019]

2.2354*** 5.2736*** 2.0330*** 5.3080***
[0.256] [0.366] [0.265] [0.605]

0.0036 0.1609*** 0.0014 0.1082**
[0.028] [0.041] [0.029] [0.050]

0.1448*** 0.2324*** 0.1317*** 0.1132***
[0.018] [0.028] [0.019] [0.030]

-0.1327*** -0.2191*** -0.1301*** -0.1371***
[0.022] [0.033] [0.023] [0.032]

-0.0038 -0.1072** 0.0088 -0.0883
[0.034] [0.052] [0.036] [0.059]

-0.1402*** -0.2880*** -0.1122*** -0.1297***
[0.028] [0.041] [0.029] [0.041]

0.1430*** 0.3009*** 0.1299*** 0.1660***
[0.035] [0.052] [0.037] [0.047]

0.0074 -0.0307 -0.0019
[0.236] [0.163] [0.203]

0.9553*** 0.9506*** 0.6673**
[0.306] [0.212] [0.316]

8.5012*** 4.8935*** 3.9312
[1.591] [1.108] [3.290]

0.0043*** 0.0032*** 0.0019
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

-0.0023** -0.0012 0.0019
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

-0.0006** -0.0003* -0.0003
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0329* 0.0269** 0.0289*
[0.018] [0.013] [0.016]

0.0016 -0.0118 -0.0581***
[0.020] [0.014] [0.022]

-0.0307** -0.0295*** 0.0040
[0.015] [0.010] [0.011]

0.0250 0.0237 0.0113
[0.010] [0.007] [0.007]

-0.0001*** -0.0001*** -0.0001***
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0120 0.0071 0.0106
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

0.0285 0.0218 -0.0123
[0.172] [0.119] [0.102]

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

(b) Robust Standard Deviation in braquets, * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Gross Domestic Product

Industrial Production Index

Inflation Index

Basel Capital Index

Liquidity Index

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital

Total Defaulted Credit Operation

Mean Maturity

Net Capital

Dummy of Public Bank

(a) All est imatives considered a intercept term

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

β0

Market Share - Credit Portfolio

C4Credit Line

Dummy of BBR

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

C4Credit Line * Dummy of Treated Group

C4Credit Line * Dummy of BBR

C4Credit Line * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

Interest Rate Term Strutucture

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate
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Table 16: Robustness - Coarse Definitions of Market Power - C4 - Dependent Variable: Spread over IRTS 

as Dependent Variable 
We calculated the C4 Index on the Credit Line level. The market power measure does not differentiate competition by risk 
class or by collateralized operations. 
(1) The estimations include only fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We exclude 
the outlier observations from the sample. 
(2) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
keep the outlier observations on the sample. 
(3) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from 
June/2005. We exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(4) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month..  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
exclude the outlier observations. We symmetrically trunked the monthly data to keep the same number of panels before and after BBR. 

 
  

(1) (2) (3) (4)
N Obs 28,028 26,132 25,800 11,790

R-sq:  within 0.0289 0.0474 0.0526 0.0577

Test F F(20,25613) F(33,23859) F(33,23555) F(32,10522)

38.110          35.960          39.620          20.130          

Independent Variables
0.1430*** 0.8181 0.4492 0.2922

[0.011] [0.600] [0.417] [0.866]

1.9481*** 4.6348*** 1.7444*** 4.5427***
[0.219] [0.320] [0.231] [0.513]

-0.0142 0.1243*** -0.0096 0.1091**
[0.024] [0.036] [0.025] [0.043]

0.1303*** 0.1913*** 0.1059*** 0.0901***
[0.015] [0.024] [0.017] [0.025]

-0.1285*** -0.1711*** -0.0972*** -0.1096***
[0.019] [0.029] [0.020] [0.027]

-0.0023 -0.0577 0.0359 -0.0892*
[0.029] [0.046] [0.032] [0.050]

-0.1299*** -0.2299*** -0.0813*** -0.1015***
[0.023] [0.036] [0.025] [0.035]

0.1333*** 0.2239*** 0.0815** 0.1308***
[0.030] [0.046] [0.032] [0.040]

-1.0757*** -1.0972*** -0.9889***
[0.206] [0.143] [0.173]

0.8534*** 0.8412*** 0.5354**
[0.267] [0.185] [0.268]

7.4780*** 4.2793*** 3.1791
[1.391] [0.967] [2.794]

0.0038*** 0.0028*** 0.0016
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

-0.0020** -0.0012* 0.0016
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

-0.0005** -0.0003* -0.0003
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0224 0.0176 0.0239*
[0.016] [0.011] [0.014]

0.0065 -0.0061 -0.0492***
[0.018] [0.012] [0.019]

-0.0268** -0.0266*** 0.0043
[0.013] [0.009] [0.009]

0.0217 0.0205 0.0096
[0.008] [0.006] [0.006]

-0.0001*** -0.0001*** -0.0001***
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0111 0.0066 0.0091
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

0.0238 0.0184 -0.0146
[0.150] [0.104] [0.086]

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

(b) Robust Standard Deviation in braquets, * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Gross Domestic Product

Industrial Production Index

Inflation Index

Basel Capital Index

Liquidity Index

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital

Total Defaulted Credit Operation

Mean Maturity

Net Capital

Dummy of Public Bank

(a) All estimatives considered a intercept term

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

β0

Market Share - Credit Portfolio

C4Credit Line

Dummy of BBR

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

C4Credit Line * Dummy of Treated Group

C4Credit Line * Dummy of BBR

C4Credit Line * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

Interest Rate Term Strutucture

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate
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Table 17: Robustness - Other Concentration Measures - Market Share and Bankruptcy Reform Effects - 

Dependent Variable: Mean Interest Rate 
The econometric models use differences-in-differences method with panel data. We estimate the Market Power and 
Bankruptcy Reform effects on the Mean Interest Rate of new contracted collateralized loans to firms. The Market Share is the 
proxy measure for Market Power. 
(1) The estimations include only fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We exclude 
the outlier observations from the sample. 
(2) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
keep the outlier observations on the sample. 
(3) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. 
We exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(4) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month..  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
exclude the outlier observations. We symmetrically trunked the monthly data to keep the same number of panels before and after BBR. 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4)
N Obs 29,245 26,132 25,800 11,790

R-sq:  within 0.0308 0.0394 0.046 0.0453

Test F F(20,26743) F(33,23859) F(33,23555) F(32,10522)

42.460          29.640          34.450          15.600          

Independent Variables
0.2116*** 0.8034 0.4442 0.3264

[0.008] [0.685] [0.477] [1.121]

3.9851*** 5.1515*** 1.9670*** 5.4119***
[0.246] [0.368] [0.266] [0.610]

0.0448** 0.0244 0.0446* 0.0046
[0.022] [0.035] [0.024] [0.029]

0.0595*** 0.0523*** 0.0584*** 0.0408***
[0.006] [0.010] [0.007] [0.011]

-0.0457*** -0.0242*** -0.0420*** -0.0418***
[0.005] [0.008] [0.006] [0.006]

-0.0391 0.0759* -0.0249 -0.0467
[0.029] [0.045] [0.032] [0.036]

-0.0207*** -0.0568*** -0.0072*** -0.0906***
[0.022] [0.034] [0.024] [0.025]

-0.0139 -0.0833* -0.0411 0.0558*
[0.029] [0.045] [0.031] [0.033]

-0.1976 -0.1141 -0.1580
[0.235] [0.163] [0.200]

1.1976*** 1.0504*** 0.8611***
[0.304] [0.211] [0.313]

8.3913*** 5.4338*** 4.3253
[1.550] [1.078] [3.290]

0.0045*** 0.0035*** 0.0021
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

-0.0024** -0.0014* 0.0018
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

-0.0005** -0.0003* -0.0003
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0336* 0.0279** 0.0272*
[0.018] [0.013] [0.016]

0.0013 -0.0128 -0.0609***
[0.020] [0.014] [0.022]

-0.0336** -0.0315*** 0.0056
[0.015] [0.010] [0.011]

0.0233 0.0230 0.0104
[0.010] [0.007] [0.007]

-0.0001*** -0.0001*** -0.0001***
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0128 0.0074 0.0142
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

0.0228 0.0213 -0.0167
[0.172] [0.119] [0.102]

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

(b) Robust Standard Deviation in braquets, * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Gross Domestic Product

Industrial Production Index

Inflation Index

Basel Capital Index

Liquidity Index

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital

Total Defaulted Credit Operation

Mean Maturity

Net Capital

Dummy of Public Bank

(a) All estimat ives considered a intercept term

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

β0

Market Share - Credit Portfolio

MkSCredit Line, Risk, Collateral

Dummy of BBR

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

MkSCredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of Treated Group

MkSCredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of BBR

MkSCredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

Interest Rate Term Strutucture

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate
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Table 18: Robustness - Other Concentration Measures - Market Share and Bankruptcy Reform Effects - 

Dependent Variable: Mean Spread over IRTE 
The econometric models use differences-in-differences method with panel data. We estimate the Market Power and 
Bankruptcy Reform effects on the Mean Interest Rate of new contracted collateralized loans to firms. The Market Share is the 
proxy measure for Market Power. 
(1) The estimations include only fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We exclude 
the outlier observations from the sample. 
(2) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
keep the outlier observations on the sample. 
(3) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. 
We exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(4) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month..  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
exclude the outlier observations. We symmetrically trunked the monthly data to keep the same number of panels before and after BBR. 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4)
N Obs 13,492 26,132 25,800 11,790

R-sq:  within 0.0367 0.0463 0.0519 0.0581

Test F F(19,12107) F(33,23859) F(33,23555) F(32,10522)

24.300          35.110          39.060          20.290          

Independent Variables
0.0562*** 0.7623 0.4271 0.3170

[0.014] [0.599] [0.416] [0.952]

4.9879*** 4.5336*** 1.6873*** 4.6518***
[0.477] [0.322] [0.232] [0.518]

0.0163 0.0107 0.0274 0.0021
[0.022] [0.031] [0.021] [0.024]

0.0530*** 0.0465*** 0.0512*** 0.0353***
[0.006] [0.009] [0.006] [0.009]

-0.0427*** -0.0235*** -0.0385*** -0.0364***
[0.005] [0.007] [0.005] [0.005]

-0.0320 0.0758* -0.0101 -0.0378
[0.027] [0.040] [0.028] [0.030]

-0.0969*** -0.0422*** 0.0025 -0.0810***
[0.020] [0.030] [0.021] [0.022]

0.0846*** -0.0810** -0.0459* 0.0511*
[0.026] [0.039] [0.027] [0.028]

-1.2379*** -1.1573*** -1.1246***
[0.205] [0.142] [0.170]

1.0637*** 0.9286*** 0.7052***
[0.266] [0.184] [0.266]

7.3863*** 4.7399*** 3.5551
[1.355] [0.941] [2.793]

0.0039*** 0.0031*** 0.0018
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

-0.0021** -0.0013** 0.0015
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

-0.0005** -0.0003* -0.0003
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0228 0.0183 0.0225*
[0.016] [0.011] [0.014]

0.0065 -0.0066 -0.0517***
[0.018] [0.012] [0.019]

-0.0292** -0.0283*** 0.0057
[0.013] [0.009] [0.009]

0.0204 0.0201 0.0088
[0.008] [0.006] [0.006]

-0.0001*** -0.0001*** -0.0001***
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0117 0.0068 0.0121
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

0.0193 0.0182 -0.0189
[0.150] [0.104] [0.086]

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

(b) Robust Standard Deviation in braquets, * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Gross Domestic Product

Industrial Production Index

Inflation Index

Basel Capital Index

Liquidity Index

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital

Total Defaulted Credit Operation

Mean Maturity

Net Capital

Dummy of Public Bank

(a) All estimatives considered a intercept term

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

β0

Market Share - Credit Portfolio

MkSCredit Line, Risk, Collateral

Dummy of BBR

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

MkSCredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of Treated Group

MkSCredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of BBR

MkSCredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

Interest Rate Term Strutucture

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate
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Table 19: Robustness – Coarse Definitions of Market Power - Market Share - Interest Rate as Dependent 

Variable 
We calculated the Market Share on the Credit Line level. The market power measure does not differentiate competition by 
risk class or by collateralized operations. 
(1) The estimations include only fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We exclude 
the outlier observations from the sample. 
(2) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
keep the outlier observations on the sample. 
(3) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. 
We exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(4) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month..  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
exclude the outlier observations. We symmetrically trunked the monthly data to keep the same number of panels before and after BBR. 

 
 

(1) (2) (3) (4)
R-sq:  within 0.0255 0.0479 0.0477 0.049

Test F F(20,25802) F(33,23859) F(33,23555) F(32,10522)

33.730          36.400          35.740          16.950          

Independent Variables
0.2516*** 0.7757 0.4643 0.3813

[0.008] [0.682] [0.476] [1.015]

2.1763*** 5.1303*** 1.9785*** 5.3713***
[0.257] [0.366] [0.265] [0.601]

0.2508*** 0.8969*** 0.3092*** -0.1033
[0.049] [0.066] [0.050] [0.070]

0.0658*** 0.1096*** 0.0752*** 0.0479***
[0.006] [0.010] [0.007] [0.011]

-0.0489*** -0.0797*** -0.0561*** -0.0440***
[0.006] [0.008] [0.006] [0.006]

-0.2137*** -0.6755*** -0.1993*** -0.0287
[0.061] [0.091] [0.066] [0.085]

-0.2199*** -0.9070*** -0.2687*** -0.2879***
[0.048] [0.064] [0.048] [0.050]

0.1670*** 0.6476*** 0.1308** 0.1316**
[0.058] [0.084] [0.061] [0.063]

-0.1229 -0.1119 -0.1361
[0.234] [0.162] [0.199]

1.1524*** 1.0590*** 0.8516***
[0.303] [0.211] [0.312]

8.7276*** 5.5104*** 4.5764
[1.541] [1.076] [3.285]

0.0045*** 0.0035*** 0.0022
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

-0.0024** -0.0014* 0.0018
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

-0.0005** -0.0003** -0.0004
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0342* 0.0279** 0.0245
[0.018] [0.013] [0.016]

-0.0065 -0.0153 -0.0558**
[0.020] [0.014] [0.022]

-0.0302** -0.0311*** 0.0098
[0.015] [0.010] [0.011]

0.0234 0.0229 0.0101
[0.010] [0.007] [0.007]

-0.0001*** -0.0001*** -0.0001***
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0132 0.0077 0.0199
[0.001] [0.001] [0.003]

0.0346 0.0248 -0.0174
[0.171] [0.119] [0.102]

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

(b) Robust Standard Deviation in braquets, * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Gross Domestic Product

Industrial Production Index

Inflation Index

Basel Capital Index

Liquidity Index

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital

Total Defaulted Credit Operation

Mean Maturity

Net Capital

Dummy of Public Bank

(a) All est imatives considered a intercept term

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

β0

Market Share - Credit Portfolio

MkSCredit Line

Dummy of BBR

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

MkSCredit Line * Dummy of Treated Group

MkSCredit Line * Dummy of BBR

MkSCredit Line * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

Interest Rate Term Strutucture

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate
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Table 20: Robustness - Coarse Definitions of Market Power - Market Share - Spread over IRTS as 

Dependent Variable 
We calculated the Market Share on the Credit Line level. The market power measure does not differentiate competition by 
risk class or by collateralized operations. 
(1) The estimations include only fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We exclude 
the outlier observations from the sample. 
(2) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
keep the outlier observations on the sample. 
(3) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. 
We exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(4) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month..  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
exclude the outlier observations. We symmetrically trunked the monthly data to keep the same number of panels before and after BBR. 

 
  

(1) (2) (3) (4)
N Obs 28,028 26,132 25,800 11,790

R-sq:  within 0.0271 0.0541 0.0534 0.0618

Test F F(20,25613) F(33,23859) F(33,23555) F(32,10522)

35.720          41.340          40.250          21.670          

Independent Variables
0.1292*** 0.7381 0.4436 0.3639

[0.007] [0.597] [0.416] [0.862]

1.8922*** 4.5324*** 1.7098*** 4.6077***
[0.220] [0.320] [0.232] [0.510]

0.2091*** 0.7474*** 0.2549*** -0.0944
[0.042] [0.058] [0.043] [0.060]

0.0550*** 0.0953*** 0.0658*** 0.0411***
[0.005] [0.009] [0.006] [0.009]

-0.0487*** -0.0707*** -0.0508*** -0.0379***
[0.005] [0.007] [0.005] [0.005]

-0.1996*** -0.5656*** -0.1691*** -0.0175
[0.052] [0.079] [0.057] [0.072]

-0.1796*** -0.7628*** -0.2192*** -0.2473***
[0.041] [0.056] [0.042] [0.043]

0.1447*** 0.5343*** 0.0981* 0.1108**
[0.049] [0.073] [0.053] [0.054]

-1.1748*** -1.1551*** -1.1061***
[0.204] [0.142] [0.169]

1.0262*** 0.9367*** 0.6971***
[0.265] [0.184] [0.265]

7.6761*** 4.8071*** 3.7695
[1.348] [0.939] [2.789]

0.0040*** 0.0031*** 0.0018
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

-0.0022** -0.0013** 0.0015
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

-0.0005** -0.0003** -0.0003
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0232 0.0181 0.0202
[0.016] [0.011] [0.014]

-0.0003 -0.0090 -0.0473**
[0.018] [0.012] [0.019]

-0.0265** -0.0280*** 0.0093
[0.013] [0.009] [0.009]

0.0204 0.0200 0.0086
[0.008] [0.006] [0.006]

-0.0001*** -0.0001*** -0.0001***
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0120 0.0071 0.0171
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

0.0295 0.0214 -0.0196
[0.150] [0.104] [0.086]

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

(b) Robust Standard Deviation in braquets, * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Gross Domestic Product

Industrial Production Index

Inflation Index

Basel Capital Index

Liquidity Index

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital

Total Defaulted Credit Operation

Mean Maturity

Net Capital

Dummy of Public Bank

(a) All estimatives considered a intercept term

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

β0

Market Share - Credit Portfolio

MkSCredit Line

Dummy of BBR

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

MkSCredit Line * Dummy of Treated Group

MkSCredit Line * Dummy of BBR

MkSCredit Line * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

Interest Rate Term Strutucture

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate
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Table 21: Robustness – Constant Market Power - Interest Rate as Dependent Variable 
The constant Market Power test simulates an absolute non-endogeneity condition. We maintain the HHI Index on the same 
values calculated before the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform. We expected the estimated coefficient for the Market Power and 
its interaction to be statically significant; we also expect similar level of the estimated coefficients, mainly for model (3). 
(1) The estimations include only fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(2) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
keep the outlier observations on the sample. 
(3) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from 
June/2005. We exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(4) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month..  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
exclude the outlier observations. We symmetrically trunked the monthly data to keep the same number of panels before and after BBR. 

 
  

(1) (2) (3) (4)
R-sq:  within 0.0314 0.0402 0.0465 0.0379

Test F F(20,26438) F(33,23600) F(33,23301) F(32,16928)

42.900          29.990          34.460          20.830          

Independent Variables
0.2204*** 0.6545 0.4314 2.0394***

[0.009] [0.682] [0.476] [0.636]

3.9853*** 5.2740*** 2.0100*** 1.5342***
[0.245] [0.363] [0.264] [0.321]

-0.0622 0.2015*** -0.0342 -0.0294
[0.039] [0.061] [0.044] [0.023]

0.0948*** 0.0938*** 0.0945*** -0.0213*
[0.009] [0.014] [0.010] [0.012]

-0.0813*** -0.0680*** -0.0788*** 0.0045
[0.009] [0.014] [0.010] [0.009]

0.0636 -0.1611** 0.0484 0.0880***
[0.045] [0.070] [0.049] [0.029]

-0.1553*** -0.1768*** -0.1504*** 0.0112
[0.027] [0.039] [0.027] [0.023]

0.1449*** 0.1439*** 0.1381*** -0.0412
[0.032] [0.047] [0.033] [0.028]

-0.1693 -0.1262 -0.9474***
[0.233] [0.162] [0.193]

1.0833*** 1.0043*** -0.5140
[0.302] [0.210] [0.428]

8.8718*** 5.8852*** 4.2519***
[1.540] [1.077] [1.466]

0.0047*** 0.0035*** 0.0011
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

-0.0027** -0.0014* -0.0006
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

-0.0005** -0.0003* -0.0007***
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

-0.0005** 0.0309** 0.0209
[0.000] [0.013] [0.017]

0.0355* -0.0156 0.0259*
[0.018] [0.014] [0.016]

-0.0001 -0.0293*** -0.0903***
[0.020] [0.010] [0.016]

-0.0328** 0.0248 0.0285
[0.014] [0.007] [0.010]

0.0249** -0.0001*** -0.0001***
[0.010] [0.000] [0.000]

-0.0001*** 0.0071 0.0054
[0.000] [0.001] [0.001]

0.0211 0.0177 0.0748
[0.170] [0.118] [0.156]

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

β0

Market Share - Credit Portfolio

HHI ConsCredit Line, Risk, Collateral

Dummy of BBR

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

HHI Cons Credit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of Treated Group

HHI Cons Credit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy  of BBR

HHICons Credit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated 

Group

Interest Rate Term Strutucture

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

(b) Robust Standard Deviation in braquets, * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Gross Domestic Product

Industrial Production Index

Inflation Index

Basel Capital Index

Liquidity Index

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital

Total Defaulted Credit Operation

Mean Maturity

Net Capital

Dummy of Public Bank

(a) All est imatives considered a intercept term
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Table 22: Robustness - Constant Market Power - Spread over IRTS as Dependent Variable 
The constant Market Power test simulates an absolute non-endogeneity condition. We maintain the HHI Index on the same 
values calculated before the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform. We expected the estimated coefficient for the Market Power and 
its interaction to be statically significant; we also expect similar level of the estimated coefficients, mainly for model (3). 
(1) The estimations include only fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We exclude 
the outlier observations from the sample. 
(2) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
keep the outlier observations on the sample. 
(3) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. 
We exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(4) The estimations include controls, fixed-effects of year and month..  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. We 
exclude the outlier observations. We symmetrically trunked the monthly data to keep the same number of panels before and after BBR. 

 
  

(1) (2) (3) (4)
R-sq:  within 0.0388 0.048 0.0541 0.0379

Test F F(20,26261) F(33,23600) F(33,23301) F(32,16928)

53.070          36.070          40.370          20.830          

Independent Variables
0.1016*** 0.6402 0.4226 2.0394***

[0.008] [0.596] [0.416] [0.636]

3.4842*** 4.6484*** 1.7353*** 1.5342***
[0.209] [0.318] [0.230] [0.321]

-0.0631* 0.1590*** -0.0417 -0.0294
[0.033] [0.053] [0.038] [0.023]

0.0801*** 0.0809*** 0.0815*** -0.0213*
[0.007] [0.012] [0.008] [0.012]

-0.0749*** -0.0583*** -0.0679*** 0.0045
[0.008] [0.012] [0.008] [0.009]

0.0645* -0.1201** 0.0581 0.0880***
[0.038] [0.061] [0.043] [0.029]

-0.1328*** -0.1435*** -0.1220*** 0.0112
[0.023] [0.034] [0.024] [0.023]

0.1189*** 0.1086*** 0.1058*** -0.0412
[0.028] [0.042] [0.029] [0.028]

-1.2106*** -1.1647*** -0.9474***
[0.203] [0.141] [0.193]

0.9637*** 0.8873*** -0.5140
[0.264] [0.184] [0.428]

7.8161*** 5.1395*** 4.2519***
[1.347] [0.940] [1.466]

0.0041*** 0.0031*** 0.0011
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

-0.0024** -0.0013* -0.0006
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

-0.0005** -0.0003* -0.0007***
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

-0.0005** 0.0208* 0.0209
[0.000] [0.011] [0.017]

0.0243 -0.0092 0.0259*
[0.016] [0.012] [0.016]

0.0052 -0.0264*** -0.0903***
[0.018] [0.009] [0.016]

-0.0285** 0.0217 0.0285
[0.013] [0.006] [0.010]

0.0219** -0.0001*** -0.0001***
[0.009] [0.000] [0.000]

-0.0001*** 0.0066 0.0054
[0.000] [0.001] [0.001]

0.0178 0.0153 0.0748
[0.149] [0.103] [0.156]

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

β0

Market Share - Credit Portfolio

HHI ConsCredit Line, Risk, Collateral

Dummy of BBR

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

HHI Cons Credit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of Treated Group

HHI Cons Credit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy  of BBR

HHICons Credit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated 
Group

Interest Rate Term Strutucture

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

(b) Robust Standard Deviation in braquets, * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Gross Domestic Product

Industrial Production Index

Inflation Index

Basel Capital Index

Liquidity Index

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital

Total Defaulted Credit Operation

Mean Maturity

Net Capital

Dummy of Public Bank

(a) All est imatives considered a intercept term
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Table 23: Robustness - Placebo Test - Interest Rate as Dependent Variable 
The placebo test simulates a different month for the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform - BBR to be effective. We divided the 
sample in two parts, before and after Jun/2005 and we exclude the observations in June and July 2005. We expected do not 
have significant effects for the placebo simulations. 
(1) We introduced a placebo event from December/2004, 6 months before the correct date the BBR became effective. The panel sample 
covers July/2004 to May/2005. The sample does not have outliers. 
(2) We introduced a placebo event from September/2004, 9 months before the correct date the BBR became effective .The panel sample 
covers July/2004 to May/2005. The sample does not have outliers. 
(3) We introduced a placebo event from December/2005, 6 months after the correct date the BBR became effective. The panel sample covers 
August/2005 to December/2007. The sample does not have outliers. 
(4) We introduced a placebo event from Mar/2006, 9 months after the correct date the BBR became effective. The panel sample covers 
August/2005 to December/2007. The sample does not have outliers. 

  
  

(1) (2) (3) (4)
R-sq:  within 0.0193 0.0212 0.05 0.0504

Test F F(23,4634) F(23,4634) F(32,16928) F(32,16928)

3.970            4.360            27.860          28.050          

Independent Variables
0.7174 0.7155 1.0493 2.3728***

[0.466] [0.466] [0.695] [0.722]

-1.3457 -1.3620 1.7285*** 1.7408***
[1.223] [1.220] [0.365] [0.365]

-0.1076** -0.1636*** 0.0138 -0.0163
[0.046] [0.054] [0.032] [0.026]

0.0740 0.0759 0.0212 -0.0259
[0.149] [0.149] [0.013] [0.013]

0.0049 -0.0079 -0.0035 0.0074
[0.013] [0.016] [0.013] [0.010]

0.1475*** 0.1831*** 0.0445 0.0779**
[0.055] [0.065] [0.040] [0.033]

0.0789 0.1032 -0.0389*** -0.0041***
[0.034] [0.042] [0.032] [0.027]

-0.0658 -0.0692 0.0148 -0.0251
[0.044] [0.053] [0.039] [0.032]

-0.0989 -0.0424 0.1597 0.2453
[0.285] [0.278] [0.216] [0.219]

-1.0217 -1.0257 0.3006 -0.6762
[2.479] [2.476] [0.364] [0.486]

-18.1648 -17.9414 4.1115** 5.2389***
[19.218] [19.193] [1.815] [1.664]

-0.0008 -0.0008 0.0030*** 0.0012
[0.003] [0.003] [0.001] [0.001]

0.0001 0.0001 -0.0015 -0.0005
[0.004] [0.004] [0.001] [0.001]

(omitted) (omitted) -0.0005** -0.0008***
[0.000] [0.000]

-0.0028 -0.0029 0.0341* 0.0339*
[0.018] [0.018] [0.019] [0.019]

-0.0190 -0.0172 0.0235 0.0247
[0.034] [0.034] [0.018] [0.018]

0.0050 0.0042 -0.1024*** -0.1002***
[0.010] [0.010] [0.018] [0.018]

0.0037 0.0052 0.0325 0.0322
[0.044] [0.044] [0.012] [0.012]

0.0000*** 0.0000*** -0.0001*** -0.0001***
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

-0.0018 -0.0017 0.0056 0.0056
[0.007] [0.007] [0.001] [0.001]

(omitted) (omitted) 0.0776 0.0710
[0.177] [0.177]

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

(b) Robust Standard Deviation in braquets, * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Gross Domestic Product

Industrial Production Index

Inflation Index

Basel Capital Index

Liquidity Index

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital

Total Defaulted Credit Operation

Mean Maturity

Net Capital

Dummy of Public Bank

(a) All est imatives considered a intercept term

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

β0

Market Share - Credit Portfolio

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral

Dummy Placebo of BBR

Dummy Placebo of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of Treated Group

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy Placebo of BBR

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy Placebo of BBR * Dummy of 
Treated Group

Interest Rate Term Strutucture

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate
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Table 24: Robustness - Placebo Test - Spread over IRTS as Dependent Variable 
The placebo test simulates a different month for the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform - BBR to be effective. We divided the 
sample in two parts, before and after Jun/2005 and we exclude the observations in June and July 2005. We expected do not 
have significant effects for the placebo simulations. 
(1) We introduced a placebo event from December/2004, 6 months before the correct date the BBR became effective. The panel sample 
covers July/2004 to May/2005. The sample does not have outliers. 
(2) We introduced a placebo event from September/2004, 9 months before the correct date the BBR became effective .The panel sample 
covers July/2004 to May/2005. The sample does not have outliers. 
(3) We introduced a placebo event from December/2005, 6 months after the correct date the BBR became effective. The panel sample covers 
August/2005 to December/2007. The sample does not have outliers. 
(4) We introduced a placebo event from Mar/2006, 9 months after the correct date the BBR became effective. The panel sample covers 
August/2005 to December/2007. The sample does not have outliers. 

 
  

(1) (2) (3) (4)
R-sq:  within 0.0243 0.0263 0.0374 0.0379

Test F F(23,4634) F(23,4634) F(32,16928) F(32,16928)

5.010            5.440            20.560          20.830          

Independent Variables
0.6357 0.6330 0.9114 2.0394***

[0.396] [0.396] [0.612] [0.636]

-1.0571 -1.0828 1.5177*** 1.5342***
[1.039] [1.036] [0.321] [0.321]

-0.0845** -0.1327*** -0.0068 -0.0294
[0.039] [0.046] [0.028] [0.023]

0.0621 0.0633 0.0189 -0.0213*
[0.126] [0.126] [0.012] [0.012]

0.0041 -0.0064 -0.0047 0.0045
[0.011] [0.013] [0.011] [0.009]

0.1156** 0.1473*** 0.0623* 0.0880***
[0.047] [0.055] [0.035] [0.029]

0.0640 0.0878 -0.0166*** 0.0112
[0.029] [0.036] [0.028] [0.023]

-0.0489 -0.0559 -0.0080 -0.0412
[0.037] [0.045] [0.034] [0.028]

-1.1086*** -1.0484*** -1.0093*** -0.9474***
[0.242] [0.236] [0.190] [0.193]

-0.8485 -0.8612 0.3180 -0.5140
[2.105] [2.103] [0.320] [0.428]

-15.2601 -15.0546 3.3173** 4.2519***
[16.322] [16.301] [1.600] [1.466]

-0.0007 -0.0006 0.0027*** 0.0011
[0.003] [0.003] [0.001] [0.001]

0.0001 0.0000 -0.0015 -0.0006
[0.003] [0.003] [0.001] [0.001]

(omitted) (omitted) -0.0004* -0.0007***
[0.000] [0.000]

-0.0036 -0.0038 0.0208 0.0209
[0.016] [0.015] [0.017] [0.017]

-0.0140 -0.0125 0.0250 0.0259*
[0.029] [0.029] [0.016] [0.016]

0.0051 0.0045 -0.0925*** -0.0903***
[0.009] [0.009] [0.016] [0.016]

0.0030 0.0043 0.0288 0.0285
[0.038] [0.038] [0.010] [0.010]

0.0000*** 0.0000*** -0.0001*** -0.0001***
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

-0.0021 -0.0019 0.0054 0.0054
[0.006] [0.006] [0.001] [0.001]

(omitted) (omitted) 0.0738 0.0748
[0.156] [0.156]

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

(b) Robust Standard Deviation in braquets, * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Gross Domestic Product

Industrial Production Index

Inflation Index

Basel Capital Index

Liquidity Index

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital

Total Defaulted Credit Operation

Mean Maturity

Net Capital

Dummy of Public Bank

(a) All est imatives considered a intercept term

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

β0

Market Share - Credit Portfolio

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral

Dummy Placebo of BBR

Dummy Placebo of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of Treated Group

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy Placebo of BBR

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy Placebo of BBR * Dummy of 
Treated Group

Interest Rate Term Strutucture

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate
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Figure 2: Randomization Histogram – Estimated Coefficients of HHI and HHI with Interactions 

This figure shows the estimated coefficient of the randomization test. We construct the histograms with the results of 500 
regressions using the empirical model proposed by equation (7). We excluded outlier and we use all observed period, from 
July/2004 to December/2007. The first four graphics shows the result using the weighted average of the interest rate as 
dependent variable, and the next four the ones with the spread over the IRTS as dependent variables. 
We respectively report the histogram of the estimated coefficients:  	 	 ,  	 	 ∗ 	 	 , 	 	 ∗ 	 	  and 	 	 ∗ 	 	 ∗ 	 	 . 

	 	  	 	 ∗ 	 	  

  	 	 ∗ 	 	  	 	 ∗ 	 	 ∗ 	 	 . 

  	 	  	 	 ∗ 	 	  
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Chapter 3 – THE DEGREE OF COMPETITION IN BANK LOANS AND 

BANKRUPTCY REFORMS: A Two-Stage Strategy. 

The Chapter 3 presents the estimation of the effect of market power level in Brazilian bank 

credit market on hampering the reducing the effect of new Brazilian bankruptcy legal 

statement. Instead of industry concentration indexes, we use a modification of the H-Statistics 

propose by Panzar and Rosse. We build a two stage econometric strategy to accomplish with 

estimation of H-Statistic and the difference-in-difference method, which we use to identify the 

limiting effect of the market power on the reducing effects of the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform 

on the interest rate of corporate loans. Our H-Statistic has a credit line specific component, 

which enables the identification of the law effect over credit lines with different market power. 

The first stage generates the modified H-Statistics (MultProduct-H) used to measure the 

competition level of every credit line in Table 9. This estimated statistics are going to be a 

generated regressor on the second stage. To handle with the generated regressor problem, we 

proceed a bootstrapping strategy to the first stage of our econometric strategy. We find similar 

results as the ones in previous chapter, when we used the concentrations index HHI as proxy 

for market power. Using the MultProduct-H to identify the lack of competition effects, we 

estimate that the lack of competition hampers around 30% of the potential benefits of the 2005 

Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform. 

1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, we used the Herfindahl–Hirschman Index HHI per credit market 

as a proxy for market power, and we estimated the interaction effect of this concentration 

index with the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform. We demonstrated that the lack of competition is 

a barrier to transferring to corporate loans the entire cost decrease associated with the new 

creditor protection regulation.  

However, although concentration is a frequently used proxy for market power, 

concentration is not a sufficient condition to define the competition or monopolistic behavior 

of firms and can incorrectly estimate market power (Bresnahan (1989)). The use of measures 

of concentration to measure the level of competition can lead to biased estimations of market 

power. As we cannot observe market power or competition intensity, several authors have 

attempted to find alternative ways to measure competition. Some efforts aim at new structural 

models or new empirical models to assess the market competition structure without using 

concentration indexes. We base our studies on one of these, the Panzar and Rosse (1987) 

empirical test. These authors proposed the estimation of the H-Statistic of the competition 

firm’s behavior based on equilibrium conditions. The H-Statistic is the sum of revenue 

elasticities with respect to input prices.  
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This work does not aim to extensively describe the traditional model developed by 

Panzar and Rosse. Nevertheless, we will highlight some relevant points of the Panzar and 

Rosse measure. The H-Statistics relate to competition intensity as shown in the table below: 

Table 25: Panzar and Rosse’s H-Statistic and Market Competiton 

This table relates the predicted value of the H-Statistic posited by Panzar and Rosse (1987) and 
the respective interpretation of level of market competition 

Description Market 

H-Statistic: less or  equal to 0  Monopoly or Monopoly Competition 

H-Statistic: between 0 and 1 Monopoly Competition 

H-Statistic: equal to 1 Perfect Competition 

 

The H-Statistic is a sum of the gross revenue elasticity with respect to input prices. The 

authors show that the statistic is negative when firms are exhibiting monopolist or collusive 

behavior and operate in the high inelastic section of the demand curve. When the firms are 

price takers, the H-Statistic tends to be equal to 1, and when the firms are engaged in 

monopolistic competition, the H-Statistic assumes a value between 0 and 1. 

We refer to the original Panzar and Rosse’s statistic as Standard-H, and to the modified 

H-Statistic as MultProduct-H, we describe below. 

We face two issues with addressing the Standard-H in our differences-in-differences 

econometric model. First, we must use a first econometric model to estimate the H-Statistic 

because we are not able to observe the elasticities. We also must estimate H-Statistics for the 

different credit markets. The same credit institution operates with a variety of credit lines. As 

previously reported in Table 3, we classified the credit operation in ten credit line categories. 

We treated each credit line or specific credit market as a singular banking product to estimate 

our multiproduct version of H-Statistics with each credit line. To solve this problem, we 

modify the estimation strategy proposed by Barbosa et al. (2015). We introduce new dummy 

variables into their empirical strategy to estimate H. These variables capture specific credit 

line variations and allow us to identify the H-Statistic by each credit line based on a singular 

equation of input prices.  

2 A Two-Stage Empirical Strategy 

Our proposed two-strategy aims to estimate the limiting effect of market power on the 

BBR effects on the interest of corporate loans. It consists of estimating the MultProduct-H 

Statistics using an estimation procedure similar to Klênio Barbosa et al. (2015) in our first 

stage. We use an accounting information dataset provide by the Brazilian Central Bank, which 
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consists of the monthly balance sheets of credit institutions in our first stage. This new dataset 

observes accounting information and has no operation granularity. We observe revenues and 

expenses at the bank level. 

In the second stage, we replace the HHI used in our previous chapter as the proxy for the 

bank market power by the estimated statistics. The second stage is a differences-in-differences 

estimation model and we use a dataset different from the dataset used to estimate the 1st Stage. 

This dataset is the same that we used in the previous chapter. This second dataset is shown as 

bank b, credit line l, risk class r and collateralized operations c. 

As we use a regressor generated in our first stage, we proceed the correction of 

confidence interval using the bootstrap method. To implement the bootstrap calculations we 

construct an algorithm using the statistical package STATA.  

As we use a regressor estimated in our first stage, we use a bootstrap method to correct 

limited sample bias and confidence interval. The bootstrap simulations use an algorithm we 

create with the STATA statistical package. We report the algorithm in subsection 6.1. 

 

2.1 The First Stage 

The first stage in our econometric strategy is the estimation of the H-Statistic per credit 

line using the balance sheet information of credit institutions. We access the contribution of 

each credit line to the H-Statisticby Barbosa et al (2015), which proposed a methodology to 

estimate the MultProduct-H. This method applied to our data allows our model to obtain cross-

section variation of the H-Statistic to the ten categorized credit lines (Table 3). In this chapter, 

we define each market as each credit line. 

To estimate MultProduct-H by each credit line, we estimate the following equation: 

ln( ) = + ln( ) Θ + ln( )	x	 θ + Z , + +	ε 		 (13) 

where b is the bank identification and t is the monthly period of observation.  

The dependent variable, , is the natural logarithm of the Total Credit Revenue 

observed by banks (credit institutions) for each month, t. We use an intercept term . The 

input prices consist of the vector , , which we detail below. We use a Fixed Effect Panel 

estimator and  is the notation of the banks’ unobserved fixed effects. 
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The vector 	 is a vector of 10 dummy variables, 

	( _ , _ , _ … _ ), each associated with one of 

the categorized credit lines described in Table 3. The dummies assume the value of 1 if the 

credit institution b reports at least one operation in the specific credit line in month t.  

We included all ten dummies in our first stage. These is not a source of collinearity 

because the dependent variable is Total Credit Revenue, which includes revenues from other 

credit lines beyond the 10 credit lines described Table 3. We should remember that to use the 

differences-in-differences estimation method, we must choose a control group of credit 

operations and a treatment group of credit operations. We classify this operation in the 10 

credit lines of Table 3. A bank operates other credit lines, like real estate financing, subsidized 

agricultural lines or payroll attached credit lines. As we use the Total Credit Revenue from the 

balance sheet, the dependent variable in our first stage includes an “eleventh” credit line 

aggregated with all other credit lines that we do not consider as a treatment or control group in 

our second stage. 

In the vector of input prices, we used similar concepts to those used in Barbosa et al 

(2015) to estimate the H-Statistic; however, we do not work with the same database. Our work 

uses accounting information from credit institutions, whereas the referenced work uses the 

consolidated accounting of financial conglomerates. Our focus is on the credit market, and if 

we use an aggregate set of data, we may have a worse contamination issue. Income and 

expenses from other businesses might be a non-identified source of variation and we must use 

previously estimate the revenues from credit and financing operations. As we use non-

consolidated balance sheets, we directly observe the revenues from credit and financing 

operations, however, we do not observe the specific revenue of each credit line. We do not 

control for the economies of scope as posited by the second estimated model in Barbosa et al 

(2015).  

Our model considers the credit operation’s total revenues and not the credit institution 

total revenues. By using credit revenue instead of total revenue we better estimate when credit 

institutions operate in more inelastic sectors of the credit market.  

The input prices vector used to estimate the statistics is 	( 	, 	, ), and we 

used similar concepts of Barbosa et al (2015) to define the vector of input prices:  

• Cost of Funding 	 : the ratio of Funding Expenses and Bank Funding 
Intermediation Expenses over Shareholder Net Capital; 
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• Cost of Fixed Capital : the ratio of Total Fixed Capital less leased asset 
to credit institutions clients over Shareholder Net Capital; 

• Cost of Wages : The ratio of  Total Payroll over Shareholder Net Capital, 
and we included wages, social benefits expenses and sharing profit expenses;  

The set of control variables , includes four covariates:  

• Provision Rate:  balance sheet registered provision over shareholder equity; 
• Profitability: measure as net profit to shareholder equity; 
• Market Share TA: the market share calculated with respect to total assets; 
• HHI TA: Herfindhal-Hirschman Index calculated as the square sum of the 

Market Share TA 

Our model considers the credit operation total revenues, and not the credit institution 

total revenues. We objective to studies whether the bank operates in the elastic or non-elastic 

sector of the revenues financing and credit with respect to the input prices.  

We additionally include control variables to Credit Portfolio concentration:  

• Market Share – Credit Portfolio: the market share calculated using the total 
of credit asset from the bank’s balance sheet; 

• HHI – Credit Portfolio: Herfindhal-Hirschman Index calculated as the 
square sum of Market Share – Credit Portfolio. 

The Standard-H is estimated as the sum of the estimated vector of coefficients Θ, which 

consist on the estimated elastic of the Total Credit Revenue with respect to the input prices.   

− =	 Θ 	 (14)

where	Θ  is the estimated coefficient of the natural logarithm of the input price p.22  

To obtain the H for each credit line, we compute the MultProduct-H as: 

− =	 Θ +  (15) 

where p indicates the input price, and l refers to each credit line. The coefficient 	is the 

estimated coefficient of the interaction variable of the input price  with the dummy variable 

.	 −  is the estimated H-Statistic of Panzar and Rosse for credit line l. 

                                                 
22 Typically, β represents the coefficients, but we used β to represent the coefficients of the Differences-in-
Differences model in the second stage. 
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The identification purpose of the coefficient  in the term ( Λ ) of 

equation (7) of Chapter 1 requires cross-section and timely variation of our estimated measure. 

In the previous chapter, we replaced the market power concept Λ  by the observed variable 

HHI calculated with respect to credit lines l, risk class r and collateralized operations c, which 

allows the required cross-sectional variation. The timely variation of HHI is easily calculated 

because we have monthly information of Market Share. This chapter uses H-Statistics for each 

credit line as a proxy for market power. 

To obtain time variation, we should estimate the H-Statistics by period. Since we use a 

Panel Data Fixed Effect estimator to address unobserved fixed effects, we should estimate the 

H-Statistic using cross sections of a defined number of months. We accomplish these two 

requirements by using a moving window of Panel Data. 

We use a quarterly moving window to obtain time variation for H-Statistics. For each 

three-month period, we estimate the H-Statistics to a period. For instance, to estimate the H-

Statistics to July/2004, we use a FE Panel Data estimator with accounting information from 

May/2004 to July/2004. The accounting information dataset used to calculate H is available 

from January 2004; thus, we have no loss of degree of freedom. We estimate the first statistic 

to July 2004, our first period to observe the contracted interest rate on our credit operations 

dataset using the accounting information panel from May to July 2004; the second period, 

August 2004, we move the quarterly window to June 2004 to August 2004, etc. 23 

2.2 The Second Stage 

In the second stage, we follow the same empirical strategy of the differences-in-

differences estimation method reported in the previous chapter. We maintain the same set of 

regressors, replacing the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index for the H, estimated in the first stage, as 

proxy to the market power, Λ . In the economic model presented in Section 2 of Chapter 2, 

we used the market power concept, , to derive our testable hypothesis: the partial derivatives 

< 0, < 0 and = ^ > 0, =  − > 0 . We established the 
hypotheses that the cross effects of market power with respect to two elements of the 

                                                 
23 The Brazilian Central Bank regulates the Brazilian accounting standards for financial institutions. The 
accounting information provided by a credit institution follow a biannual appropriation standard with respect to 
revenues and expenses. Financial institutions accumulate monthly revenues and expenses and biannually 
incorporate profit to capital and/or pay shareholder dividends. To address our monthly information, we roughly 
adjusted the accounting results from biannual to monthly standards. We add to the credit institution’s book capital 
the monthly difference of revenues less expenses. To calculate shareholder’s capital, we mimic a monthly 
incorporation of profits instead of incorporating the accounting profit biannually.  
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bank lending costs are both positive. These are the cross effects of market power with 
respect to the recovery rate , and the cross effect of market power with respect to the 
probability of firms succeeding p . To test the hypotheses, we use the HHI as proxy for 
market power , in our economic model or Λ in our econometric model.  

We assume that the relations of HHI with the unobserved market power are 
positive because the higher the concentration index, the higher the market power of 
firms in the market. The H-Statistic definition implies a homogeneous decreasing function. 

As posited by Panzar and Rosse, if markets operate in a perfectly competitive environment, 

the expected value to the H-Statistics is 1. When the market operates in monopoly or in a 

collusive market, H-Statistics assume the value in the interval (0, -1). Shaffer (1983) 

demonstrated the relation between H-Statistic of Panzar and Rosse and Bresnahan’s index of 

market power, also represented by the symbol :  

= − 1  (16) 

where E is the elasticity of total market output, Q, with respect to price, =   . From this 

relation, we assume that the increase of market power implies a decrease of the estimated H-

Statistics. 

Once the H-Statistics consist of a decreasing function of   , under the linearity 

assumption we expect the cross partial derivatives to became negative. Looking our term 

β Λ , directly replacing Λ  by the H-Statistic we expect the coefficient <
0.  

The econometric model in the 2nd Stage is similar to equation (7) that we estimated in 

Chapter 2. The next equation represents the empirical equation we estimated in the 2nd Stage: 

 = + + + + + 

+ Λ + φ +

+ ℎ + , , , + , , , ,  
(17) 

We describe the notation in Section 3 of Chapter 2. We use −  per 

credit line for market power . In the previous chapter, we measure the market power 

considering credit risk level r and collateral lever c, in addition to credit line level l. The 
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market power was a finer measure . Using − , we can measure market 

power only in credit line level l; however, we have an economically more precise measure. 

2.3 Bootstraping procedures 

The concentration indexes come directly from observed variables. We built the HHI, C4 

and market share using the observed accounting value of each credit operation. Our new 

measure of competitions level (H-Statistics) is the sum of a set of estimated coefficients 

instead of this simple calculation. The second stage uses the H-Statistics as a generated 

regressor. Under the exogeneity assumptions of the Fixed Effect Panel Model for consistency, 

replacing the H-Statistic with the estimated −  causes no problem, Wooldridge 

(2002). Unfortunately, the t-Statistics and F-Statistics will not be asymptotically valid to test 

the statistical significance of the estimated coefficients of the 2nd stage. We should correct the 

confidence of the estimated coefficients of the 2nd stage to obtain a valid test of significance.  

Wooldridge (2002), Chapters 3 and 6, suggests adjusting the original variance matrix for 

a generated regressor. However, we do not have a simple 1st stage. Our 1st stage is a moving 

window of quarterly panel data. From July/2004 to December/2007, we have 48 generated 

regressors and 48 different covariance matrixes, as a result. We also use these 48 generated 

regressors interacted with the dummy for the treatment group of observations and with the 

dummy for the month of the Brazilian reform. We choose to use a bootstrapping technique to 

obtain an adequate confidence interval (Efron (1981)) instead of analytically correcting the 

covariance matrix because of the number of generated regressors. This technique is also 

adequate to reduce finite sample bias (Horowitz (2007)). We do not have the same number of 

observations in our panel data, and the estimations use different sample sizes to obtain the H-

Statistics for each month.  

Therefore, we must adjust the covariance matrix estimated by the second stage to reduce 

the possible sample bias. We implement a bootstrap algorithm that addresses these two issues. 

We describe this algorithm in the following paragraphs. 

To address the considerable complexity of the correction covariance matrix, we choose 

to use the Monte Carlo sampling method proposed by Efron (1979). The bootstrap theory, as 
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developed by Bickel and Friedman (1981) and Singh (1981), is a workhorse of empirical 

research.24 

Bootstrapping the two-stage model must be undertaken with caution because we are 

working with two databases. The accounting database we use to estimate the H-Statistics and 

the credit operation database we use to estimate the differences-in-differences model. Thus, 

we process two samples in our bootstrapping algorithm. First, we sample the accounting 

database using our estimations of H-Statistics in the 1st stage. We aim to reduce the sample 

size bias by sampling the 1st stage. Second, we use the H-Statistics estimation into our credit 

operation database as a proxy for competition, then we process the sampling of the credit 

operation with the generated regressor. This second sampling procedure aims to obtain the 

confidence interval for the estimated coefficients in the 2nd stage.  

In Figure 3 we present the flowchart of our bootstrap algorithm. 

Figure 3: Bootstrapping Flowchart 

 

The number of samples on a bootstrapping procedure 
is fundamental to achieving the required variation of 
the bootstrapped estimated coefficient (Chernick 
(2007)). When the STATA program calculates the 
confidence interval, it will take less variability and 
considers a short confidence interval. In this way, we 
use 700 repetitions with re-positions. This is not a 
large number of repetitions, when we consider 
bootstrapping. Nonetheless, we also estimate the 
models with 100 and 200 repetitions and we observe 
a reduction in the confidence interval. Since we have 
considerable limitations with respect to 
computational resources,25 we choose to report the 
results with 700 repetitions.This figure shows a short 
flowchart of the bootstrapping procedure and we 
present the STATA algorithm in subsection 6.1. 

  

First, we sample the accounting information dataset we use to estimate H, then we use 

this sample to estimate the H-Statistics for each credit line by month. We use a moving 

window method with a 3-month Panel Data that estimates H month by month. Once we obtain 

the estimations of H by credit line and by month, we add these estimations to our second set of 

data. To process the estimations from the 2nd stage, we also sample the second dataset before 

                                                 
24The method is based on Bootstrap Central Limit Theorem, Singh (1981). A slight view of the theorem, if we 
have  as population parameter and  as a sampling statistics, for all, → , than, if we resample the original set 
of observation and we recalculates the statistics the new estimation,  , the bootstrapping estimation of the 
resample 1. Demonstrated by Singh (1981) and Babu and Singh (1983), the distribution of  −  is a very 
close approximation of the distribution of  −  when → ∞ 
25 Each of the models takes around 14 hour of computation. 
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we estimate the differences-in-differences equation from the 2nd stage. The first sample 

corrects the possible bias of the H-Statistics because we use only a 3-month FE Panel Data to 

estimate the H-Statistics by each period. In the second sample, we aim to correct the 

confidence interval of the estimated coefficients from the 2nd Stage.  

3 Descriptive Statistics 

For this chapter, we use some variable that we previously described in Table 4 to Table 

8 of Chapter 2. We do not replicate this information. 

Table 26: Descriptive Statistics - H-Statistic Estimation – 1
st
 Stage Variables 

This table presents the number of observations (Obs.), mean and standard deviation of the variables used to estimate the 
MultProduct-H statistics. 

 Before BBR After BBR 

Dependent Variable Obs.†† Mean Sd. Dv. Obs. Mean Sd. Dv. 

Total Revenue of Credit Operation 3288 0.0930 0.1672 8855 0.0950 0.2077 

Input Prices       

Cost of  Funding 3317 0.5533 2.1254 8979 0.8541 3.2120 

Cost of Wages 3288 0.0039 0.0211 8855 0.0046 0.0108 

Cost of Fixed Capital 3288 0.2745 0.6309 8855 0.2668 0.4247 

Control Variables       

Provision Rate† 3288 -0.1011 0.8488 8855 -0.1400 0.3938 

Profitability 3288 0.0090 0.1394 8855 0.0108 0.1520 

Market Share TA 3172 0.0035 0.0144 8536 0.0036 0.0141 

HHI TA 3317 0.0634 0.0011 8979 0.0584 0.0011 

Market Share – Credit Portfolio 3317 0.0010 0.0000 8979 0.0010 0.0000 

HHI – Credit Portfolio 3317 0.0003 0.0000 8979 0.0003 0.0000 

Dummies †††       

Dummy of Bank operations in  Credit Line 1 3317 0.8043 0.3968 8979 0.7632 0.4251 

Dummy of Bank operations in Credit Line 2 3317 0.7950 0.4038 8979 0.7705 0.4206 

Dummy of Bank operations in Credit Line 3 3317 0.8279 0.3776 8979 0.7935 0.4048 

Dummy of Bank operations in Credit Line 4  3317 0.8933 0.3088 8979 0.8742 0.3317 

Dummy of Bank operations in Credit Line 5 3317 0.9430 0.2318 8979 0.9122 0.2830 

Dummy of Bank operations in Credit Line 6 3317 0.8592 0.3479 8979 0.8259 0.3792 

Dummy of Bank operations in Credit Line 7 3317 0.8221 0.3825 8979 0.7898 0.4074 

Dummy of Bank operations in Credit Line 8 3317 0.8206 0.3837 8979 0.7838 0.4117 

Dummy of Bank operations in Credit Line 9 3317 0.8291 0.3765 8979 0.7993 0.4005 

Dummy of Bank operations in Credit Line 10 3317 0.7826 0.4125 8979 0.7423 0.4374 
†The Provision Rate is less than zero because we followed the accounting standard to the Brazilian Financial Institutions with 
respect to provision, which is a negative register. 
†† Observation is treated as missing if the financial institutions do not inform shareholder’s equity or total assets. If the 
financial institution do not inform provision or leased assets, we considers zero to both accounting register. 
††† The Dummy of Bank operations assume the value of 1 if the credit institution operates the respective credit line. A bank can 
operate more the one credit line. For instance, the mean of this dummy with respect to credit line 1 means that in the period 
before the BBR, the monthly mean of the number of credit institutions that operates credit line 1 is 80.4% the cred  

 

The 2nd Stage of our estimation model uses the H-Statistics generated from the 1st stage. 

We also construct the interaction variables using these statics and the dummy of the treatment 
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and the dummy for the BBR variables. The other regressor in the 2nd stage is the same set of 

variable we use to estimate our main results discussed in the previous chapter. Table 27 shows 

the descriptive statistics of the variables estimated in the 1st Stage: the −  per 

credit line and its interactions in our differences-in-differences empirical strategy.  

Table 27: Descriptive Statistics – Estimated MultProduct-H Statistic and Interaction Variables 

This table presents the number of observations (Obs.), mean and standard deviation the estimated MultProduct-H statistics to the 2nd 
Stage of our Econometric Strategy. 

 Before BBR After BBR 

Dependent Variables Obs. Mean Sd. Dv. Obs. Mean Sd. Dv. 
† 6655 0.3614 0.2602 22590 0.3633 0.2837 
† 6620 0.1529 0.2174 22402 0.1933 0.2433 

Interactions       

−  6655 0.4565 0.3337 22590 0.4131 0.3233 

Dummy of BBR 6655 0 0 22590 1 0 

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group 6655 0 0 22590 0.6820 0.4657 

− ∗     6655 0.3326 0.2953 22590 0.2836 0.3300 

− ∗     6655 0 0 22590 0.4131 0.3233 

− ∗     
∗    

6655 0 0 22590 0.2836 0.3300 

† We also reported this statistics in Table 4: Descriptive Statistics - Dependent Variables. 

 

We also report the descriptive statistics by control group of observation and by treatment 

group of observations.  

Table 28: Descriptive Statistics – Control Group of Observations – Complete Sample 

This table shows the number of observations (Obs.), mean and standard deviation the estimated MultProduct-H statistics to the 2nd Stage 
of our Econometric Strategy. The statistics considers the complete dataset. 

 Before BBR After BBR 

Dependent Variables Obs. Mean Sd. Dv. Obs. Mean Sd. Dv. 
† 1946 0.4424 0.3100 7184 0.4711 0.3583 
† 1944 0.2220 0.2619 7142 0.2920 0.3101 

Interactions       

−  1946 0.4230 0.4882 7184 0.4072 0.3226 

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group 1946 0 0 7184 0 0 

− ∗     1946 0 0 7184 0 0 

− ∗    1946 -0.0008 0.0150 7184 0.4072 0.3226 

− ∗     
∗    

1946 0 0 7184 0 0 

† We also reported this statistics in Table 4: Descriptive Statistics - Dependent Variables. 

 

Both tables consider the estimated value of MultProduct-H. The mean and standard are 

calculated direct from the estimated values of the 1st Stage.  
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Table 29: Descriptive Statistics – Treatment Group of Observations – Complete Sample 

This table shows the number of observations (Obs.), mean and standard deviation the estimated MultProduct-H statistics to the 2nd Stage 
of our Econometric Strategy. The statistics considers the complete dataset. 

 Before BBR After BBR 

Dependent Variables Obs. Mean Sd. Dv. Obs. Mean Sd. Dv. 
† 5342 0.3345 0.2321 15406 0.3131 0.2241 
† 5305 0.1282 0.1909 15260 0.1470 0.1875 

Interactions       

 5342 0.4144 0.2777 15406 0.4159 0.3236 
Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group 5342 0.0878 0.2830 15406 1 0 

∗     5342 0.4144 0.2777 15406 0.4159 0.3236 

∗    5342 0.0000 0.0486 15406 0.4159 0.3236 

∗     
∗    

5342 0.0000 0.0486 15406 0.4159 0.3236 

† We also reported this statistics in Table 4: Descriptive Statistics - Dependent Variables. 

 

Using the differences-in-differences empirical strategy, we should observe the statistical 

mean of the dependent and interaction independent variables to calculate the effect in the 

treated group of observations with respect to the control group of observations. The last tables 

show the descriptive statistics by each group. 

4 Results 

In this section we report the estimated results. We first present the MultProduct-H to 

each one of the ten credit markets (Figure 4). Table 32 and Table 33 show the estimated 

results without bootstrap correction. Following Woodridge (2002), the results are consistent, 

but the confidence interval is not correct as consequence of our generated regressor. Table 34 

and Table 35 show our results, when we estimated the same models using our bootstrap 

algorithm.  

However, we note that for some credit lines, the statistics reach some notes of the 

interval. We expected these results because we do not restrict the estimated coefficients; 

because we use linear models, the estimation methods do not guarantee any limits to the 

coefficients.  

The graphics also show some spikes for some of the credit lines in February/2005, 

Credit Line 2 – Leasing and Goods Financing – Consumers and Credit Line 3 - Vehicle 

Financing – Consumers. It is not within the scope of this work to investigate these variations, 

but we take note that in February/2005, the leasing market related to vehicles decreased 45,7% 

with in comparison with February/2004; moreover, the credit to consumers decreased 21,6% 
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and the total sales of vehicle decrease 29,9% in the same period.26 These unusual movements 

in the leasing and vehicle markets may possibly explain why we capture those spikes in our 

estimations of the H-Statistics.  

The MultProduct-H estimated in the final months of the second half of 2005, October 

and November, also has more variation than other periods. This period coincides with the new 

regulation of the payroll credit market. The National Institute of Social Security limited the 

amount of credit attached to social security benefits to 30% of the net benefits and established 

minimum formal statements to allow credit installments to be charged on social benefits.27 We 

exclude payroll credit lines from our sample of credit operations, but the MultProduct-H are 

possibly showing some point adjustments in the credit institutions’ cost structure to the new 

regulation. As we are not able to identify the source of these variations, we include the 

estimated statistics in our second stage without any specific statistical treatment. We expect 

that these are not systematic effects and that the inclusion of monthly dummies variables 

adequately captures these point-in-time variations. 

In the second stage of our econometric strategy, using the estimated H, but not until 

considering the bootstrapped correction we estimate a = −0.0356 using the interest rate as 

the dependent variable and = −0.0325 using the spread over IRTS as the dependent 

variable, with model (3) of Table 32 and Table 33. Both estimated coefficients are statistically 

significant. Models (1) and (2) also show similar coefficients with considerable statistical 

significance. We estimated Model (4) with a shorter period of observation, from July/2004 to 

Apr/2006, and our coefficient of interest has no statistical significance for this period. 

However, the bootstrapped estimation presents statistical significance, as shown in Table 34 

and Table 35, model (4bs).  

To understand the meaning of the coefficient , we must examine how we use the 

Panzar and Rosse statistics to capture the market power effect in our differences-in-differences 

estimation. In the previous chapter, we use HHI, and we latently assume that the perfect 

competition conditions implies that HHI is equal to zero. At this juncture, we use H-Statistics 

as a proxy for market power, which implies that this measure of competition is equal to 1 

under perfect competition conditions. Using H-Statistics, the calculation of the impact of the 

lack of competition on the dependent variable requires one more step. We must compare the 

                                                 
26 Information from CETIP, a Brazilian publicly held company that offers services related to registration, central 
securities depository (CSD), trading and settlement of assets and securities and ANFAVEA – the Brazilian 
Nacional Association of Vehicles Manufacturers. 
27 Brazilian Central Bank – Banking Economy and Credit Report 2005. 
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estimated MultProduct-H statistic with the MultProduct-H value under conditions of perfect 

competition.  

The differences-in-differences econometric model captures the limiting effect of the 

market power by the interaction of three variables, Λ . As we use the 

estimated −   as a proxy for Λ , if −   is equal to 1 under 

perfect competition, then the interaction variables become . In a perfect 

competition scenario, the predicted impact this interaction variable will be the proportional of 

treated observations after the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform because the proxy for market 

power tends to 1. To calculate the expected effect of the H-Statistic on the dependent variable, 

we might calculate ∗ Λ =  ∗  because E Λ = 1 

under perfect competition. However, we are interested in the effect of competition on the 

interest rate of corporate loans, our treatment group, so = 1, and after the BBR, 

= 1. In other words, the effect of the H-Statistics on the interest rate of corporate 

loans under perfect competition is exactly the estimated coefficient . As max −
 is theoretically equal to 1 and < 0, we have the larger reducing effect of this 

term on the interest rate if the market operates under perfect competition. 

However the foregoing is not the entire potential effect of the law. To calculate this 

effect we must observe the coefficient . The potential effect of the law is +  because 

perfect competition does not eliminate the Direct Effects of the law estimated by the term, 

. 

In a monopolistic competition scenario −  is less than 1, if the market 

operates near a monopoly maximization behavior, theoretically the statistic could 

assume: − < 0 . To calculate the estimated impact of the lack of 

competition, when we use the MultProduct-H to measure the competition level of the market, 

we must observe the expected value of the estimated statistics after the BBR, or 

−  | = 1 , then we multiply by . We can calculate the estimated 

total effect of the law by + ∗ −  | = 1 . As H-Statistic is less 

than 1, when the market operates under monopolistic competition or monopoly or collusive 

conditions, and < 0, the lack of competition limits the total effect of the law.  

The estimated coefficient to Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group is =
 −0.0301. If we observe the estimated results from the previous chapter, this coefficient was 

considerably greater. We found the impact of 736 basis point on the interest rate changed on 
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the firm’s collateralized credit operations, whereas for now, this coefficient represents 301 

basis points. The missing point here is the variation range of our competition measure. When 

we use HHI as a competition measure, the statistics tend to zero as the market becomes more 

competitive – and to 1 in when the market is monopolistic. Using the H-Statistics or our 

MultProduct-H Statistics, the measure tends to one as the market become more competitive. 

We wish to compare the actual competitive effect with a simulated perfect competitive 

environment, or the estimated effect when MultProduct-H tends to 1. 

In this scenario, the interaction 

variable, ∗     ∗   , converges to 

    ∗   , and the final effect will be + , the sum 

of the estimated coefficient that captures the effects of the BBR with our treated credit 

operations. If we look to the estimated coefficients of model (3) in Table 32, we have =
 −0.0301 and =  −0.0356, which results in a potential reduction of 657 basis points in the 

interest rate and is statically near to the 736 basis points of our previous results reported in 

Chapter 2. The impact of the lack of competition comes from the movement of the H – 

Statistics from 1 to their estimated level.  

For the treated operations, the mean of the  is 0.4159 with standard 

deviations 0.3236 for the period after the BBR. The movement of the statistic from the 

theoretical indicator of perfect competitions is 0.5841 (1-0.4159), which represents that the 

impact of the BBR is  + , the perfect competition case, but we estimate the total effect of 

the law as + ∗ 0.5841, which means that the expected 657 basis points of reduction on 

the interest rate of corporate loans ( +  with respect to our group of control is now 449 

basis points or the lack of competition limits 31,7% of the potential effect of the law. These 

results are quite near to our estimations in Chapter 2, using HHI as the proxy for market 

power.  

We report the bootstrapped models in Table 34 and Table 35. The model (3bs) and (4bs) 

are respectively models 3 and 4 of Table 32 and Table 33. Additionally we report the model 

(5bs) including the Herfindahl–Hirschman Index in model 3. We report the bootstrapped 

normal confidence interval and the bias corrected confidence interval. We simulated all 

models with 700 repetitions.  

If we observe the bootstrapped coefficients, the point estimations are quite similar. 

Model (3) and (3bs) using the contracted interest rate as dependent variable shows values to 
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the coefficient = - 0.0356. The values are not identical, using the model (3) we calculate = 

- 0.0356372 and = - 0.0356234 without bootstrapping.  

The impact of BBR over the treated group of observation is estimated by coefficient . 

The estimated values of this coefficient are similar in the bootstrapped models. Model (3bs), 

= −0.0302, (4bs), = −0.0303 and (5bs) = −0.0281. These values are expected 

once the BBR effects do not change. The  coefficient, however, assumes different values, 

which is a consequence of the random variable that measures the competition level on the 

credit market. We assume exogeneity of this variable with respect to the BBR, 

notwithstanding that the competition measure varies in different periods.  

Our empirical dataset comes from accounting information and from different informatics 

systems. Outliers and noise information may have a relevant impact on our estimations, even 

when we are treating for outlier values of our dependent variable. The bootstrapped results, 

with strong statistical significance, are important to confirm the consistency of our 

estimations. 

We estimate Models (4) and (4bs) with a symmetric subsample around the month when 

the BBR became legally effective. We truncated our sample in April/2006 to have the same 

number of months before and after the BBR, in the same manner as we already processed in 

models (4) of Chapter 2. These new estimations change the estimated value of the coefficients 

considerably. 

The bootstrap procedure changes the significance level of the coefficient  of model 

(4bs) that is estimated with the spread over IRTS as the dependent variable and using a 

subsample of panels, from July/2004 to April/2006. The same specification does not achieve a 

p-value with significant level of confidence without the bootstrapping. After the simulations, 

the p-values became less than 5%, however the estimation is significant for − ∈
0.05,0.1  and we do not observe this effect, using the interest rate as the dependent variable.  

The calculation of the effect of the coefficient  on the dependent variables requires the 

observations of the regressors of interest across the control group and the treated group of 

credit operations of the symmetric subsample used to estimate models (4) and (4bs).  

We report these descriptive statistics in Table 30 and Table 31.  
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Table 30: Descriptive Statistics – Control Group of Observations – Symmetric Subsample from 

July/2004 to April/2006 
This table presents the number of observations (Obs.), mean and standard deviation the estimated MultProduct-H statistic to the 2nd 
Stage of our Econometric Strategy. The statistic considers the subsample of observations from July/2004 to April/2006. 

 Before BBR After BBR 

Dependent Variables Obs. Mean Sd. Dv. Obs. Mean Sd. Dv. 
† 1946 0.4424 0.3100 1946 0.5131 0.3322 
† 1944 0.2220 0.2619 1940 0.2904 0.2784 

Interactions       

 1946 0.4230 0.4882 1946 0.2276 0.3977 
Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group 1946 0 0 1946 0 0 

∗     1946 0 0 1946 0 0 

∗    1946 -0.0008 0.0150 1946 0.2276 0.3977 

∗     
∗    

1946 0 0 1946 0 0 

† We also reported this statistics in Table 4: Descriptive Statistics - Dependent Variables. 

 

Table 31: Descriptive Statistics – Treated Group of Observations – Symmetric Subsample from 

July/2004 to April/2006 
This table presents the number of observations (Obs.), mean and standard deviation the estimated MultProduct-H statistic to the 2nd 
Stage of our Econometric Strategy. The statistic considers the subsample of observations from July/2004 to April/2006. 

 Before BBR After BBR 

Dependent Variables Obs. Mean Sd. Dv. Obs. Mean Sd. Dv. 
† 5342 0.3345 0.2321 4973 0.3499 0.2194 
† 5305 0.1282 0.1909 4932 0.1465 0.1810 

Interactions       

 5342 0.4144 0.2777 4973 0.3243 0.4267 
Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group 5342 0.0878 0.2830 4973 1 0 

∗     5342 0.4144 0.2777 4973 0.3243 0.4267 

∗    5342 0.0000 0.0486 4973 0.3243 0.4267 

∗     
∗    

5342 0.0000 0.0486 4973 0.3243 0.4267 

† We also reported this statistics in Table 4: Descriptive Statistics - Dependent Variables. 

Comparing the value of =  −0.0159 in model (4bs) with = −0.0356 in model 

(3bs), using the complete sample, we observe that the coefficient suffers a relevant alteration 

in the point-estimated value. However, the estimated limiting effect of market power on the 

effects of the BBR is similar to the estimations using the period of observation.  

The estimated effect of the interaction regressor 

∗     ∗    should consider its 

mean after the BBR, empirically represented by   =1. In model (4bs), the mean 

of the interaction regressor is 0.3243. The model (4bs) results indicate a limiting effect of 117 

basis points over a potential interest rate reduction of 432 basis points in the period between 

July/2004 and April/2006. This represents 27,1% of the estimated potential effect of the law 
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and is statistically similar to the estimated limiting effect of 31,7% with the  dataset if we 

consider the confidence interval.  

Table 33 and Table 35 show the estimation with the mean Spread charged on contracted 

credit operations. The spread is the additional annual yield over the Interest Rate Term 

Structure – IRTS of the Brazilian interbank money market. The results and coefficients also 

show the relevant impact on the spread because of the lack of competition in the Brazilian 

credit market contracted between Brazilian private firms and local credit institutions.  

The bootstrapped model (3bs) results indicate a hampering effect of 30.9% of the lack of 

competition on the spread, when we estimates the model with the complete dataset, as shown 

in Table 33.  

5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we modify the Panzar and Rosse (1987) H-Statistic proposed by Barbosa 

et al. (2015) to measure the level of competition in the Brazilian credit market. This 

modification allows us to estimate the H-Statistic by credit line considering the credit 

institutions as multiproduct firms (MultProduct-H). We replace the concentration indexes use 

as proxy for market power by the estimated statistic. We estimate the hindering effect of 

market power on the potential effect of Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform of June/2005 (BBR) on 

the interest rate and on the spread of collateralized corporate loans.  

We find statistical significant evidence that the market power hampered a considerable 

part of the BBR effect on reducing the interest rate of corporate loans. Using the MultProduct-

H, we estimate that the market power limited 31.7% of the potential reduction on the interest 

rate and 30.9% with respect to spread over the Brazilian Interest Rate Term Structure.  

The MultProduct-H is an estimated parameter that considers the equilibrium conditions 

of the market under the assumptions that banks are profit-maximization firms. We use a two-

stage empirical strategy to estimate the hindering effect of market power. First we estimate the 

MultProduct-H, then we use the generate measure on a second stage to estimate how the 

market power limits the effects of the BBR. We use a bootstrapping method to correct some 

bias on the estimations and to calculate the confidence interval of the estimated coefficients.  

 In the previous chapter we derive two testable hypotheses. The first predicts a potential 

reduction on the interest rate of bank credit operations as consequence of the reduction of 

probability of default or of the increase of recovery rate (Directed Effect). However, the 

second predicts that the market power limits this effect. Our results in this chapter indicate that 
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this theoretical hypothesis is also robust to replacing the concentration index we used in the 

previous chapter by the H-Statistics of Panzar and Rosse. These results are also statistically 

similar to the estimations we find in the previous chapter. 

In the following, and last chapter of this dissertation, we study the dynamics of the 

concentration index HHI around the period of the BBR. We look for statistical evidence the 

BBR affected the competition in the Brazilian bank credit market simultaneously to the effects 

we already estimate on the interest and spread.  
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6 Tables and Additional Material 

Figure 4: MultProduct-H Estimated by Credit Line 

This table shows MultProduct-H statistics we estimate in the 1st Stage of our two-stage econometric strategy. We use these 
results as proxy for the market power in our 2nd State. The graphics are organized from Credit Line 1 to 10 according to the 
credit line definitions of Table 3. 
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Table 32: MultProduct-H - Interest Rate as Dependent Variable - Without Bootstrapping 
We used a two-stage model to calculate the Panzar and Rosse H Statistic. Our first stage estimates the H-Statistic as the sum 
of input price elasticity.  We use credit lines dummies to captures the specific credit line contribution to the H-Statistic. The 
estimated H-Statistics is the generated regressor to market power in the second stage. 
(1) The estimations include only year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. 
We exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(2) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from 
June/2005. We keep the outlier observations on the sample. 
(3) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from 
June/2005. We exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(4) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from 
June/2005. The model considers a subsample from Jul/2004 to Apr/2006. The outlier observations of interest rate aren´t excluded. 

 
  

(1) (2) (3) (4)
N Obs 29,245 26,132 25,800 11,790

R-sq:  within 0.0323 0.0386 0.0463 0.0431

Test F F(20,2481) F(33,2239) F(33,2211) F(32,1235)

15.240          11.350          12.440          5.510            

Independent Variables
0.2073*** 0.9600 0.6128 0.2184

[0.043] [0.638] [0.442] [1.052]

3.9394** 5.1686** 1.9853 4.9933***
[1.724] [2.107] [1.518] [1.286]

-0.0019 -0.0085 -0.0047 -0.0121**
[0.004] [0.007] [0.006] [0.005]

0.0442*** 0.0361** 0.0464*** 0.0235
[0.012] [0.017] [0.013] [0.016]

-0.0308** -0.0145 -0.0301** -0.0303**
[0.014] [0.018] [0.014] [0.013]

0.0144 0.0211 0.0133 0.0068
[0.009] [0.014] [0.010] [0.010]

0.0372 0.0278 0.0299 0.0198
[0.011] [0.015] [0.012] [0.013]

-0.0379*** -0.0335* -0.0356** -0.0159
[0.013] [0.018] [0.015] [0.015]

-0.1801 -0.1292 -0.1448
[0.234] [0.191] [0.309]

1.1168*** 1.0087*** 0.7664**
[0.259] [0.196] [0.324]

8.3729*** 5.3483*** 4.2677
[1.622] [1.131] [3.008]

0.0039*** 0.0029*** 0.0016
[0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

-0.0021* -0.0011* 0.0024*
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

-0.0006** -0.0004** -0.0003
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0329 0.0278 0.0288
[0.021] [0.018] [0.022]

0.0025 -0.0123 -0.0599**
[0.025] [0.019] [0.025]

-0.0300* -0.0284** 0.0044
[0.016] [0.013] [0.010]

0.0236 0.0232 0.0103
[0.010] [0.009] [0.003]

-0.0001*** -0.0001*** -0.0001***
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0121 0.0071 0.0110
[0.002] [0.002] [0.005]

0.0227 0.0232* -0.0161
[0.014] [0.014] [0.018]

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

β0

Market Share - Credit Portfolio

HPeRCredit Line

Dummy of BBR

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

HPeRCredit Line * Dummy of Treated Group

HPeRCredit Line * Dummy of BBR

HPeRCredit Line * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

Interest Rate Term Strutucture

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

(b) Robust Standard Deviation in braquets, * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Gross Domestic Product

Industrial Production Index

Inflation Index

Basel Capital Index

Liquidity Index

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital

Total Defaulted Credit Operation

Mean Maturity

Net Capital

Dummy of Public Bank

(a) All estimatives considered a intercept term
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Table 33: MultProduct-H - Spread over IRTS as Dependent Variable - Without Bootstrapping 
We used a two-stage model to calculate the Panzar and Rosse H Statistic. Our first stage estimates the H-Statistic as the sum 
of input price elasticity.  We use credit lines dummies to captures the specific credit line contribution to the H-Statistic. The 
estimated H-Statistics is the generated regressor to market power in the second stage. This table reports the results of the 
second stage without bootstrapping correction for the generated regressor. 
(1) The estimations include only year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from June/2005. 
We exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(2) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from 
June/2005. We keep the outlier observations on the sample. 
(3) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from 
June/2005. We exclude the outlier observations from the sample. 
(4) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from 
June/2005. The model considers a subsample from Jul/2004 to Apr/2006. The outlier observations of interest rate aren´t excluded. 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4)
N Obs 29,022 26,132 25,800 11,790

R-sq:  within 0.039 0.0456 0.0525 0.0558

Test F F(20,2451) F(33,2239) F(33,2211) F(32,1235)

7.350            1,404.620     8.960            7.070            

Independent Variables
0.0904** 0.9227* 0.5959 0.1756

[0.038] [0.554] [0.386] [0.896]

(0.019) (0.096) (0.123) (0.845)

3.4417** 4.5576** 1.7141 4.2808***
[1.552] [1.897] [1.359] [1.100]

-0.0017 -0.0057 -0.0027 -0.0101**
[0.004] [0.006] [0.005] [0.004]

0.0356*** 0.0327** 0.0410*** 0.0197
[0.010] [0.014] [0.011] [0.014]

-0.0348*** -0.0158 -0.0289** -0.0273**
[0.012] [0.015] [0.012] [0.011]

0.0051 0.0158 0.0093 0.0041
[0.008] [0.012] [0.009] [0.008]

0.0382 0.0267 0.0286 0.0167
[0.009] [0.013] [0.011] [0.011]

-0.0299*** -0.0305* -0.0325** -0.0110
[0.011] [0.016] [0.013] [0.013]

-1.2256*** -1.1732*** -1.1164***
[0.203] [0.165] [0.263]

0.9857*** 0.8847*** 0.6038**
[0.226] [0.171] [0.275]

7.3622*** 4.6554*** 3.5450
[1.427] [0.985] [2.569]

0.0033*** 0.0024*** 0.0012
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

-0.0018* -0.0010* 0.0021*
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

-0.0005** -0.0003** -0.0002
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0224 0.0183 0.0239
[0.018] [0.015] [0.019]

0.0071 -0.0067 -0.0508**
[0.022] [0.017] [0.021]

-0.0260* -0.0255** 0.0045
[0.014] [0.012] [0.008]

0.0207 0.0203 0.0088
[0.009] [0.008] [0.002]

-0.0001*** -0.0001*** -0.0001***
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

0.0111 0.0066 0.0094
[0.002] [0.002] [0.004]

0.0200* 0.0207* -0.0184
[0.012] [0.012] [0.015]

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

β0

Market Share - Credit Portfolio

HPeRCredit Line

Dummy of BBR

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

HPeRCredit Line * Dummy of Treated Group

HPeRCredit Line * Dummy of BBR

HPeRCredit Line * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group

Interest Rate Term Strutucture

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

(b) Robust Standard Deviation in braquets, * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Gross Domestic Product

Industrial Production Index

Inflation Index

Basel Capital Index

Liquidity Index

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital

Total Defaulted Credit Operation

Mean Maturity

Net Capital

Dummy of Public Bank

(a) All estimatives considered a intercept term
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Table 34: MultProduct – H Statistc - Bootstrap Correction - Interest Rate as Dependent Variable 
We used a two-stage model to calculate the MultProduct – H based on the Panzar and Rosse H-Statistics. The estimated 
MultProduct – H used in the second stage. This table reports the results of the second stage with bootstrapping correction. 
(3bs) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from 
June/2005.The model uses the same specification of model (3). 
(4bs)  The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect. We assume the BBR effectiveness from June/2005. The 
model considers a subsample from set/2004 to abr/2006. The model uses the same specification of model (4) 
(5bs)  The estimations includes the HHI control variable. We assume the BBR effectiveness from June/2005. 

 

Number of Replications

{-0.4604 1.5230} {-1.8789 2.2535} {-1.3344 1.0394}

|-0.5395 1.3197| |-2.0621 2.1019| |-1.3921 0.8318|

{0.9011 3.0715} {3.3907 6.5960} {1.0990 3.3696}

|0.8137 3.0695| |3.2758 6.5072| |0.9514 3.1904|

{-0.1086 -0.0084}

|-0.1053 -0.0064|

{-0.0172 0.0076} {-0.0231 -0.0012} {-0.0162 0.0125}

|-0.0432 -0.0001| |-0.0447 -0.0085| |-0.0367 0.0037|

{0.0303 0.0646} {-0.0852 0.1539} {0.0347 0.0701}

|0.0302 0.0564| |-0.0883 0.1473| |0.0345 0.0640|

{-0.0433 -0.0171} {-0.0437 -0.0170} {-0.0426 -0.0135}

|-0.0306 -0.0218| |-0.0391 -0.0086| |-0.0323 -0.0126|

{-0.0001 0.0267} {-0.0045 0.0182} {-0.0081 0.0237}

|0.0106 0.0475| |0.0021 0.0401| |0.0015 0.0665|

{0.0161 0.0449} {0.0057 0.0338} {0.0099 0.0418}

|0.0363 0.0438| |0.0201 0.0550| |0.0351 0.0588|

{-0.0509 -0.0203} {-0.0305 -0.0014} {-0.0452 -0.0105}

|-0.0493 -0.0493| |-0.0491 -0.0118| |-0.0675 -0.0431|

{-0.4423 0.2060} {-0.5576 0.2679} {-0.2070 0.5162}

|-0.4660 0.2083| |-0.5151 0.2813| |-0.2409 0.4863|

{0.3791 1.4783} {0.1345 1.3982} {-0.4041 0.9423}

|0.2995 1.2635| |0.0078 1.2706| |-0.5900 0.7258|

{3.1153 7.6410} {-2.7691 11.3046} {1.8284 6.7540}

|3.0296 7.5139| |-2.6737 10.8306| |1.8796 6.6494|

{0.0015 0.0044} {-0.0017 0.0049} {0.0018 0.0049}

|0.0010 0.0041| |-0.0017 0.0045| |0.0016 0.0046|

{-0.0025 0.0003} {-0.0008 0.0055} {-0.0034 -0.0002}

|-0.0023 0.0006| |-0.0002 0.0066| |-0.0032 -0.0001|

{-0.0007 0.0001} {-0.0012 0.0007} {-0.0005 0.0005}

|-0.0006 0.0002| |-0.0011 0.0008| |-0.0004 0.0005|

{0.0012 0.0545} {-0.0081 0.0657} {-0.0019 0.0582}

|-0.0008 0.0508| |0.0005 0.0623| |-0.0066 0.0571|

{-0.0355 0.0105} {-0.1028 -0.0169} {-0.0364 0.0142}

|-0.0345 0.0106| |-0.1031 -0.0145| |-0.0408 0.0105|

{-0.0513 -0.0059} {-0.0164 0.0252} {-0.0715 -0.0204}

|-0.0480 -0.0077| |-0.0153 0.0267| |-0.0647 -0.0184|

{-0.0102 0.0567} {-0.0222 0.0428} {-0.0073 0.0492}

|0.0090 0.0631| |-0.0141 0.0453| |0.0084 0.0523|

{-0.0001 -0.0001} {-0.0001 -0.0001} {-0.0001 -0.0001}

|-0.0001 -0.0001| |-0.0001 -0.0001| |-0.0001 -0.0001|

{0.0054 0.0088} {0.0058 0.0162} {0.0049 0.0082}

|0.0054 0.0089| |0.0054 0.0156| |0.0051 0.0082|

{-0.0138 0.0610} {-0.0619 0.0298} {-0.0080 0.0700}

|0.0000 0.0783| |-0.0775 0.0181| |0.0000 0.0754|

(a) All est imatives considered a intercept  term. Year Fixed Effect and Month Fixed Effect  in all models
(b) { } 95% Normal Bootstraped confidence interval , | | 95% Bias corrected Bootstrapped Confidence Interval 
(c) * p <=0,10 ; ** p <=0,05; ***p <=0,01 with respect  to normal confidence interval

(3bs) (4bs) (5bs)
700 700 700

c
0.5313 0.1873 -0.1475

Market Share - Credit Portfolio
1.9863*** 4.9933*** 2.2343***

HHICredit Line

-0.0585**

HPeRCredit Line

-0.0048 -0.0121** -0.0018

Dummy of BBR
0.0475*** 0.0344 0.0524***

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group
-0.0302*** -0.0303*** -0.0281***

HPeRCredit Line * Dummy of Treated Group
0.0133* 0.0068 0.0078

HPeRCredit Line * Dummy of BBR
0.0305*** 0.0198*** 0.0259***

HPeRCredit Line * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group
-0.0356*** -0.0159** -0.0278***

Interest Rate Term Strutucture

-0.1182 -0.1448 0.1546
(0.475) (0.492) (0.402)

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate
0.9287*** 0.7664** 0.2691

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate
5.3781*** 4.2677 4.2912***

Gross Domestic Product
0.0030*** 0.0016 0.0034***

Industrial Production Index
-0.0011 0.0024 -0.0018**

Inflation Index
-0.0003 -0.0003 0.0000

Basel Capital Index
0.0279** 0.0288 0.0281*

Liquidity Index
-0.0125 -0.0599*** -0.0111

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital
-0.0286 0.0044 -0.0459***

Total Defaulted Credit Operation
0.0233 0.0103 0.0210

Dummy of Public Bank
0.0236 -0.0161 0.0310

Mean Maturity
-0.0001*** -0.0001*** -0.0001***

Net Capital
0.0071*** 0.0110*** 0.0066***
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Table 35: MultProduct – H Statistc - Bootstrap Correction – Spread over IRTS as Dependent Variable 
We used a two-stage model to calculate the MultProduct – H based on the Panzar and Rosse H-Statistics. The estimated 
MultProduct – H used in the second stage. This table reports the results of the second stage with bootstrapping correction. 
(3bs) The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect.  The Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform is effective from 
June/2005.The model uses the same specification of model (3). 
(4bs)  The estimations include controls, year fixed-effect and month fixed-effect. We assume the BBR effectiveness from June/2005. The 
model considers a subsample from set/2004 to abr/2006. The model uses the same specification of model (4) 
(5bs)  The estimations includes the HHI control variable. We assume the BBR effectiveness from June/2005. 

 

Number of Replications

{-0.3975 1.3869} {-1.6755 1.9771} {-1.1355 0.9151}

|-0.5422 1.1669| |-1.8424 1.7111| |-1.2982 0.6077|

{0.6921 2.7384} {2.8728 5.6888} {0.7958 3.0713}

|0.5322 2.5950| |2.9501 5.7418| |0.6312 2.9186|

{-0.0949 -0.0027}

|-0.0916 -0.0035|

{-0.0139 0.0084} {-0.0203 0.0001} {-0.0126 0.0118}

|-0.0318 0.0012| |-0.0364 -0.0064| |-0.0203 0.0081|

{0.0280 0.0564} {-0.0797 0.1371} {0.0309 0.0620}

|0.0287 0.0497| |-0.0899 0.1298| |0.0287 0.0566|

{-0.0402 -0.0177} {-0.0390 -0.0157} {-0.0403 -0.0151}

|-0.0282 -0.0254| |-0.0353 -0.0146| |-0.0316 -0.0174|

{-0.0024 0.0208} {-0.0057 0.0138} {-0.0088 0.0170}

|0.0055 0.0303| |0.0000 0.0339| |-0.0003 0.0434|

{0.0169 0.0419} {0.0039 0.0295} {0.0121 0.0391}

|0.0322 0.0322| |0.0175 0.0371| |0.0368 0.0368|

{-0.0454 -0.0196} {-0.0234 0.0014} {-0.0395 -0.0113}

. . |-0.0341 -0.0074| |-0.0359 -0.0359|

{-1.4356 -0.8870} {-1.4602 -0.7726} {-1.2846 -0.6540}

|-1.4482 -0.9318| |-1.3973 -0.7132| |-1.2982 -0.6852|

{0.3229 1.2743} {0.0637 1.1439} {-0.3381 0.8310}

|0.1605 1.0361| |-0.0335 1.0613| |-0.3724 0.6148|

{2.7048 6.6703} {-2.2273 9.3173} {1.3985 5.8586}

|2.6565 6.4515| |-1.8683 9.4272| |1.2180 5.7943|

{0.0013 0.0038} {-0.0016 0.0040} {0.0016 0.0042}

|0.0011 0.0036| |-0.0024 0.0033| |0.0010 0.0039|

{-0.0023 0.0003} {-0.0006 0.0048} {-0.0030 -0.0003}

|-0.0021 0.0004| |-0.0000 0.0052| |-0.0028 -0.0001|

{-0.0006 0.0001} {-0.0010 0.0006} {-0.0004 0.0005}

|-0.0005 0.0002| |-0.0009 0.0007| |-0.0003 0.0005|

{-0.0038 0.0406} {-0.0091 0.0568} {-0.0088 0.0429}

|-0.0042 0.0399| |0.0018 0.0527| |-0.0115 0.0397|

{-0.0266 0.0129} {-0.0862 -0.0153} {-0.0263 0.0160}

|-0.0277 0.0111| |-0.0828 -0.0127| |-0.0294 0.0141|

{-0.0469 -0.0046} {-0.0124 0.0215} {-0.0649 -0.0181}

|-0.0421 -0.0058| |-0.0102 0.0226| |-0.0593 -0.0152|

{-0.0069 0.0476} {-0.0193 0.0368} {-0.0060 0.0428}

|0.0090 0.0490| |-0.0147 0.0433| |0.0052 0.0430|

{-0.0001 -0.0001} {-0.0001 -0.0001} {-0.0001 -0.0001}

|-0.0001 -0.0001| |-0.0001 -0.0000| |-0.0001 -0.0001|

{0.0051 0.0081} {0.0050 0.0138} {0.0046 0.0077}

|0.0050 0.0080| |0.0053 0.0138| |0.0046 0.0076|

{-0.0127 0.0552} {-0.0600 0.0233} {-0.0076 0.0656}

|0.0000 0.0697| |-0.0735 0.0099| |0.0000 0.0668|

(a) All estimatives considered a intercept term. Year Fixed Effect and Month Fixed Effect in all models
(b) { } 95% Normal Bootstraped confidence interval , | | 95% Bias corrected Bootstrapped Confidence Interval 
(c) * p <=0,10 ; ** p <=0,05; ***p <=0,01 with respect to normal confidence interval

Dummy of Public Bank
0.0212 -0.0184 0.0290

Net Capital
0.0066*** 0.0094*** 0.0061***

Mean Maturity
-0.0001*** -0.0001*** -0.0001***

Total Defaulted Credit Operation
0.0203 0.0088 0.0184

Total Monthly Income over Net Capital
-0.0257 0.0045 -0.0415***

Liquidity Index
-0.0069 -0.0508*** -0.0051

Basel Capital Index
0.0184 0.0239 0.0171

Inflation Index
-0.0003 -0.0002 0.0000

Industrial Production Index
-0.0010 0.0021 -0.0016**

Gross Domestic Product
0.0025*** 0.0012 0.0029***

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate
4.6875*** 3.5450 3.6286***

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate
0.7986*** 0.6038** 0.2465

Interest Rate Term Strutucture
-1.1613*** -1.1164*** -0.9693***

HPeRCredit Line * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group
-0.0325*** -0.0110* -0.0254***

HPeRCredit Line * Dummy of BBR
0.0294*** 0.0167*** 0.0256***

HPeRCredit Line * Dummy of Treated Group
0.0092 0.0041 0.0041

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group
-0.0290*** -0.0273*** -0.0277***

Dummy of BBR
0.0422*** 0.0287 0.0464***

HPeRCredit Line

-0.0027 -0.0101* -0.0004

HHICredit Line

-0.0488**

Market Share - Credit Portfolio
1.7153*** 4.2808*** 1.9336***

c
0.4947 0.1508 -0.1102

700 700 700
(3bs) (4bs) (5bs)
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6.1 STATA Algorithm  

We report the STATA Algorithm. We divide this algorithm into 3 parts. The 1st Step shows the implementation 
of the two-stage estimation strategy. The 2nd Step builds a STATA command line that allows the use of the 
simulation STATA command to bootstrap our algorithm. In the 3rd Step we call the constructed algorithm with 
the simulating command using 700 repetitions. 
 
#delimit ; 

// - 1st Step:  Estimation without Sampling - Interest Rate as dependent variable: database without outliers  

capture confirm variable HPeRmktt; 

if !_rc {; 

        drop HPeRmktt; 

}; 

 

capture confirm variable HPeRmkL00; 

if !_rc {; 

        drop HPeRmkL00; 

}; 

capture confirm variable HPeRmkT01; 

if !_rc {; 

        drop HPeRmkT01; 

}; 

capture confirm variable HPeRmkT01L00; 

if !_rc {; 

        drop HPeRmkT01L00; 

}; 

gen HPeRmktt = .; 

gen HPeRmkL00 = .; 

gen HPeRmkT01 = .; 

gen HPeRmkT01L00 = .; 

// 1
st

 Stage:  Moving window to estimate the MultProduct-H statistics 

xtset cnpjIF; 

forvalues  c1=7/48 {; 

       quietly xtreg LNBRSRtOpCr LNw1BRS LNw2BRS LNw3BRS  

                 LNw1_mkt1 LNw2_mkt1 LNw3_mkt1 LNw1_mkt2 LNw2_mkt2 LNw3_mkt2 LNw1_mkt3 LNw2_mkt3 LNw3_mkt3  

                 LNw1_mkt4 LNw2_mkt4 LNw3_mkt4 LNw1_mkt5 LNw2_mkt5 LNw3_mkt5 LNw1_mkt6 LNw2_mkt6 LNw3_mkt6  

                 LNw1_mkt7 LNw2_mkt7 LNw3_mkt7 LNw1_mkt8 LNw2_mkt8 LNw3_mkt8 LNw1_mkt9 LNw2_mkt9 LNw3_mkt9  

 LNw1_mkt10 LNw2_mkt10 LNw3_mkt10 BRSTxProv BRSTxROE BRSMkSAT BRSHHIAT BRSMkSOpCrd BRSHHIOpCrd 

 dm_mth1 dm_mth2  dm_mth4 dm_mth5 dm_mth7 dm_mth8  dm_mth10 dm_mth11 dm_yr5 dm_yr6 dm_yr7  

if databaset >= `c1'-2 & databaset <=`c1' & cosif==1, fe; 

         matrix beta = e(b); 

         forvalues  m=1/10 {; 

         scalar HPeRhat`m' = beta[1,1] + beta[1,2] + beta[1,3] + beta[1,4+3*(`m'-1)] + beta[1,5+3*(`m'-1)] + beta[1,6+3*(`m'-1)]; 

         replace  HPeRmktt = HPeRhat`m' if mktt==`m' & databaset ==`c1'; 

         }; 

};  

replace HPeRmkL00 = HPeRmktt*dm_law00; 

replace HPeRmkT01 = HPeRmktt*dm_T01; 

replace HPeRmkT01L00 = HPeRmktt*dm_T01L00; 

 

// 2
nd

 Stage – Estimated Regressor is a independent variable in the FE Model 

xtset IDh databaset; 

quietly xtreg Ytxactrm  MkSOpCrd HPeRmktt dm_law00 dm_T01L00 HPeRmkT01 HPeRmkL00 HPeRmkT01L00  

         eetjm  mDI1d sdDI1d PIBm Pind IPCA 

         Ibasel Iliq2  RtAll Def90d pzm_txam PLbi 

         dm_publ 

         dm_mth1 dm_mth2 dm_mth3 dm_mth4 dm_mth5 dm_mth7 dm_mth8 dm_mth9 dm_mth10 dm_mth11 dm_mth12 

         dm_yr5 dm_yr6 dm_yr7 

         if Ytxactrm != . & dm_T01!=. & databaset >=7 & dm_outl==0, fe vce(rob);  

matrix observe = e(b); 

  

// The Matrix observe is the reference to the bootstrap calculates the confidence interval 
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// 2nd Step: STATA command to allow the use the of simulation command in our two-stage estimations 

// The Program build a STATA command that enables a Monte Carlos's simulation  

#delimit ; 

capture program drop HPeR2stg;  // HPeR2stg is created as new command line in the STATA compilator  

program define HPeR2stg, rclass; 

capture confirm variable HPeRmktt; 

if !_rc {; 

        drop HPeRmktt; 

}; 

capture confirm variable HPeRmkL00; 

if !_rc {; 

        drop HPeRmkL00; 

}; 

capture confirm variable HPeRmkT01; 

if !_rc {; 

        drop HPeRmkT01; 

}; 

capture confirm variable HPeRmkT01L00; 

if !_rc {; 

        drop HPeRmkT01L00; 

}; 

gen HPeRmktt = .; 

gen HPeRmkL00 = .; 

gen HPeRmkT01 = .; 

gen HPeRmkT01L00 = .; 

 

// 1
st

 Stage:  Moving window to estimate the MultProduct-H statistics 

preserve; 

 xtset cnpjIF; 

 // resampling the specific panel interval 

 bsample if databaset >= 5 & cosif==1; 

 

 matrix HPeRhat = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0); 

 forvalues  c1=7/48 {; 

  matrix HPeRax1 = `c1'; 

  // Estimation of the H-Statistic of Panzar and Rosse 

  quietly xtreg LNBRSRtOpCr LNw1BRS LNw2BRS LNw3BRS  

   LNw1_mkt1 LNw2_mkt1 LNw3_mkt1 LNw1_mkt2 LNw2_mkt2 LNw3_mkt2 LNw1_mkt3 LNw2_mkt3 LNw3_mkt3  

   LNw1_mkt4 LNw2_mkt4 LNw3_mkt4 LNw1_mkt5 LNw2_mkt5 LNw3_mkt5 LNw1_mkt6 LNw2_mkt6 LNw3_mkt6  

   LNw1_mkt7 LNw2_mkt7 LNw3_mkt7 LNw1_mkt8 LNw2_mkt8 LNw3_mkt8 LNw1_mkt9 LNw2_mkt9 LNw3_mkt9  

   LNw1_mkt10 LNw2_mkt10 LNw3_mkt10 

   BRSTxProv BRSTxROE BRSMkSAT BRSHHIAT BRSMkSOpCrd BRSHHIOpCrd 

   dm_mes1 dm_mes2  dm_mes4 dm_mes5 dm_mes7 dm_mes8  dm_mes10 dm_mes11  

   dm_ano5 dm_ano6 dm_ano7 

   if databaset >= `c1'-2 & databaset <=`c1' & cosif==1, fe; 

  matrix beta = e(b); 

  // calculation of the market/credit line specifica H-statistic 

    forvalues  m=1/10 {; 

    scalar HPeRmk = beta[1,1] + beta[1,2] + beta[1,3] + beta[1,4+3*(`m'-1)] + beta[1,5+3*(`m'-1)] + beta[1,6+3*(`m'-1)]; 

    matrix HPeRax1 = HPeRax1, HPeRmk; 

  }; 

 matrix HPeRhat = HPeRhat\HPeRax1; 

 }; 

 restore; 

 forvalues c1=7/48 {; 

  forvalues m=1/10 {; 

   replace  HPeRmktt = HPeRhat[(`c1'-5),(`m'+1)] if mktt==`m' & databaset ==`c1'; 

  }; 

 }; 

replace HPeRmkL00 = HPeRmktt*dm_law00; 

replace HPeRmkT01 = HPeRmktt*dm_T01; 

replace HPeRmkT01L00 = HPeRmktt*dm_T01L00; 
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//2nd Stage: The generated regressors and the interaction variable from the first stage enter into the next model 

 

preserve; 

xtset IDh databaset; 

 

//we resample the second part of the dataset to estimate the 2
nd

 stage 

bsample   if Ytxactrm != . & dm_T01!=. & dm_outl==0 & databaset >=7  & databaset <=48; 

 

xtreg Ytxactrm MkSOpCrd HPeRmktt dm_law00 dm_T01L00 HPeRmkT01 HPeRmkL00 HPeRmkT01L00  

 eetjm  mDI1d sdDI1d PIBm Pind IPCA 

 Ibasel Iliq2  RtAll Def90d pzm_txam PLbi 

 dm_publ 

 dm_mes1 dm_mes2 dm_mes3 dm_mes4 dm_mes5 dm_mes7 dm_mes8 dm_mes9 dm_mes10 dm_mes11 dm_mes12 

 dm_ano5 dm_ano6 dm_ano7 

 if Ytxactrm != . & dm_T01!=. & databaset >=7 & databaset<=28 & dm_outl==0, fe; 

restore; 

end; 

//3rd Step: Call the simulation with the built command and compare with the estimations without sampling 

// This line commands call the HPeR2stg command created before and simulate 700 times 

preserve;    

simulate, reps (700): HPeR2stg; 

bstat, stat (observe); 

restore; 

    

Table 36: STATA – Variables notation 

HPeR2stg New STATA line command created to bootstrap the 1
st

 and 2
nd

 Stage 

HPeRmktt Estimated MultProduct-H statistics 

dm_law00 Dummy to the months after the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform 

dm_T01L00 Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group 

HPeRmkL00 Estimated MultProduct-H * Dummy of BBR 

HPeRmkT01 Estimated MultProduct-H * Dummy of Treated Group of Credit Operations 

HPeRmkT01L00 Estimated MultProduct-H * Dummy of Treated Group of Credit Operations * Dummy of BBR 

LNBRSRtOpCr Natural Logarithm of the Total Credit Revenue on the Equity Capital 

LNw1BRS Natural Logarithm of the Cost of  Funding 

LNw2BRS Natural Logarithm of the Cost of Wages 

LNw3BRS Natural Logarithm of the Cost of Fixed Capital 

LNwn_mktk Interaction of the Natural Logarithm of Input price w n and the Dummy of the Credit Line k 

BRSTxProv Provision Rate 

BRSTxROE Profitabity 

BRSMkSAT Market Share Total Assets 

BRSHHIAT HHI Total Assets 

BRSMkSOpCrd Market Share – Credit Portfolio 

BRSHHIOpCrd HHI – Credit Portfolio 

Ytxactrm Mean of Contracted Interest Rate – Dependent Variable  

MkSOpCrd Market Share - Credit Portfolio 

dm_law00 Dummy to the months after the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform 

dm_T01L00 Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group 

eetjm Equivalent Term Interest Rate to mean maturity of the aggregated credit operations 

mDI1d Monthly mean of the overnight interbank interest rate 

sdDI1d Standard Deviation of the monthly mean of the overnight interbank interest rate 

PIBm Gross Internal Product (BRL milions) 

Pind Industrial Gross Product 

IPCA Inflation – Consumer Index 

Ibasel Basel Index 

Iliq2 Liquidity Index 

RtAll  

Def90d Default Operations on credit portfolio (90 days defaulted) 

pzm_txam Mean maturity of the credit operations 

PLbi Shareholders Equity (BRL billions) 

dm_publ Dummy of public banks 

dm_outl Dummy of outliers observations 

dm_mthm Dummy of the month m 

dm_yry Dummy of the year 
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Chapter 4 – EXOGENEITY OF COMPETITION TO BRAZILIAN BANKRUPTCY 

REFORM: A Dynamic Analysis of Concentration Index 

This Chapter tests whether the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform (BBR) affects the dynamics of the 

competition structure of the Brazilian bank lending market. We calculate ten time series of the 

Herfindahl–Hirschman Index-HHI for each credit line. Using time series models and dynamic 

panel data estimator, we find that the BBR has no statistically supported influence on the 

dynamics of the index. To investigate this issue we use two empirical strategies, first we 

assume the HHI time series are independent single equations stochastic process and we use 

the Bay Perron (1998) and (2003) detection algorithm to detect structural breaks around the 

time that the BBR became legally effective. Second, we tested form the co-integration between 

ten time series and we find evidence that the series are co-integrated, therefore we should test 

for the presence of a common structural break that contemporaneously affected the HHI 

series. We implement a dynamic panel structural break test based on the De Watcher and 

Tzavalis (2012). These tests allow us to accept the hypothesis of no structural break around 

the time of the BBR became legally effective (June/2005) or the in the month the Brazilian 

government the issued law (February/2005).  

 

1 Introduction  

In the previous chapters, we investigated the combined effect of the level of competition 

on the credit market and the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform. We posit an empirical strategy 

empirically to identify how the lack of competition limits the effect the BBR. For consistency 

of our estimations, we assume that the BBR does not affect the competition conditions of the 

Brazilian credit market.28  Theoretically, an improvement in creditor protection may affect 

competition. If the BBR improves the quality of the reorganization process and the liquidation 

process, the effect is the improvement of the recovery rate of defaulted loans or the reduction 

of the probability of firm default. These are two potential reductions in the cost of lending. 

This cost reduction may result in a larger banking margin. Economic theory suggests that this 

increase in banking margin is an incentive to new entrants (Salop (1979), Hanweck (1971) and 

Shapiro et al. (1987)). We expect an increase in the number of credit institutions aiming to 

earn the extra rent in the bank industry. Even incumbent credit institutions can decide to 

rebalance their credit operations. They can decide to shift credit lines to natural people to 

credit lines to firms as their leading credit market. Both strategic business movements are 

possible sources of endogeneity for our model. These relevant arguments suggest that the new 

Brazilian bankruptcy law may affect bank competition.  

                                                 
28 The consistency of our previous results depends on the exogeneity of the competition with respect to the 
exogenous event we use to identify the market power limiting effect. 
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Since the BBR event will simultaneously affect the interest rates of new corporate loans 

and the level of competition in the market, we have a possible source of endogeneity in our 

estimations. However, this will not be the case if the entry cost in the bank industry is high.29 

In this chapter we must take a more precise view of the dynamics of the competition. 

They can decide to move from credit lines to natural people to firm leading credit 

market. Both strategic business movements are possible source of endogeneity to our model. 

The BBR  

The entry of new banks is not the only channel through which the level of competition in 

the industry may be affected by the BBR. We may not see new banks in the industry, but 

current credit institutions can change the credit supply among different credit lines. For 

instance, as the new bankruptcy regulation may reduce the cost of asset-based lending to 

firms, banks can relocate business efforts and compete stringently for corporate asset-based 

loans.  

However, the bank industry is a high entry cost market. Not only are regulation and 

minimum capital costly, but also sales structures, credit analyses, historical knowledge, and/or 

the necessary retail structure for some lending operations (such as vehicle financing) are 

enormous barriers to new credit institutions starting business. 

Our point is that for a market with high entry costs, such as the banking market, a cost 

reduction can be too little to incentivize new credit institutions to pay the entry ticket. 

If the new bankruptcy law incentivizes new player, the reform will affect competition 

and interest rates simultaneously. Thus, we are not able to estimate the joint effect of the 

reform and the market power without an instrument variable approach. 

As we consider different markets, we must consider whether the new bankruptcy law 

affects the level of competition in either the treatment group (corporate loans) or in the control 

group (consumer credit). 

As we are not able to directly test the endogeneity condition, we study the number of 

credit institutions operating on the investigated credit lines and the concentrations index of 

these markets. We check whether there is significant variation in the measure of credit 

competition around the time the bankruptcy law was enacted, changing the competition 

                                                 
29 Another possible barrier to new entrants is the strategic behavior of monopolistic firms. Modigliani (1958) 
studied a limit price followed for monopolistic industries to not incentivize new entrants that observes a larger 
return. Since the reform could reduce the expected cost of credit operations, a larger return is a possible incentive 
to changes in concentration and competition. 
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intensity. If the new law implied a change in competitive intensity, then we expect a 

significant variation in the measure of competition caused by new entrants or by a 

repositioning of the incumbent credit institutions. 

We first investigate the evolution of the number of credit institutions. A shift in the 

number of competitors in the months around the date the law was enacted could be evidence 

that the BBR affected the competitions through new entrants. Figure 6 report the number of 

credit institutions in a twenty-four month window around June/2005.  

Looking at the graphics in Figure 6,  one first notes that there is no systematic migration 

between the control group of operations (credit lines 1-4) and the treatment group of 

operations (credit lines 5 – 10). Second, we can also note that within both groups, it is possible 

to see increasing number of players in some credit lines, and as reducing ones in others. For 

instance, the number of credit institutions competing in Credit Line 5 (overdraft lines, working 

capital, etc.) seems to keep its reducing trend after the BBR. In particular, this is an important 

market because these loans are frequently backed by receivables rights.30 A rising number of 

competitors in this market could be a strong indicator that the BBR causes incentives to new 

entrants because the law directly changed the legal standards. 

We do not find any evidence that the BBR affects the number of competitors for these 

credit lines. Clearly, however, this rough investigation is not rigorous enough to tell us 

whether we are facing an endogeneity problem or not.  

To examine this problem more deeply, we used some auxiliary methodologies to 

investigate the possible evidence of non-exogeneity of the competition on the BBR. First, we 

used a simple set of mean tests to compare the concentration level before and after June 2005, 

when the BBR became effective. Thus, we observe the time series of the Herfindahl–

Hirschman Index from January/2004 to December/2007.  

In addition, we attempt to check whether there is a structural break in the series around 

the observed period. We used algorithms proposed by Bai-Perron (1998, 2003) to detect 

structural break points in singular time series. We define an equation that describes the 

dynamics of the HHI time series based on two traditional unit root test: the Augmented 

Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test and the Phillip-Perron test. Once these procedures indicate the 

dynamic structures of the HHI series, we apply the Bai-Perron algorithm to statically detect 

                                                 
30 We consider receivables as real guarantees. The old Brazilian legislation for bankruptcy did not recognize the 
lender’s legal rights over receivable. 
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indications of some structural break in the series. We also observed the Bai-Perron on the level 

structures of the series, without any dynamic equation.  

To conclude, we also propose a panel-break structural test directly on the panel data 

sample, which tests whether there is a systematic change on the estimated coefficients of our 

dynamic estimated equation of the competition measure after the BBR. In the following 

sections, we present each of these tests, the results and the conclusion. 

2 Time Series Analyses 

2.1 Mean test 

Our first step to investigate a possible effect of the BBR on market competition is to 

look for a systematic alteration in some concentration measures. We use a t-test on the mean 

of our market power measure – HHI 3 months before and after June/2005. We wish to detect 

mean variations on market power around the time the law was enacted. The number of periods 

around the BBR used in the test cannot be too large because we could detect competitive 

movements caused by other events. Meanwhile, it cannot be too short because we might 

penalize delayed or advanced banks.31  

We used the Hadi (1994) procedure with 12 months of observations to exclude the 

outliers before the mean tests. The algorithm is the same procedure used for the estimated 

results in Chapters 2 and 3. 

The Table 40 reports the t-test results. The first part of the table shows the test over all 

treated and non-treated groups. The second part of the table shows the test by credit line. We 

do not see statistically significant increases or decreases on the mean of the HHI Index. 

Performing the testing by each credit line, it is possible to verify some alteration on the market 

power measure. The mean of the HHI calculated over the loans contracted as Credit Line 2 is 

statistically increasing after June/2005, but the HHI calculated over Credit Line 4 is 

statistically decreasing in the same period. Both credit lines are included on the control group 

of observations. The mean tests do not detect a systemic alteration on the HHI measure of 

credit power, although we examine each credit line. For the credit lines included in the treated 

group or the control group of observations, the mean test detects increasing, decreasing, and 

statistically non-significant movements of the HHI. 

                                                 
31 The Brazilian National Congress issued the BBR in February/2005, and all market participants and new 
entrants was informed about the effectiveness of the law beginning June/2005 
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The mean test shows some credit markets that reject the hypothesis that the number of 

competitors do not increase after the bankruptcy law. In addition, some consumer credit 

markets reject the hypothesis that the number of competitors do not decrease. If we observe 

the number of banks in each market, we do not see a systematic increase in firm credit 

markets. 

For a better understanding of the dynamics of the competitive measures of the markets, 

we must access a structural break analysis test. 

2.2 Bai Perron Procedures and Unit Root Tests 

The Bai-Perron (1998, 2003) proposed algorithms consist of a set of econometric 

procedures used to detect statistically significant structural breaks in a singular time series. 

This procedure does not require previous knowledge of the time the breaks. The algorithm is 

based on information criteria statistics and consists of sequentially testing the number of 

breaks. The proposed procedure also permits globally testing the series. We use these two 

procedures in the level without unit root treatment and in 1st difference with stationary 

residuals. 

The objective of the structural break test is to detect tendency changes on the period 

after the law. Figure 7 shows the estimated breaks in the graphics of each time series and 

Table 41 and Table 42 provide the estimated results.  

The Bai-Perron’s proposed algorithm is able to detect structural breaks without any 

specific point definition through the time series. To establish the test parameters, we are 

concerned with a series that is too short because we have only 48 observations for each 

relevant market and we must test the time series one-by-one. We use a trimming of 15% and 

consider 5% as the significant level to detect a structural break. Because we have a small 

number of periods, we allow a maximum of five breaks on the analyzed period.32 We use at 

the first step, the sequential procedure to detect the break point, allowing error heterogeneity 

across breaks. Once we cannot detect any breaks on the series, we tested for the sequential 

definition of the series versus the global definition with one less degree. 33  

                                                 
32 This limitation seems to be not a problem, once the maximum number of break points does not exceeded four 
breaks for each series 
33 Only form Markets 7 and 3 we needed to test for structural breaks globally defined 
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We regress the series on the level without any dynamic autoregressive structure. We use 

only intercepts. Equation (18) represents our simple definition equation to use the Bai-Perron 

algorithms. 

= + ε  (18) 

For all HHI series, we report the set of detected structural breaks by Schwartz 

Information Criteria – SIC, and the structural breaks detected by and modified Schwartz’s 

criterion, as suggested by Liu, Wu and Zidek (1997) (LWZ) . We fixed 5% to the significance 

level. Figure 7 shows all structural breaks detected by the sequential estimation, by global 

estimation, or by both information criterions. 

Figure 7 shows a shadowed area after the BBR became legally effective, we consider 

this the critical period to our investigation. In this period, we detected breaks on 12 months 

after the law only for Credit Lines 2, 5 and 7. Credit lines 2 and 7 are both leasing operations. 

These results seem to detect a specific change in the leasing market. The algorithm detected a 

break in Credit Line 5 (working capital lines, hot money and similar lines) 11 months after the 

law was enacted. This break is of interest because the new law affected the legal status of 

frequently used collateral in these lines. However, working capital loans and hot money are 

dynamic markets, and we expected a market movement near June/2005. Nonetheless, as we 

demonstrate below, these breaks do not stand when we use the Bai-Perron algorithm with the 

stationary form of the HHI time series. We understand that these results are too weak 

indications that the BBR affected the competition.  

2.3 AR(1) structure and Bai-Perron Algorithm  

The procedures used previously can mistakenly detect structural breaks, when the series 

is not necessarily stationary. We adequately apply the Bai-Perron (1998, 2003) algorithms to 

stationary time series. We have no theory positing the concentration index following any type 

of autoregressive stochastic process. Our choice is to use an empirical test to determine an 

acceptable dynamic regression that guarantees no unit roots or residual correlation. 

We adopt an ADF test and a Phillips-Perron test to determine the dynamic structure of 

the series. After having consistently determined the dynamic equation of the series and tested 

for autocorrelation of the residual, we can eligibly proceed with the Bai-Perron algorithm.  

We use a restrictive assumption: the same autoregressive process can fit the 

concentration time series with the simplest dynamic structure for each credit line. We try to 

find a common autoregressive equation that adequately fits all series. Naturally, the 
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competition process can be more timely persistent in a credit line than in another. If we are not 

able to find a common autoregressive process, these differences in the autoregressive structure 

of the HHI series could impel us to study why we are facing different autoregressive 

structures. The possible consequence is that the BBR might influence the competition level in 

different periods and we must look for structural breaks in different periods of the HHI time 

series.  

The same argument can be applied to a too persistent time series. If we find that the HHI 

is an AR(n) process with n = 6, for example, and the AR(6) coefficient is not small, the BBR 

might affect the studied time series 6 months after June/2005. This is the reason we try to find 

the shortest autoregressive process. To select the shortest autoregressive, we use an automatic 

algorithm.34 

We test autoregressive models using the level of the HHI series and the 1st differences 

autoregressive models. We also compared the models with tendency and intercept. The 

simplest dynamic structure that better solves the unit root problem is a 1st difference equation 

with intercept, without trends and without seasoning treatment (Equation (19)).  

− = + ( − 	 ) + ε  (19) 

where HHIcn is the time series of the HHI to credit line n, c is the intercept ε is the iid residual 

and m is the lag of the autoregressive process. The vector τ is the vector of coefficient 

estimated with the AR(M) model. 

We find no evidence of unit root structures on the residual. Thus, we can now estimate 

Equation (19) to each series with a lag equal to 1. Table 38 shows the results for the 

coefficient τ1 and for the intercept c.  

We tested every series with ADF and Phillips-Perron unit root tests. We report the unit 

root tests in Table 37.  

 

 

                                                 
34 We used the commercial software package Eviews 8.0. The Unit Root tests of this package have an automatic 
lag section algorithm that indicates the shortest autoregressive equation with non-unit root structure in the 
residuals. We use the automatic lag section by the Schwarz Information Criterion when testing with ADF 
procedure; for the Phillips-Perron test we used the dynamic structure indicated by Akaike Information Criterion – 
AIC or Modified-AIC, then we choose the simplest dynamic structure and tested it again to unit root in the 
residuals. If both the ADF test and the Phillips-Perron test indicate no evidence of unit root in the residual, we 
follow the next step and apply the dynamic equation in the Bay-Perron (1998) and (2003) algorithms. 
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Table 37: Augmented Dickey-Fuller and Phillips-Perron Test 
This table reports the ADF Test and Phillips-Perron Test to unit root in the residual of the 1 Lag 1st

Difference autoregressive equation 
 ADF Test

† 
Phillips-Perron Test

††
 

 t-Statistic Prob. Adj. t-Stat Prob. 
Credit Line 1 -10.5630 0.0000 -10.5630 0.0000 
Credit Line 2 -8.7143 0.0000 -8.7143 0.0000 
Credit Line 3 -9.9234 0.0000 -9.9234 0.0000 
Credit Line 4 -8.2566 0.0000 -8.2566 0.0000 
Credit Line 5 -10.0840 0.0000 -10.0840 0.0000 
Credit Line 6 -11.3140 0.0000 -11.3140 0.0000 
Credit Line 7 -6.9746 0.0000 -6.9746 0.0000 
Credit Line 8 -12.1059 0.0000 -12.1059 0.0000 
Credit Line 9 -12.6123 0.0000 -12.6123 0.0000 

Credit Line 10 -10.1538 0.0000 -10.1538 0.0000 
† The ADF unit-root test considers the 1st difference of the HHI measure, with intercept. The test uses 
automatic lag section by Akaike Information Criterion – AIC or Modified AIC. The Modified AIC 
indicates l=3  to credit line 7, however we tested the for l=1 and we obtain the t-statistics = -6.97457
against t-statistics = -3.314165 indicating less probability of autocorrelation of the residuals when with l=1. 
†† The Philips-Perron test uses the 1st difference of the HHI, with intercept. The automatic selection 
algorithm uses Newey-West Bandwidth, and select only one Lag for every HHI series. 

 

 

Table 38: Single Equation – Autoregressive 1
st
 Difference Model 

 

 

We report the detected structural breaks with the autoregressive equation in 1st 

difference in Table 42. The algorithm indicates structural breaks only in the HHI time series to 

credit line 9. The two indicated breaks are November/2006 and May/2007. The same date are 

also indicated when we run the Bai-Perron algorithm without the autoregressive structure.  

Figure 7 graphically shows all structural breaks. 

Until now, we have not detected any change in the stochastic regime that might 

represent some evidence that the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform affected the dynamics of the 

HHI time series. This first part of our time series study used single equations models to 

analyze the time series. We do not consider any stochastic relation between the HHI series of 

the credit lines. In the following analysis, we use econometric processes to test for the 

presence of a structural break that simultaneously affected the time series. 

(01) (02) (03) (04) (05) (06) (07) (08) (09) (10)
0.0008 -0.0103 0.0017 0.0039 0.0025 0.0032 0.0021 -0.0029 0.0049 -0.0016
[0.0124] [0.0070] [0.0072] [0.0042] [0.0024] [0.0053] [0.0040] [0.0039] [0.0088] [0.0034]

(0.9517) (0.1481) (0.8171) (0.3632) (0.2872) (0.5443) (0.6128) (0.4646) (0.5805) (0.6442)

-1.4317*** -1.1864*** -1.3817*** -1.2154*** -1.5029*** -1.4905*** -1.0452*** -1.5068*** -1.5683*** -1.4235***
[0.2382] [0.0698] [0.1392] [0.1472] [0.1490] [0.1317] [0.1499] [0.1245] [0.1243] [0.1402]

(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

(b)  Standard Deviat ion in braquets [], * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Credits Lines

c

τ1
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The Bai-Perron algorithm is designed to address single equations. The algorithm 

addresses independent stochastic processes. If we do not find any evidence that the HHI series 

has a jointly dynamic structure, Bai-Perron detecting break procedure is sufficient to guarantee 

we are not missing any structural break that jointly affects the time series. 

We plot the autocorrelation function and the partial autocorrelation functions to observe 

whether the residuals of the single dynamic equation in 1st differences show autocorrelation. 

We also use the Q-statistics of the Ljung-Box presented in the Box and Piece (1970) works to 

test for autocorrelation. Figure 8 reports the tests and the functions. 

Observing the autocorrelation structure of the residual in Figure 8, we can find some 

indications that the series are not dynamically independent. If the estimated single equation 

models generate residual without a dynamic autocorrelation structure, we could argue we have 

no statistical evidence that the series are dynamically related. However, these results do not 

ease our work. We can observe that some of the HHI time series suffer from autocorrelation 

on distance lags, which is a possible indication of co-integrated time series. 

The autocorrelation function of the residuals do not allow us to determine the 

nonexistence of other dynamic structures. The estimated 1st difference equation is sufficient to 

find an autoregressive process that statistically rejects the hypothesis that the series has a unit 

root. However, the residuals of some HHI series show a possible autocorrelation structure we 

are not able to eliminate. We try to find different autoregressive process that present residuals 

without indicatives of autocorrelations, but some series are long-term persistent, such as credit 

lines 10 and 4. Even estimating an autoregressive process with more than 5 lags, the residual 

shows some autocorrelation structure. 

Some of the estimated residuals do not show statistical indication for the autocorrelation 

presence, whereas other credit lines show a strongly resilient autocorrelation structure in the 

residual. Even more, some autocorrelation functions show statistical significance to 

autocorrelation in the 5th or 6th lags. These dynamic structures suggest a possible error 

correction process between these series. 

Credit institutions and banks operate different credit lines and therefore are multiproduct 

firms. Operating as multiproduct firms in a monopolistic competitive environment, the credit 

institution decides the lending amount in each of the market as a profit-maximization firm that 

considers not only inputs but also multiple outputs (Baumol (1977)). As the banks are not 

simple price takers, they can decide to balance the volume of credit for each credit line by 
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observing market power, which may be a possible reason we observe evidence of an error 

corrections process among the time series. The gain of scope is another relevant theoretical 

reason (Barbosa et al. (2015)) to investigate the existence of a co-integrated process in the 

HHI series. Note that the present value of the resources lent by the credit institution monthly 

comprises the index. If the amount of credit is a consequence of an intertemporal 

maximization process that observes not only a credit market but also the credit lines from a 

multiproduct perspective, than, an error correction process should reflect the HHI series. 

In the next subsections, we test for co-integration and we present some arguments to 

base our choice to use panel data test instead of test for the presence structural break using an 

error correction model. 

2.3.1 Cointegration Analysis  

If the credit institutions or commercial banks decide the level of credit through a 

multiproduct maximization perspective, co-integrated dynamic behavior of the HHI time 

series is a reasonable hypothesis. Figure 5 contains the ten time series in the same graphic. 

Figure 5: HHI Time Series by Credit Lines 

  
* hhimktn show the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index by credit lines 1 to 10 classified by specific credit 
market. Table 3 shows the credit lines description.  

 

To understand the dynamic behavior of the HHI series, we used the Johansen co-

integration test. Our test indicates the number of co-integrated equations in the level. If the 

series are not co-integrated, the number of co-integrated equations is zero; in this case, the 
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Bai-Perron algorithm is sufficient, and therefore carrying out a test to investigate the presence 

of simultaneous breaks throughout the HHI time series is statistically meaningless.  

In the following table, we report the Johansen co-integration test. The test indicates the 

series are co-integrated. The Akaike Information Criteria indicates a four level co-integrating 

equation with trend and intercept, and the Schwarz Criteria indicates a two level equation 

model (Schwarz (1978)). These results indicate we should investigate a structural break over 

all series. 

Table 39: Johansen Cointegration Test 

Data Trend: None None Linear Linear Quadratic 
Test Type No Intercept Intercept Intercept Intercept Intercept 

 No Trend No Trend No Trend Trend Trend 
Trace 5 4 4 4 4 

Max-Eig 3 3 3 3 3 
 Akaike Information Criteria by Rank (rows) and Model (columns) 

0 -41.65492 -41.65492 -41.49149 -41.49149 -41.39073 
1 -42.86167 -42.89827 -42.77778 -42.92283 -42.83929 
2 -43.48438 -43.63400 -43.54897 -44.13600 -44.01285 
3 -43.68304 -43.94955 -43.83689 -44.54609 -44.45621 
4 -43.54598 -43.96227 -43.88190 -44.56746* -44.51818 
5 -43.37462 -43.78089 -43.65635 -44.37238 -44.36238 
 Schwarz Criteria by Rank (rows) and Model (columns) 

0 -37.67961 -37.67961 -37.11866 -37.11866 -36.62036 
1 -38.09130 -38.08815 -37.60988 -37.71517 -37.27386 
2 -37.91895 -37.98907 -37.58601 -38.09353* -37.65236 
3 -37.32255 -37.46980 -37.07887 -37.66880 -37.30065 

 

We have knowledge of two tests in the time series literature that we can use to 

investigate a simultaneous structural break in the time series. One is the simple introduction of 

a temporal dummy variable as in the dynamic equation of the series and estimates a Vector 

Error-Correction models (VEC) to compare it with the standard VEC model, without the 

dummy. Another, the more adequate, is to use a threshold VEC model and compare it with the 

standard VEC model. Both tests require consistent estimation of Vector Error-Correction 

models. 

To consistent estimate a VEC model, we face two issues. First, we have only 48 

observations, which results in a small degree of freedom for VEC estimation considering our 

co-integration test indicates at least 4 co-integrating equations. Second, the VEC models are 

also models designed for the long term, and we have only 3 year of observations.  

The simple introduction of a dummy as an indicator of an exogenous event in a co-

integrated series, as demonstrated by Johansen (1995), causes non-standard distributions in 

testing the number of co-integrating equations. The definition of the number of co-integrating 
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equation requires empirically building a non-parametrical distribution. The non-standard test 

distribution should be computed on a case-by-case basis. 

The alternative test for the presence of a structural break in a co-integrated stochastic 

process is to test for the null hypothesis of a standard VEC Model against the alternative 

hypothesis of a threshold VEC Model with two regimes. Hansen and Seo (2002) specifically 

posit a Lagrange Multiplier test, but the distribution test is also non-standard, and it requires 

two VEC models estimations. 

Our dataset has a small number of periods. The alternative of estimating VEC models 

with a small degree of freedom and constructing non-parametric distributions from them is to 

test for structural break ends with a weak hypothesis test. Facing these issues, we choose to 

specify a structural break test in the panel data. 

3 Structural Break Test in Panel Data 

A fundamental assumption of the fixed effect panel estimator is that estimated 

coefficients are constant over the sample period. This assumption also applies to unobserved 

fixed effects. We are studying an event that potentially could affect the competitive level of 

the Brazilian lending market. In spite of the fact that the BBR is merely a set of legal rights 

and procedures that only changes Brazilian firms’ reorganization and bankruptcy legal 

environment and does not changes the legal claims process when debtors are consumers, one 

may argue that the credit institutions or banks operate as multiproduct firms. A multiproduct 

credit institution that maximizes total profit over all its products may decide to change its 

credit supply to consumers as a consequence of changes in the bankruptcy law, although the 

law affects only corporate loans. Economies of scope is a strong theoretical reason for banks 

to rebalance the credit portfolio (Barbosa et al. (2015)). 

  We tested the HHI series of different market for co-integration and we obtain evidence 

that we are indeed dealing with a co-integrated stochastic process, which is natural given that 

banks in Brazil are multiproduct firms (Barbosa et al (2015)).  

Bai-Perron (1998, 2003) designed a structural break algorithm to detect multiple breaks 

in single time series equations. We do not find any theoretical support that the algorithm is 

capable of detecting a structural break that simultaneously affected the set of series of a co-

integrated stochastic process when we apply this algorithm series by series.  

In this section, we verify whether there is a common structural break that simultaneously 

affected the HHI series. In principal, we could apply two econometric tests to this issue. The 
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first procedure directly tests the estimated co-integrated equation. The second process changes 

the time series perspective back to the panel data models. 

One could reasonably argue that this is the natural procedure to test for the existence of a 

structural break in a co-integrated estimated model. However, we do not choose to take this 

route. The limited number of observations to estimate a co-integrated model is the main reason 

why we do not apply this technique. The co-integrated test indicates 4 co-integrated equations 

with 10 multivariate error corrections equation in 1st difference, and we have only 48 

observations.  

We will apply the second procedure: a dynamic panel data approach with fixed effect 

controls. The dynamic panel data estimator controls for unobserved individual fixed effects, 

where we are able to test for the presence of a dynamic structural break with a small sample of 

periods, but with the number of observations in the cross-section dimension. 

3.1 Testing for Structural Break in Dynamic Panel Model 

To process the test, we first must estimate a dynamic panel data model. In this section, 

we describe the econometric model we use to estimate the dynamic panel data and the 

econometric test we use to verify whether there is a structural break in the measure of 

competition in the period after the BBR.  

We observe that the HHI series are dynamically dependent. To consider the dynamic 

dependence of the series in our estimation, we cannot use the standard within of between 

estimators because we have  as dependent variable and we must use the lagged of the 

dependent variable 	as regressor. The consequence is correlation with our dependent 

variable  and the lagged of the dependent variable . Arellano and Bond proposed 

a dynamic panel data estimator to solve this problem. A simple formulation of a dynamic 

equation we can estimate with Arellano and Bond estimator is: 

= + + + +  (20) 

where  is the vector of coefficient that relates the dependent variable with its lag variables 

and describe the dynamic structure of the dependent variable,  is a vector of control variable 

and a vector of coefficients to be estimated, 	is time-specific component and  a individual 

fixed effect.  
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Traditionally, a dynamic panel model considers an AR(n) structure and a set of 

regressor. This set contains pre-determined regressors or exogenous regressors, but the 

dynamic estimator allows time endogeneity to the unobserved effect .  

 When we estimate the Arellano and Bond dynamic panel data model or standard panel 

data models, we latently assume the vector of coefficients are constant in the sample period. If 

= 1 is the first period and = 	is the last period of the sample, the above formulation 

assumes the vectors of coefficients	 ,  and the intercept  are constant over the sample 

period. If   and  	 are the vector of coefficients estimated for the period, we assume that 

=  and 	 = , if   and  are the vector of coefficient for the period from =
1	 	 =  and   and  are the vector of coefficient for the period from = 	to =  for 

any ∈ (1, ).  

The structural break in the panel data test we use check this assumption. If there is a 

structural break in the period K, the constant assumption of the coefficients are not valid. 

This assumption is no more valid if an exogenous event affects the time relation. 

Financial crises, new regulations or cross border events may significantly affect firm’s 

decisions. Unobserved characteristics like competition strategy, management practices or 

profit targets may suffer a realignment process. When we work with firm level data, after an 

exogenous event, a multiproduct bank, that optimally decides its credit supply, may rebalance 

its lending decision, which may affect idiosyncratic firm’s variables.  

In a dynamic panel data framework, we are able to control for credit line fixed effects. 

We also consider cross-section differential effects and heterogeneity among credit lines. We 

are able to test for structural breaks in the dynamic relation of our dependent variable without 

the degree of freedom restriction in VEC model frameworks. If the BBR affects the credit 

strategy (unobserved effect) or the monthly means credit supply (observed effect), we 

probably have different coefficients in the HHI dynamic equation for the periods before and 

after BBR. We use the same HHI calculation we use in Chapter 2. Remembering, in that 

chapter we calculate HHI by credit line l, credit risk r and collateralized operations c.  

To test for the structural break existence into the sample period, we need an econometric 

model to address the alternative hypothesis. De Wachter and Tzavalis (2012) formulate the 

time structural break as an additive effect. For a single structural break caused by an 

exogenous event in = , the null and the alternative hypothesis with additive effect are 

formally:  
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:	 = + ∑ + + + 		 <   

:	 = + 	 + ∑ + + + + + 		 ≤ 	 ≤   

The terms	 , ..  and the vector of coefficients  are the effects on the coefficients 

after the breaking exogenous event. The test is formulated as a like-LR (Likelihood Ratio)test, 

as we describe bellow. This design allows we can have flexibility to construct the alternative 

hypothesis. For instance, we can assume the intercept is constant, 	 = 0 , or the vector of 

coefficients of the control variables is constant = 0. The test, as standard LR tests, check 

the equation in term of stochastic distance. Once we designed H1 we are not able to test if the 

structural break affects different coefficients of the equation use to the alternative hypothesis. 

We use this econometric formulation to study the effects of the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform 

over the HHI series.  

The statistical test of H0 over H1 for our empirical application does not require the De 

Wachter and Tzavalis (2012) detecting algorithm. We wish to test for a single structural break 

with a known time. We tested with k = June/2005 and for a month around that one. The fact 

that we know the time of the exogenous shock makes the application to our case easier. 

Following Theorem 1 (Known Breaking) of Tzavalis and De Wachter (2012), the asymptotic 

distribution of test for structural break is chi-squared distributed35. 

The test is based on a stochastic distance metric. For LR test, the null hypothesis is that 

the unrestricted model nests into the restricted model. Our unrestricted model is the H1 model, 

which allows different coefficients to the intercept and to dynamic related term when	 ≥ 	. 
Unfortunately, the dynamic panel estimator LR posit by Arellano and Bond is a GMM 

estimator with an unlimited number of instruments. In this framework we cannot use standard 

LR test. The Sargan’s statistic is the distance metric that considers the moment conditions with 

the weighted covariance matrix and includes all the instruments. The Sargan’s statistic is a 

moment conditions statistic based on the estimated moment function of the GMM estimator. 

These statistics is similar to likelihood statistics used in LR-tests. 

The main use of the Sargan’s statistic is the over-identification test, but another relevant 

empirical tool to the Sargan’s statistic is the C-test or the like-LR test of the difference in 

Sagan’s statistics. Here, we use a third application to Sargan’s; we use the statistic to test for 

structural break in the dynamic panel. 

                                                 
35 De Wachter and Tzavalis (2012) derives the formal proof of that theorem in the Appendix. We do not replicate 
this proof here.  
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We briefly describe the Sargan’s statistics and the De Watcher and Tzavalis argument. 

We do not intent to prove the asymptotic properties of the statistics or the deeply studies these 

like-LR tests. However, we introduce the actual discussion to support the following test and to 

explain our initial conditions premises, which is important to clarify the valid conditions of the 

test. 

Considering the vector of coefficients	 	, that concatenates the vector of the coefficients 

of dynamic component τ and the vector of the coefficients of the control variables and the 

moment function ( ) = ( − ) where  joins all regressor including the dynamic 

regressors. Allowing the time endogeneity with the unobserved dynamic effect vt, we should 

introduce a set of instrumental variables. The number of instruments exceeds the number of 

regressors. The matrix with the regressor and instruments is Z, such that dim( ) = >
dim( ) =  and the moment function is ( ) = ′( − ) or	 ( ) = ′ . 

Under the null hypothesis, the Z is a valid set of instruments. The Sargan’s statistics is a 

quadratic form of the moment functions under the null hypothesis. Under the hypothesis of 

correct specification of the model, if the GMM weight matrix is efficient, than the Sargan’s 

statistics is: 

= 	( − 	 	 ′) 	 		 
where s is distributed as a chi-square with ( − ) degree of freedom 	~ ( − ). The 

vector	  comes from the first stage of the GMM estimator and has the form 	 = ̂ , the 

estimated residual comes from regressing the set of instruments with y as dependent variable. 

The Sargan’s statistics is asymptotically chi-square distributed and = 0 under the 

null hypothesis of valid instruments and no over-identification. 

The second empirical applications of the Sargan’s statistics are a like-LR test. The 

difference in the Sargan’s statistics of the estimated model with two different set of valid 

instruments Z and ZI is the known as GMM distance statistics or C-Statistic.  

Estimating two dynamics panel data, both with a set of valid instruments, in other words, 

the estimated dynamic panel data model do not suffer from over identification and the null 

hypothesis of the Sargan’s test of over-identification is not rejected, we can use the Sargan’s 

statistics to select one model (test for nesting condition). We use the difference between the 

Sargan’s statistics (C-Statistis). These statistics is distributed as a chi-square with degree of 

freedom equal to the difference in the dimension of the vectors of instruments of the two 

models, 	 ( ) − ( ) = 0	~ (dim − dim ), if the GMM estimator with ZI| 
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instruments nests into the GMM estimator with Z instruments. This test is useful select the 

shortest vector of instruments and to achieve a model with a higher degree of freedom, once 

we are facing a small sample. With dynamic panel data, the time dimension frequently has a 

small number of periods. 

 The De Watcher and Tzavalis (2012) contribution is to prove we can test dynamic panel 

estimator under the null hypothesis of no structural break using a like-LR test similar to the 

difference in Sargan’s Statistics test. The proposed test compare two models with different 

vector of regressors instead of different vectors of instruments like using the C-Statistics, we 

describe above. These variables allow a different intercept and a different coefficient to the 

AR(n) component by adding a dummy variable into the model designed in the alternative 

hypothesis of the test. These dummy assume the value 1 after the exogenous break. The 

dynamic model of the alternative hypothesis (there is structural break) use the dummy to 

estimate the effect of the break on the intercept and the interaction of the dummy with others 

regressor that we believe they are also affected by the break. 

The new set of instruments is ZB, however the dimension of ZB increases because of new 

regressors not because of new instrumental variables like the original difference in Sargan’s 

Statistics test. The structural break test takes GMM distance between the restricted model H0 

(there is no structural break) and the unrestricted model H1 (there is structural break), which 

include the dummy variable. The work demonstrate the GMM distance is chi-square 

distributed with degree of freedom equal to the difference in the dimension of  ZB and Z, where 

Z is the vector of instruments of the H0 model. 

Less formally, the 1st theorem of De Watcher and Tzavalis (2012) test the null 

hypothesis that the unrestricted GMM estimator is statistically near to the restricted model 

with respect to the GMM distance. The difference between this test and the Sargan difference 

test is that in the De Watcher and Tzavalis test the model with fewer moment conditions also 

contains more parameters. This test is valid for the case we know the period when the 

exogenous time event occurs, which is specifically our case.36 

                                                 
36 The main contribution of the De Watcher and Tzavalis (2012) work is 2nd Theorem and the structural break 
detection algorithm. This important contribution extends the 1st Theorem to the case in which the exogenous time 
event occurs in an unknowing period. 
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3.2 Dynamic Specification to the Herfindahl–Hirschman Index 

We first must estimate the dynamic structure of the HHI series to test for the structural 

break in HHI. Now we should specify the empirical structure to use the Arellano and Bond 

estimator. The dynamic panel data do not comply with the standard initial conditions of 

between or within estimators. Some others assumption comes from viewing a panel dataset as 

a concatenation of time series (Tzavalis (2002), De Wachter and Tzavalis (2002), Blundell and 

Bond (1998)). We should observe the asymptotic condition of the time dimension. We must 

design the dynamic components and the control variable and instruments in the Arellano and 

Bond estimator observing the autocorrelation of the residuals. We choose the order of the 

AR(n) component and the instruments the way the model do not suffers from over 

identification neither from autocorrelations of the residual. 

The unit root problem is a significant issue to time series researchers. Even more, 

dynamic dependence near unit root series, which means	 ≈ 1, may generate weak differential 

instruments for the GMM estimator. The literature of time series invalidate structural break 

test conducted in time series with unit root, as demonstrated by Chow (1960), Bai (1997), Bay 

and Perron (1998). The structural break test in panel data of De Wachter and Tzavalis (2012) 

also assume initial stationarity conditions.  

As we have evidences from the ADF and Phillip-Perron tests in the previous section that 

the AR(1) in 1st difference is a dynamic structure that minimizes the autocorrelation problem, 

we model the HHI series using the Arellano and Bond (1991) dynamic panel estimator with an 

AR(1) in 1st Difference to the dynamic structure of the dependent variable. We tested two 

process, AR(1) and AR(2), and we used the Arellano-Bond (1991) autocorrelation test to 

choose the adequate lag dependence. The tests indicate an AR(1) structure. We find no 

statistical evidence that we should use a higher degree of the AR(n) component. Given those 3 

tests (ADF, Phillip-Perron and Arellano-Bond (1991)) we use the Arellano and Bond’s 

estimator with AR(1) in 1st difference as dynamic specification of the HHI. 

The dynamic panel estimator is also flexible to the dynamic correlation assumption. We 

assume the time correlation of the variable HHI with respect to the unobserved term vt .
37 We 

use the fixed effect to month, year and market. Equation (21) shows our formulation to 

estimate the dynamic panel data. We used only the dynamic lag of HHI as endogenous 

regressor. 

                                                 
37 We assume the control variables are not contemporaneously correlated with the unobserved time effect vt. 
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: ( − ) = + ( − ) + 	+ +
+ +	∑ + ∑ φ , +

	∑ + ∑ + ∑ ℎ + +   

: ( − ) = 	+ ( − ) + ( − ) ∗ +
+ 	+ + + +

	∑ + ∑ φ +	∑ +
∑ + ∑ ℎ + +   

(21) 

where 	are coefficiets and the intercept to be estimated,  and  are 

respectively the market share of total credit operations and total assets in the balance sheet of 

credit institutions,  and ,  are macroeconomic and bank 

specific control variables, ,  and ℎ  are fixed effects of credit 

line, year and month and  is the time-specific unobserved effect and    the stochastic 

error (iid). 

We specifically tested the coefficient τ1 and τ0. These terms are level and persistence of 

the HHI dynamic structure. If the BBR affects the market power of credit industry, we expect 

a change in the level of HHI or in its dynamic persistence. If we observe the alternative 

hypothesis H1, the coefficients τ2 and τ4 are the estimated additional effects on persistence and 

on level of HHI in the period after BBR. The dummy dmBBR and its interactions ( −
) ∗  are zero before BBR. 

Our null hypothesis assume the time dependence and the intercept are constant over the 

sample period, from July/2004 to December/2007. This sample period coincides with the 

sample studied in the previous chapters. The alternative hypothesis allows different effects 

after the BBR. We also introduced the terms − ∗  

and  in the alternative hypothesis. The second model estimates an additional effect 

after the BBR. The dummy variable dmBBR assume the value 1 from the month we want to 

test to last observed month. The intercept after the assumed break is τ0 + τ3 and the dynamic 

dependence is τ1 + τ2. 

Table 43 shows the dynamic panel estimation. We also report in the same table the 

Arellano and Bond autocorrelation tests and the statistics of Sargan and the statistics of 

Hansen. The Structural Break Test is reported as Statistics Q of De Wachter and Tzavalis 

(2012). 
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4 Results  

We carry out a relevant battery of test. From simple mean test to Structural Break Test in 

Panel Data, we find no statistical evidence the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform affect 

the  Herfindahl–Hirschman Index. In addition looking at the number of credit institutions 

operating in the credit lines we do not find statistical evidence showing a systematical 

migration between different credit markets.  

The Bai-Perron algorithm reported in Table 41 and Table 42 indicate some structural 

break only when we carried out the algorithm in level equations, Table 41, however, when we 

consider 1st differences equations, Table 42, eliminating the unit root of the time series, the 

algorithm detected structural breaks only in November/2006 and May/2007, periods away 

from the bankruptcy was enacted.  

We considers the critical months to the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform February/2005 and 

June/2005. The first is the issuing month and the second the time the BBR became legally 

effective. The Bai-Perron algorithm applied to level time series detected break nearest 

structural breaks in January/2005 and March/2005 in 3 specific markets, however theses 

breaks appears only in level equations, which are not stationary and can leads to incorrectly 

detect structural break. These breaks do not stand when we apply the algorithm in 1st 

difference equation with the correct treatment for unit root. If the BBR affected the HHI time 

series, we expected the Bai-Perron algorithm detects structural breaks in a relevant number of 

times series two or three months around the critical period. Looking at these results, we don’t 

have evidence of structural break systematically present in our control group of operations 

(credit lines 1-4) or in our treatment group of operations (credit lines 5-10). 

As we have evidence the series are co-integrated, we processed a structural break test in 

panel data by estimating a dynamic panel data model in 1st different with the HHI as 

dependent variable. Table 43 shows the estimated model. 

We assume no structural break in our restricted model (1R). The coefficient of the 

lagged term of D.HHI (HHI in 1st difference) is statistically significant. We also estimate four 

unrestricted models that allows the BBR affects the coefficient of the lagged term .  

and the intercept. The models tests for structural breaks in different periods. (1unR) to (3unR) 

consider the structural break around June/2005, when the BBR became legally effective, 

respectively June, May and July. The model (4unR) test February/2005, when Brazilian 

govern issued the federal law that changes the bankruptcy legislation. In model restricted 
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mode (1R) the dummy variable dmBBR assumes the value 1 after June/2005, in models (2unR) 

to (4unR) the dummy assume the value 1 after May, July and February. 

The Arellano and Bond autocorrelation test do not reject the null hypothesis of no 

autocorrelation of the residual for all models. The Hansen and the Sargan test of over 

identification do not reject the null hypothesis of no over identification. These tests are 

relevant because we expect that introducing new regressor in the unrestricted models this 

regressor do not invalidate the set of instruments of the restricted model under the null 

hypothesis of no breaks.  

One can note that the coefficient associated with the Dummy of BBR the variable assume 

different values in the unrestricted models. This variable is significant in all models, however 

it not mean that the BBR affected the level of HHI, which is a consequence of choosing to 

treat the variable as a fixed effect, the variable is introduced in level not in 1st difference, 

which is the correct way to incorporate event dummy variable. The consequence is an 

instrument that symmetrically varies with the dummy. If we observe the coefficients ̂  in the 

unrestricted models the estimated value are statistically similar to the intercept ̂  in the 

restricted model. The dummy capture part of the intercept. Introducing placebo dummy of 

exogenous events we got similar statistically significant coefficients. This effect in GMM 

estimators is the reason the simple use of temporal dummies and observing the p-value is not a 

valid procedure to test for structural break hypothesis. We should proceed the test as 

formulated in equation (21). 

We processed the De Watcher and Tzavalis (2012) test for structural break assuming we 

know the time of the break. Table 43 reports the results of the test. Looking at differences in 

Sargan’s statistics as proposed by De Watcher and Tzavalis (2012) we can accept the null 

hypothesis formalized by the restricted model (1R). Testing each months, we have similar 

results, in all four alternative to the time of the structural break we can accept the hypothesis 

of no structural break in the critical period of the BBR. Observing the others statistically 

significant estimated coefficients, like the influence of the Overnight Interbank Interest Rate 

or the 1st lag of Market Share-Credit Portfolio, in the unrestricted models, they are similar to 

the estimated coefficients in the model (1R) showing no evidences the unrestricted model are 

more complete ones.  
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5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we investigate a systematic change of the concentration in the credit 

markets/credit lines we used in the previous chapters. We search for potential effect of the 

Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform in the concentration of these credit lines. We use different 

statistical tests to detect structural breaks in Herfindahl–Hirschman Index and we also observe 

the number of players in the credit markets. We search for structural breaks near to the month 

of implementation of the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform (June/2005) and near to month when 

the BBR was issued (February/2005). Using statistical test with different asymptotic properties 

and different initial conditions, we do not find statistical evidence of a systematic movement 

or structural break around the critical months. 

First we observe the evolution of the number of credit institutions and we do not observe 

any systematic migration of credit institutions between consumer credit lines and corporate 

credit line. We also do not observe a systematic movement of new entrants in corporate credit 

line. These corporate credit lines are directed affected by the BBR. 

We also analyses the dynamics of the HHI time series to investigate potential structural 

breaks. First, we use the algorithms proposed by Bai-Perron (1998, 2003) to detect structural 

breaks in singular equations. We processed the algorithm in level of the HHI time series, 

without treating the unit root problem, and in the 1st difference of the HHI time series. In 1st 

difference we obtain stationary equations, before we processed the Bai-Perron’s algorithms. 

The algorithm detected some weak indications of breaks near to the two critical months, when 

we use the level of the HHI. However, using the stationary time series of HHI, in 1st 

difference, we do not obtain statistically significant breaks around these months. The adequate 

manner to process the Bai-Perron’s algorithm is using stationary time series.  

Observing the estimated 1st difference equations of the HHI time series, we detect some 

long-term autocorrelation structural in the residual. Testing for co-integration we find 

evidence the HHI time series are co-integrated. This test suggests we should check for a 

simultaneous structural break, because the Bai-Perron’s algorithms are not designed to detect 

simultaneous breaks in multivariate time series. 

To proceed a jointly test, as we have a short period and an insufficient number of 

observations to implement a structural break using a Vector Error Correction model. For this 

reason, we follow De Watcher and Tzavalis (2012) to test for structural break in a Dynamic 

Panel Data Model. We estimate four dynamic panel models taking the HHI as dependent 
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variable. We test for panel break in the month the BBR was issued (February/2005), in the 

month the BBR was enacted (June/2005) and two months around June/2005. These set of tests 

also do not indicate the presence of panel breaks in theses months. 
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6 Tables and Additional Materials 

Table 40: HHI Mean Test - T-Test: treated and non-treated groups 

 
 
 
 
 

Obs Mean Std. Dev. t-stat d. of freedom P(B-A<0) P(B-A)>0

Non Treated Group

B: 3 months berore BBR 510 0.2626 0.1474

A: 3 months after BBR 513 0.2730 0.1670

Treated Group

B: 3 months berore BBR 1368 0.2840 0.1618

A: 3 months after BBR 1369 0.2838 0.1613

Mean test by credit line

Non Treated Group 

Credit Line 1: Overdraft - Consumers

B: 3 months berore BBR 84 0.4092 0.2556

A: 3 months after BBR 77 0.4277 0.2584

Non Treated Group 

Credit Line 2: Leasing and Goods Financing – Consumers

B: 3 months berore BBR 40 0.3188 0.1358

A: 3 months after BBR 53 0.4549 0.1770

Non Treated Group 

Credit Line 3: Vehicle Financing – Consumers 

B: 3 months berore BBR 91 0.2992 0.1074

A: 3 months after BBR 90 0.2895 0.1346

Non Treated Group 

Credit Line 4: Loans and Other Credit Lines – Consumers

B: 3 months berore BBR 295 0.2020 0.0503

A: 3 months after BBR 293 0.1944 0.0428

Treated Group 

Credit Line 5: Working Capital; Overdraft and Supplier Financing - Firms

B: 3 months berore BBR 529 0.2004 0.0700

A: 3 months after BBR 541 0.2059 0.0619

Treated Group 

Credit Line 6: Commercial Bills Discount – Firms

B: 3 months berore BBR 221 0.3736 0.2234

A: 3 months after BBR 219 0.4055 0.2447

Treated Group 

Credit Line 7: Leasing and Goods Financing – Firms

B: 3 months berore BBR 140 0.3933 0.0138

A: 3 months after BBR 140 0.3828 0.0145

Treated Group 

Credit Line 8: Vehicle Financing – Firms

B: 3 months berore BBR 192 0.2825 0.1706

A: 3 months after BBR 190 0.2928 0.1769

Treated Group 

Credit Line 9: Loans and Other Credit Lines – Firms

B: 3 months berore BBR 213 0.3077 0.1003

A: 3 months after BBR 214 0.2839 0.0813

Treated Group 

Credit Line 10: Trade Finance: Import and Export – Firms

B: 3 months berore BBR 73 0.3425411 0.0252

A: 3 months after BBR 65 0.2829524 0.0168

2.6966 425 0.9964 0.0036

1.9201 136.0000 0.9715 0.0285

0.5260 278 0.7003 0.2997

-0.5769 380 0.2822 0.7178

-1.3649 1068 0.0863 0.9137

-1.4263 438 0.0772 0.9228

0.5347 179 0.7032 0.2968

1.9629 586 0.9749 0.0251

-0.4560 159 0.3245 0.6755

-4.0467 91 0.0001 0.9999

1021 0.3245 0.6755-1.0567

0.0190 2735 0.5076 0.4924
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Figure 6: Number of Banks by credit lines 
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Figure 7: HHI - Bai Perron test 
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Figure 8: HHI – Autocorrelation of the residuals 

 

 Autocorrelation Partial Correlation  AC PAC Q-Stat Prob* 

Credit Line 
(01) 

  

1 -0.023 -0.023 0.0269 0.870 
2 -0.138 -0.139 0.9887 0.610 
3 -0.139 -0.149 1.9816 0.576 
4 0.024 -0.006 2.0111 0.734 
5 -0.234 -0.285 4.9576 0.421 
6 -0.130 -0.197 5.8903 0.436 
7 0.018 -0.105 5.9079 0.551 

Credit Line 
(02) 

  

1 -0.030 -0.030 0.0451 0.832 
2 -0.176 -0.177 1.5920 0.451 
3 -0.276 -0.297 5.4958 0.139 
4 0.042 -0.028 5.5876 0.232 
5 0.062 -0.046 5.7924 0.327 
6 -0.012 -0.102 5.8003 0.446 
7 -0.085 -0.099 6.2052 0.516 

Credit Line 
(03) 

  

1 -0.173 -0.173 1.4613 0.227 
2 -0.428 -0.472 10.655 0.005 
3 0.078 -0.149 10.968 0.012 
4 0.041 -0.240 11.057 0.026 
5 -0.013 -0.126 11.067 0.050 
6 -0.081 -0.262 11.431 0.076 
7 0.127 -0.013 12.342 0.090 

Credit Line 
(04) 

  

1 -0.034 -0.034 0.0566 0.812 
2 -0.166 -0.167 1.4401 0.487 
3 -0.016 -0.029 1.4530 0.693 
4 0.042 0.013 1.5474 0.818 
5 -0.277 -0.291 5.6851 0.338 
6 -0.124 -0.157 6.5382 0.366 
7 0.338 0.263 13.006 0.072 

Credit Line 
(05) 

  

1 -0.004 -0.004 0.0008 0.977 
2 -0.069 -0.069 0.2387 0.887 
3 -0.102 -0.103 0.7732 0.856 
4 -0.097 -0.105 1.2676 0.867 
5 -0.219 -0.243 3.8597 0.570 
6 0.040 -0.002 3.9484 0.684 
7 0.112 0.056 4.6597 0.701 

Credit Line 
(06) 

  

1 -0.133 -0.133 0.8641 0.353 
2 -0.310 -0.334 5.6902 0.058 
3 -0.011 -0.126 5.6965 0.127 
4 0.111 -0.022 6.3406 0.175 
5 -0.053 -0.089 6.4924 0.261 
6 0.142 0.171 7.6122 0.268 
7 0.030 0.076 7.6637 0.363 

Credit Line 
(07) 

  

1 0.027 0.027 0.0365 0.848 
2 0.014 0.013 0.0462 0.977 
3 0.074 0.074 0.3297 0.954 
4 -0.195 -0.200 2.3231 0.677 
5 -0.299 -0.302 7.1517 0.210 
6 0.180 0.215 8.9500 0.176 
7 -0.014 0.032 8.9618 0.255 

Credit Line 
(08) 

  

1 -0.185 -0.185 1.6708 0.196 
2 -0.211 -0.254 3.9146 0.141 
3 0.110 0.016 4.5344 0.209 
4 0.015 -0.012 4.5456 0.337 
5 -0.090 -0.064 4.9803 0.418 
6 -0.095 -0.143 5.4764 0.484 
7 0.330 0.278 11.654 0.113 

Credit Line 
(09) 

  

1 0.081 0.081 0.3255 0.568 
2 -0.039 -0.046 0.4019 0.818 
3 -0.114 -0.108 1.0664 0.785 
4 -0.047 -0.031 1.1815 0.881 
5 0.056 0.055 1.3501 0.930 
6 -0.098 -0.125 1.8839 0.930 
7 -0.148 -0.141 3.1317 0.873 

Credit Line 
(10) 

  

1 -0.047 -0.047 0.1072 0.743 
2 -0.058 -0.060 0.2766 0.871 
3 -0.284 -0.292 4.4290 0.219 
4 -0.400 -0.480 12.820 0.012 
5 0.195 0.057 14.872 0.011 
6 -0.146 -0.377 16.056 0.013 
7 0.152 -0.259 17.360 0.015 
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Table 41: Estimated Breaks by Bai-Perron Multibreak Algorithm– HHI Level 

 
Credit Lines 

 (01) (02) (03) (04) (05) (06) (07) (08) (09) (10) 
Sequential F-

statistic: 

3 2 0 3 3 3 3 2 5 3 
F-stat. Critical† F-stat. Critical† F-stat. Critical† F-stat. Critical† F-stat. Critical† F-stat. Critical† F-stat. Critical † F-stat. Critical† F-stat. Critical† F-stat. Critical† 

0 vs. 1 82.371 9.100 11.883 9.100 4.791 9.100 26.155 9.100 19.317 9.100 23.142 9.100 114.209 9.100 204.012 9.100 52.829 9.100 24.177 9.100 

1 vs. 2 56.975 10.550 1094.648 10.550 
  

111.205 10.550 75.859 10.550 31.504 10.550 12.846 10.550 9.906 10.550 181.540 10.550 31.877 10.550 

2 vs. 3 40.526 11.360 7.287 11.360 
  

16.297 11.360 10.196 11.360 10.348 11.360 8.248 11.360 
  

11.396 11.360 4.299 11.360 

3 vs. 4 4.015 12.350 
    

6.012 12.350 
        

14.762 12.350 
  

4 vs. 5                 
7087.737 12.970 

  

5 vs. 6                 
11.607 13.450 

  
Breaks Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: 

1††† 2007M09 2005M07 
 

2005M03 2006M04 2005M03 2007M09 2004M12 2004M10 2005M01 
2††† 2004M11 2004M05 

 
2007M09 2007M08 2004M09 2005M10 

 
2007M08 

 
3††† 2007M03 

  
2007M04 

        
2007M04 

  
4††† 

            
2006M12 

  
5††† 

               
Schwarz : 0 1 1 2 1 2 0 1 2 2 

LWZ : 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 

 
Schw.†† LWZ†† Schw.†† LWZ†† Schw.†† LWZ†† Schw.†† LWZ†† Schw.†† LWZ†† Schw.†† LWZ†† Schw.†† LWZ†† Schw.†† LWZ†† Schw.†† LWZ†† Schw.†† LWZ†† 

0 -4.869 -4.821 -4.023 -3.975 -6.443 -6.395 -6.254 -6.207 -7.649 -7.602 -6.440 -6.393 -6.338 -6.290 -6.142 -6.094 -4.549 -4.501 -7.012 -6.965 

1 -4.855 -4.712 -4.417 -4.274 -6.598 -6.455 -6.804 -6.661 -8.073 -7.930 -6.707 -6.564 -6.336 -6.193 -7.443 -7.299 -4.959 -4.816 -7.460 -7.317 

2 -4.801 -4.560 -4.396 -4.155 -6.482 -6.240 -6.818 -6.577 -8.033 -7.792 -6.787 -6.546 -6.385 -6.144 -7.441 -7.200 -5.008 -4.767 -7.453 -7.212 

3 -4.673 -4.332 -4.337 -3.996 -6.323 -5.981 -6.683 -6.341 -7.999 -7.658 -6.767 -6.426 -6.289 -5.948 -7.345 -7.004 -4.852 -4.511 -7.351 -7.010 

4 -4.535 -4.092 -4.219 -3.775 -6.163 -5.719 -6.538 -6.095 -7.880 -7.436 -6.654 -6.210 -6.161 -5.717 -7.220 -6.777 -4.696 -4.252 -7.211 -6.767 

5 -4.353 -3.804 -4.073 -3.524 -6.002 -5.453 -6.378 -5.830 -7.721 -7.172 -6.539 -5.990 -6.007 -5.458 -6.987 -6.438 -4.534 -3.985 -7.014 -6.465 

Breaks Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: 

1 - 2005M07 2007M03 2005M03 2006M04 2005M03 2005M10 2004M12 2004M10 2005M01 

2 - - - 2007M06 - 2006M07 2007M06 - 2006M12 2007M01 

† Scaled F-Statistics and Bai-Perron (Econometric Journal, 2003) critical values. †† Information Criteria. ††† 5% significant estimated breaks – Sequential Procedures Bai, Perron (2003) 
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Table 42: Estimated Breaks by Bai-Perron Multibreak Algorithm– HHI 1
st
 Difference 

 
Credit Lines 

 (01) (02) (03) (04) (05) (06) (07) (08) (09) (10) 
Sequential F-

statistic: 

3 2 0 3 3 3 3 2 5 3 
F-stat. Critical† F-stat. Critical† F-stat. Critical† F-stat. Critical† F-stat. Critical† F-stat. Critical† F-stat. Critical † F-stat. Critical† F-stat. Critical† F-stat. Critical† 

0 vs. 1 5.653758 11.47 4.762529 11.47 7.075870 11.47 7.148702 11.47 8.303038 11.47 3.018599 11.47 6.892952 11.47 8.947440 11.47 8.914592 11.47 4.655993 11.47 

1 vs. 2                     

2 vs. 3                     

3 vs. 4                     

4 vs. 5                     

5 vs. 6                     

Breaks Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: 

1††† No Break No Break No Break No Break No Break No Break No Break No Break No Break No Break 
2†††          

 
Schwarz : 0 1 1 2 1 2 0 1 2 2 

LWZ : 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 

 
Schw.†† LWZ†† Schw.†† LWZ†† Schw.†† LWZ†† Schw.†† LWZ†† Schw.†† LWZ†† Schw.†† LWZ†† Schw.†† LWZ†† Schw.†† LWZ†† Schw.†† LWZ†† Schw.†† LWZ†† 

0 -4.801 -4.705 -4.546 -4.450 -5.928 -5.832 -7.008 -6.912 -8.152 -8.056 -6.545 -6.449 -7.084 -6.989 -7.143 -7.047 -5.523 -5.427 -7.444 -7.348 

1 -4.772 -4.528 -4.375 -4.131 -5.834 -5.590 -6.917 -6.674 -8.105 -7.862 -6.400 -6.157 -7.075 -6.831 -7.009 -6.765 -5.570 -5.326 -7.279 -7.035 

2 -4.638 -4.241 -4.308 -3.911 -5.788 -5.391 -6.749 -6.352 -7.939 -7.542 -6.249 -5.852 -7.028 -6.631 -6.922 -6.525 -5.582 -5.185 -7.116 -6.719 

3 -4.398 -3.842 -4.116 -3.559 -5.548 -4.991 -6.528 -5.972 -7.824 -7.268 -6.128 -5.571 -6.834 -6.277 -6.693 -6.137 -5.342 -4.786 -6.929 -6.373 

4 -4.160 -3.437 -3.896 -3.172 -5.303 -4.579 -6.307 -5.584 -7.621 -6.898 -6.002 -5.279 -6.619 -5.896 -6.490 -5.767 -5.104 -4.381 -6.714 -5.991 

5 -3.912 -3.013 -3.647 -2.748 -5.062 -4.163 -6.087 -5.188 -7.404 -6.505 -5.770 -4.871 -6.375 -5.476 -6.265 -5.366 -4.856 -3.957 -6.478 -5.579 

Breaks Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: Estimated breaks: 

1         2006M11  
2         2007M05  

† Scaled F-Statistics and Bai-Perron (Econometric Journal, 2003) critical values. †† Information Criteria. ††† 5% significant estimated breaks – Sequential Procedures Bai, Perron (2003) 
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Table 43: Panel Break Structural Test 
We estimate Dynamics Panel Data models to test form the existence of single Structural Break in .relevant months. We tests 
form the presence of Structural Break in February/2005, when the month of the issuing of the Federal Law 11.101. We also 
tested for Structural Break in months around June/2005, when the Federal Law 11.101 became effective. 
(1R) Restricted Model  - No structural break regressors 
(1unR to 4unR) Unrestricted Model - The models include dummy variables and regressors. We teste the existence of single structural break 
in the concentration index HHI after  June/2005 (1unR), a month around the BBR, May/2005(2unR) and Jul/2005 and the month the new 
law was issued, February/2005 (4unR). 

 

(1R) (1unR) (2unR) (3unR) (4unR)
Number of Observations 15,833 15,833 15,833 15,833 15,833

Number of Instruments 39 41 41 41 41

Wald
  
χ

 2
 test 4,334.130 3,362.850 3,313.420 3,220.110 1,301.690 

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Independent Variables
-6.7164*** -5.4467*** -7.8761*** -4.7546** -9.1875***

[2.115] [1.827] [2.768] [2.204] [3.142]

-0.5488*** 0.1477 0.4686 0.1168 1.0463
[0.160] [0.464] [0.671] [0.413] [1.020]

-0.5257 -0.8353 -0.4839 -1.4040
[0.463] [0.666] [0.412] [1.011]

-0.0380*** -0.0342*** -0.0231** 0.0578***
[0.013] [0.013] [0.009] [0.015]

1.9585*** 2.2273*** 1.9841*** 2.2502*** 2.1650***
[0.714] [0.704] [0.732] [0.703] [0.804]

0.4958 0.5495 0.8549* 0.6700 1.1879*
[0.441] [0.467] [0.499] [0.434] [0.700]

-0.2705 -0.4902 -0.2895 -0.3789 -0.0942
[0.588] [0.613] [0.638] [0.587] [0.749]

-0.7677 -1.0172 -0.6973 -1.0774 -0.3108
[0.700] [0.769] [0.852] [0.789] [0.888]

-3.9779*** -2.6474*** -3.4943*** -2.6098** -5.6717***
[0.848] [0.905] [0.883] [1.043] [1.376]

-0.0018 -0.0033** -0.0012 -0.0023* -0.0014
[0.001] [0.002] [0.002] [0.001] [0.002]

-0.0005 -0.0004 -0.0002 -0.0005 0.0008
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

0.0027*** 0.0021*** 0.0027*** 0.0022*** 0.0039***
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

0.0006 0.0006** 0.0010 0.0002 0.0005
[0.000] [0.000] [0.001] [0.000] [0.001]

0.0327* 0.0300* 0.0414** 0.0322** 0.0507*
[0.019] [0.016] [0.019] [0.016] [0.027]

-0.0352** -0.0293** -0.0268* -0.0275* -0.0365**
[0.014] [0.014] [0.015] [0.014] [0.018]

-0.0004 -0.0014 -0.0010 -0.0018 -0.0022
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.002]

Credit Line Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Montly Trends Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Arellano-Bond test  for AR(1) p-value (0.121) (0.099) (0.147) (0.102) (0.103)
Arellano-Bond test  for AR(2) p-value (0.180) (0.107) (0.145) (0.100) (0.180)
Arellano-Bond test  for AR(3) p-value (0.165) (0.112) (0.151) (0.100) (0.165)
Arellano-Bond test  for AR(4) p-value (0.140) (0.092) (0.138) (0.093) (0.140)
Arellano-Bond test  for AR(5) p-value (0.151) (0.117) (0.148) (0.103) (0.151)
Arellano-Bond test  for AR(6) p-value (0.144) (0.094) (0.140) (0.095) (0.144)
Arellano-Bond test  for AR(7) p-value (0.125) (0.075) (0.126) (0.089) (0.125)
Sargan Test of Overidentification Restriction chi2(2) chi2(2) chi2(2) chi2(2) chi2(2)

4.5867 3.9970 0.2156 0.2445 3.7509
(0.101) (0.136) (0.898) (0.885) (0.153)

Hansen Test of Overidentification Restriction chi2(2) chi2(2) chi2(2) chi2(2) chi2(2)
1.1261 1.8590 0.0674 0.0702 1.4939
(0.569) (0.395) (0.967) (0.965) (0.474)

Statistic Q 0.5898 4.3712 4.3422 0.8358

De Watcher & Tzavalis (2012) (0.745) (0.112) (0.114) (0.658)

Market Share - Credit Portfolio (t-1)

Market Share - Credit Portfolio (t-2)

Market Share TA (t-1)

Market Share TA (t-2)

D.(HHICredit Line) (t-1) * Dummy of BBR

Dummy of BBR

(a) All estimatives considered a intercept term
(b) Robust Standard Deviation in braquets, * p <=0,10 ; ** p  <=0,05; ***p  <=0,01

Net Capital

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate

Gross Domestic Product (t-1)

Industrial Production Index

Inflation Index

τ0

Inflation Index (t-1)

Basel Capital Index

Liquidity Index

D.(HHICredit Line) (t-1)
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CONCLUSIONS 

Economic theory has the market competition environment as a first-line issue. Since 

Antoine Cournot (1838), economists have dedicated their lives to study the effects of the lack 

of competition on moving the economy from an efficient path of development. We aim to 

contribute to these efforts with this work. 

Competition is the spring that efficiently connects pricing systems with cost structures. 

The manner in which adjustments in the structure of firm costs are transmitted to price 

depends on the competitive environment this firm operates into. Lack of competition is a 

possible source of inefficiency. Firms inappropriately incorporate cost reductions of input 

prices into their mark-up or commercial margins, if the competition environment is 

inefficiently restricted.  

We specifically study this issue with respect to the Brazilian credit market, using the 

Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform of 2005 (BBR) as an exogenous event. This legal reform aims 

to improve the creditor’s protection statements into the Brazilian market.  

Two possible effects of a new legislation that better protects creditors is reducing the 

probability of default or improving the recovery rate to credit institution. These effects to 

credit institutions or banks are similar to lower input costs to firms. 

The banking literature shows that the credit market suffers from market imperfection, 

preventing the industry from achieving perfect competition. Those imperfections come from 

high entry costs and/or regulatory characteristics of the banking industry. In this context, we 

derive a simple economic model demonstrating that, under the hypothesis of constant market 

power (due to the lack of competition in the credit market), the effects of a reduced  

probability of firm default and/or an increase in the recovery rate on the interest rate of 

corporate loans are limited by the lack of competition. We assume that the BBR affects these 

costs of lending. If the local entry barrier is relevant, the bankruptcy reform should not affect 

the level of competition in the Brazilian market, and we are able to empirically identify and 

observe this theoretical conclusion. 

Using a dataset from the Brazilian Central Bank, we have studied credit institutions’ 

lending operations to private firms. After engaging in different empirical strategies and 

econometric models, we find strong evidence that the competitive level of Brazilian credit 
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market offers a restraint on the effects of the bankruptcy law on the interest rate and the yield 

spreads of corporate loans. 

Our study focuses on credit operations conducted by Brazilian private firms when 

contracting with local credit institutions. We based our empirical models on the assumption 

that the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform does not affect the competitive level of the studied 

markets, and we empirically test for that hypothesis. 

Using differences-in-differences estimators and assuming that the new bankruptcy law 

directly affected collateralized loans to local firms and has no effects on personal loans free of 

collateral, we estimate that the lack of competition hinders 23% to 31% of the reducing effect 

of the new creditor protection legislation on the interest rate of collateralized loans to firms. 

These results depend on the competitive measure we use as proxy for market power. If we 

examine the effects on the spread over the interest rate term structure, we find that 

competition limits the effect of the law from 19% to 30%. 

The estimated results corroborate the effects predicted by theory and indicate that the 

Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform – BBR reduced the cost of credit to firms, but the competitive 

structure of the local market is a relevant component to explain the weak effect of the new 

regulatory environment on interest rates and spreads. 

We obtained strong evidence that the competition structure of the market can hamper a 

substantial part of the positive effects of creditor protection reform. Our robustness tests 

suggest that those results are robust to different concentration measures and to market 

competition measures. We also conduct estimates and find statistically similar results using 

shorter subsamples around the time the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform became legally 

effective, although these estimates demand more efficient econometric models. 

Using single equation structural break algorithms and structural break tests for the panel 

data, we find no statistical evidence that the Brazilian Bankruptcy Reform introduced a new 

regime into the competition for offering credit lines to firms. 

Beyond the empirical identification of the effects, we attempt to contribute to the actual 

research stream proposing the incorporation of competitive measures and their interactions 

into the estimations that study the exogenous effects on the banking market. We believe 

market power interaction effects, or crossed effects, are relevant and avoiding their integration 

into empirical models may result in incomplete models. 
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We did not find any previous literature that compared with our empirical results. We 

have no knowledge of banking research that studies the limiting effect of the lack of 

competition in lending markets or the crossed effect of market power or competitive levels 

with the exogenous effects that reduce the cost of lending. However, our estimations of the 

direct effect of the new bankruptcy law are comparable to Araujo et al (2012). 

These results suggest relevant that regulators should also consider competitive 

conditions when enacting legislation. New creditor protection regulations could not directly 

affect the interest rate or the spread charged on corporate loans to their full potential without 

being implemented in association with anti-trust policies. This is not a contra-factual 

conclusion but an empirical confirmation of microeconomic model predictions. Firms do not 

necessarily transfer cost reductions to prices when they operate in a monopolist competition 

environment.  

We believe that the level of the estimated results are concerning. We find statistical 

indications that the lack of competition limits almost half of the effect of the Brazilian 

Bankruptcy Reform on reducing interest rates charged by banks to firms.  
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Annex I – Tables and Additional Material  

Table A1: Number of banks and observations by Month 

 
 

  

panels (months) N
o
 of banks N

o
 of observations N

o
 of observations Outliers % Outliers

2004-Jul 73 1,270 1,255 1.2%
2004-Aug 71 1,312 1,299 1.0%
2004-Sep 71 1,250 1,238 1.0%
2004-Oct 67 1,245 1,232 1.0%
2004-Nov 66 1,259 1,243 1.3%
2004-Dec 70 1,299 1,287 0.9%
2005-Jan 71 1,245 1,231 1.1%
2005-Feb 66 1,169 1,154 1.3%
2005-Mar 71 1,284 1,282 0.2%
2005-Apr 63 1,266 1,255 0.9%
2005-May 64 1,329 1,317 0.9%
2005-Jun 73 1,331 1,320 0.8%
2005-Jul 72 1,333 1,324 0.7%

2005-Aug 69 1,359 1,352 0.5%
2005-Sep 70 1,338 1,323 1.1%
2005-Oct 72 1,326 1,318 0.6%
2005-Nov 72 1,359 1,353 0.4%
2005-Dec 74 1,383 1,379 0.3%
2006-Jan 70 1,325 1,315 0.8%
2006-Feb 73 1,314 1,290 1.8%
2006-Mar 70 1,371 1,349 1.6%
2006-Apr 73 1,263 1,240 1.8%
2006-May 70 1,305 1,284 1.6%
2006-Jun 73 1,401 1,380 1.5%
2006 - Jul 78 1,662 1,597 3.9%
2006-Aug 82 1,829 1,762 3.7%
2006-Sep 85 2,049 1,972 3.8%
2006-Oct 87 1,863 1,790 3.9%
2006-Nov 94 2,057 1,988 3.4%
2006-Dec 83 1,595 1,561 2.1%
2007-Jan 70 948 924 2.5%
2007-Feb 75 1,295 1,276 1.5%
2007-Mar 65 1,306 1,257 3.8%
2007-Apr 88 2,033 1,969 3.1%
2007-May 105 2,138 2,057 3.8%
2007-Jun 95 2,213 2,149 2.9%
2007 - Jul 90 2,185 2,096 4.1%
2007-Aug 102 2,190 2,125 3.0%
2007-Sep 77 1,467 1,451 1.1%
2007-Oct 76 1,313 1,301 0.9%
2007-Nov 76 1,408 1,397 0.8%
2007-Dec 80 1,443 1,437 0.4%

2004-Jul to 2007-Dec 3,192 62,330 61,129 2%
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Table A2: Used variables and its description 

unit Variable Description 

n.a. β0 Intercept 

% Market Share - Credit Portfolio 

Market Share of the credit market portfolio. The variable considers all 
credit operations. We considered the present value of the credit 
operations without provision charge or market value adjustments. 

n.a Dummy of BBR 

Dummy variable for the studied event, the variable assume de value 0 
before June/2004 and the value 1 after the Brazilian Bankruptcy 
Reform became effective. 

n.a Dummy of Treated Group 

Dummy variable for the control group, the variable assume the value 1 
for observation of contracted lend of firm with collateral, and 0 for 
observation of contracted lend of natural person without collateral. 

n.a. HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral 

Herfindahl–Hirschman Index taking credit line, risk class rating, and 
collateral differentiation by each monthly panel. MkS is the Market 

Share. , , , = ∑ , , , ,  

n.a. C4Credit Line, Risk, Collateral 

C4 Index or CR4 Index is the sum of the four largest market shares. 
The calculation considerer credit line, risk class rating, and collateral 
differentiation by each monthly panel. 

	 4 , , , = , , , , ⊥ , , , , > , , , ,  

n.a. MkSCredit Line, Risk, Collateral 

Market Share taking credit line, risk class rating, and collateral 
differentiation by each monthly panel. 

, , , , = 	 , , , ,∑ 	 , , , ,
 

%  
by year-end 

Interest Rate Term Strutucture 

The ITRS is the forward interest rate from the yield curve of the 
Brazilian interbank money market. We calculated the weighted mean 
maturity of the credit operations and considered forward interest rate 
with the same maturity on the IRTS. We calculate the interest rate that 
adequately complies with the credit maturity using the flat forward 
interpolation technique. We used the monthly mean of the close price 
of future contracts. 

%  
by year-end 

Overnight Interbank Interest Rate 
Monthly mean of the overnight interbank interest rate. The information 
provided by the Cetip. www.cetip.com.br. 

%  
by year-end 

Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate 
Standard Deviation of the overnight interbank interest rate. Monthly 
mean of daily volatility. 

BRL Million Gross Domestic Product 
Proxy for Gross Domestic Product calculated by Brazilian Central 
Bank on monthly basis. Temporal Series 4380 available at 
https://www3.bcb.gov.br/sgspub/consultarvalores/telaCvsSelecionarSeries.paint. 

n.a. Industrial Production Index 
Industrial Production Index calculated on monthly basis by the Getulio 
Vargas Foundation – Brazilian Economics Institute:  IBRE-FGV. 

n.a. Inflation Index 

Index Number – IPCA. The IPCA (consumer price index) is the 
official inflation index used for the inflation target regime of the 
official monetary policy. 

n.a. Basel Capital Index 

Basel index is the risk-weighted assets over the capital. The credit 
institutions calculate the Basel Index and monthly inform to the 
Brazilian Central Bank. The calculation methodology was a standard 
procedure regulated by the Resolution 2.099 issued by the Monetary 
National Council. At the specific studied period, the Brazilian Central 
Bank do not authorized internal capital model. 

n.a. Liquidity Index 

The liquidity index considers accountability information from the 
document 4010. The liquidity index considered securities and bond 
without restriction to sell, and interbank assets over total assets. 

=
Securities	and	Federal	Bonds	free	of	charge +Deposits	and	Assets	with	financial	instituitons +	Interbank	Assets	 − 	Reselling	Agrement	(short	position)

Total		Assets − 	Reselling	Agrement	(short	position)  

n.a. Total Monthly Revenue over Net Capital 

We consider the total receipts of the financial institution on monthly 
based informed to the BCB. The capital information is not weighted or 

adjusted.  = 	
	 . 

n.a. Total Defaulted Credit Operation 

Credit operations that are overdue by more than 90 day over total credit 
portfolio. We consider the present value of the loans without provision 
and market adjustment. 

days Mean Maturity 

The Mean Maturity is the weighted mean maturity calculated 
considered as the individual observation.   

, , , , =	∑ , , , , , ∗ , , , , ,∑ , , , , ,
 

BRL Million Net Capital Net Capital is the accountability balance information.  

n.a. Dummy of Public Bank 

Dummy variable for the public controlled credit institution. The 
variable assume the value 1 if the institution is controlled by govern or 
by yearther govern controlled institution, and zero otherwise. 
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Table A2: Used variables and its description 

BRL Million Total Revenue of Credit Operation 

=	 	 +ℎ 	 	 	 	 	 +	 	 	   

BRL Million Total Funding Expenses 
T =	 	 	 + 	 	 	 	  

BRL Million Total Personal Expenses 
=+ 	 	 + 	 	 	  

BRL Million Total Fixed Capital = − 	 		 
n.a Cost of  Funding = ℎ ℎ 	 	 
n.a Cost of Fixed Capital  = ℎ ℎ 	 	 
n.a Cost of Wages = ℎ ℎ 	  

n.a Provision Rate = 	 ℎ 	 	 	 	
ℎ ℎ 	  

n.a Profitabity = 	 + 	 	
ℎ ℎ 	 	  

n.a Market Share TA 	 , = 	 ,∑ 	 ,
 

n.a. HHI TA 	 = 	 	 ,  

% Market Share – Credit Portfolio 
The same concept described above and use as control variable to 
estimate the MulitProduct – H statistic. 

% HHI – Credit Portfolio 	 = 	∑ 	 	 , - Herfindahl–Hirschman Index 
calculated with respect to Market Share – Credit Portfolio. 
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Table A3: Abbreviation and variable names abbreviations and symbols 

CAop 
Present value of the credit operation. The discount yield is the 
contracted interest rate informed by the credit institution. 

, , , ,  Dummy of Treated Group. 

Y , , , , 	 Dependent Variable – Mean of contracted interests rate. 

S , , , , 	 Dependent Variable – Mean of contracted interests rate. 

, , ,  
Market Power measure – We assume HHI as proxy for market power, 
but some tests made with C4 and Market Share. 

, , , ,  Dummy for treated observations. 

Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group 
Interaction variable represented into the econometric model as  

, , , , . 

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of Treated Group* 
Interaction variable represented into the econometric model as  Λ , , , , , , , . 

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of BBR 
Interaction variable represented into the econometric model as  Λ , , , . 

HHICredit Line, Risk, Collateral * Dummy of BBR * Dummy of Treated Group 
Interaction variable represented into the econometric model as  Λ , , , , , , , . 

 

Herfindahl–Hirschman Index of credit line n at period t. The index is 
calculated on market level and we use this notation on the times 
series analysis. We also use this variable on panel data analysis, as 
HHICredit Line when we tested for different market aggregation of the 
HHI calculation. 

MkS  Market Share. 

IRTS Interest Rate Term Structure. 

DI1d Overnight interbank interest rate. 

VolDI1 Volatility of Overnight Interbank Interest Rate. 

GDP Gross Domestic Product. 

Pind Industrial Production Index. 

Inflation or IPCA Official Inflation Index for Inflation Target Politics. 

IBasel Basel Capital Index. 

ILiq Liquidity Index. 

IRev Total Monthly Revenue over Net Capital. 

Def90d Total Defaulted Credit Operation. 

WMat Mean Maturity. 

 Total Revenue of Credit Operations of the bank b on month t 

 Vector of Input Prices of Bank b on month t 

,  
Vector of control variable of bank b on month t used to estimate the 
H-Statistic. 

 

Fixed effect of bank b. We also used , , ,  to represent the fixed 
effect  when we consider fixed effect of credit lines, l, risk class, r or 
collateralized credit operation, c. 

 Total Revenue of credit operations of bank b in month t 

T ,  Total Funding Expenses of Bank b in month t 

,  Total Personal Expenses of Bank b in month t 

,  Total Personal Expenses of Bank b in month t 

 

Vector of dummies of credit market. The variable assume value 1 if 
the credit institution informed to BCB at least one credit operation 
traded with our control group or with treated group. 

 

Dummy of credit line or credit market n. The variable assume the 
value 1 if the credit institutions b informed at least one credit 
operation in credit line n  at month t. 

 
Dummy of credit line or credit market l. The variable assume the 
value 1 if the lending is contracted using the credit line l. 
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Table A3: Abbreviation and variable names abbreviations and symbols 

MkSCrdOp 

Market Share - Credit Portfolio. Market Share with respect to the 
credit portfolio of the credit institution. The variable consider the 
credit operations on the credit institution balance sheet. 

 
Coefficients of the Dynamic Panel Estimator of intercept and time 
endogenous regressors, lagged regressors.  

.  1st Difference of the HHI time series. 

*We also tested this variables for different market power measures: C4 and Market Share 

 


